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It has only recently become possible to study the dynamics of large time

scale biological processes computationally in explicit solvent and atomic detail.

This required a combination of advances in computer hardware, utilization of par-

allel and special purpose hardware as well as numerical and theoretical approaches.

In this work we report advances in these areas contributing to the feasibility of a

work of this scope in a reasonable time. We then make use of them to study an

interesting model system, the action of the DNA bending protein 1IHF and demon-

strate such an effort can now be performed on GPU equipped PC workstations.

Many cellular processes require DNA bending. In the crowded compart-

ment of the cell, DNA must be efficiently stored but this is just one example where

bending is observed. Other examples include the effects of DNA structural features

involved in transcription, gene regulation and recombination. 1IHF is a bacterial

protein that binds and kinks DNA at sequence specific sites. The 1IHF binding to
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DNA is the cause or effect of bending of the double helix by almost 180 degrees.

Most sequence specific DNA binding proteins bind in the major groove of the DNA

and sequence specificity results from direct readout. 1IHF is an exception; it binds

in the minor groove. The final structure of the binding/bending reaction was crystal-

lized and shows the protein arm like features ”latched” in place wrapping the DNA

in the minor grooves and intercalating the tips between base pairs at the kink sites.

This sequence specific, mostly indirect readout protein-DNA binding/bending inter-

action is therefore an interesting test case to study the mechanism of protein DNA

binding and bending in general.

Kinetic schemes have been proposed and numerous experimental studies

have been carried out to validate these schemes. Experiments have included rapid

kinetics laser T jump studies providing unprecedented temporal resolution and time

resolved (quench flow) DNA foot-printing. Here we complement and add to those

studies by investigating the mechanism and dynamics of the final latching/initial

unlatching at an atomic level. This is accomplished with the computational tools

of molecular dynamics and the theory of Milestoning. Our investigation begins

by generating a reaction coordinate from the crystal structure of the DNA-protein

complex and other images generated through modelling based on biochemical in-

tuition. The initial path is generated by steepest descent minimization providing us

with over 100 anchor images along the Steepest Descent Path (SDP) reaction coor-

dinate. We then use the tools of Milestoning to sample hypersurfaces (milestones)

between reaction coordinate anchors. Launching multiple trajectories from each

milestone allowed us to accumulate average passage times to adjacent milestones
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and obtain transition probabilities. A complete set of rates was obtained this way

allowing us to draw important conclusions about the mechanism of DNA bending.

We uncover two possible metastable intermediates in the dissociation un-

kinking process. The first is an unexpected stable intermediate formed by initial

unlatching of the IHF arms accompanied by a complete ”psi-0” to ”psi+140” con-

formational change of the IHF arm tip prolines. This unlatching (de-intercalation of

the IHF tips from the kink sites) is required for any unkinking to occur. The second

intermediate is formed by the IHF protein arms sliding over the DNA phosphate

backbone and refolding in the next groove. The formation of this intermediate

occurs on the millisecond timescale which is within experimental unkinking rate

results.

We show that our code optimization and parallelization enhancements allow

the entire computational process of these millisecond timescale events in about one

month on 10 or less GPU equipped workstations/cluster nodes bringing these stud-

ies within reach of researchers that do not have access to supercomputer clusters.
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Introduction & Biochemistry
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1.1 Introduction & Motivation

Proteins, many of which enzymes, and nucleic acids (some of which ri-

bozymes) are the most prominent molecules in living creatures that set them apart

from non-living things. Enzymes are catalysts. They do not change the equilibrium

of the reaction they catalyze, otherwise they would be consumed or altered in the

process. They only make the reaction and its reverse significantly more likely by

lowering the energy of the transition state. So life is defined by kinetics. Under-

standing enzyme mechanism is therefore synonymous with understanding kinetics.

With molecular dynamics (MD) and Milestoning, we can investigate kinetics at the

atomic level (computational kinetics). From an experimental point of view, Molec-

ular Dynamics (MD) can be thought of as a single molecule method where we

directly observe the process at atomic resulotion. In fact, MD currently provides

us with the only way to study protein movement at this resolution. MD and experi-

mental laboratory single molecule methods (for example with a FRET observable)

have allowed us to observe (transitions between) metastable states and obtain dwell

(waiting) time distributions and average populations. Even if the process is station-

ary or at equilibrium, we can get individual rates from single molecule methods.

This could not be done in the stationary ensemble. In the ensemble case, only pre-

steady state methods can give us insights into existance and lifetimes of reaction

intermediates. With MD and Milestoning as our single molecule method we set out

to investigate the mechanism and kinetics of protein mediated DNA bending.
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1.2 DNA Protein Interactions

In this chapter, the physical (biological) relevance of the protein mediated

DNA-bending phenomenon is reviewed followed by a review of biophysical exper-

iments carried out on this process and the mechanistic insights gained from those

studies.

1.2.1 Biological Relevance Of DNA Bending

DNA molecules are large and must be efficiently stored in relatively small

volumes. DNA bending proteins such as Histones are involved in packaging DNA.

Integration Host Factor (IHF) is an example of a ”Histone-like” DNA bending pro-

tein. A host factor influences an organism’s susceptibility to disease. The bacte-

rial protein Integration Host Factor (IHF) renders the E coli bacteria susceptible to

lambda-phage (a bacterial virus) infection. The protein is required for phage inte-

gration and was named accordingly [57]. However, it was later found that IHF plays

a role in numerous processes that are beneficial to the host such as the regulation of

transcription initiation [22, 20].

1IHF is described as Histone-like by sequence homology [20]. However,

unlike Histones, the DNA binding sites of 1IHF are sequence specific. Upon bind-

ing, 1IHF bends the DNA almost 180 degrees by introducing or stabilizing 2 large

kinks. 1IHF binds DNA at the consensus sequence WATCARNNNNTTR where

W is A or T, N is any nucleotide and R is a purine [39] (Chien-Chin et al., 1989;

Ansari & Kuznetsov 2010).
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1.2.2 Timescale and Scope of Problem

Protein DNA interactions are processes that occur on large timescales and

involve many particles. The solvated 1IHF system in our study comprises about

105000 atoms (including water). The timescale of the process is on the order of

milliseconds to seconds as will be discussed further below.

1.2.3 DNA Binding/Bending Mechanics & Dynamics

1.2.3.1 DNA Bending

Bending can be gradual with an even distribution of angle per base pair.

Bending can also be more abrupt, at a kink. The bending related contributions to

the potential energy of the DNA strand include torsions, stacking, hydrogen bonds

and electrostatic interactions. Persistence length is a measure of polymer stiffness

and is the length of the polymer where average bends due to thermal fluctuations

equals one radian (about 57◦). The persistence length of DNA is 500 angstrom (re-

viewed by A.A Travers [48]). So DNA is expected to behave like stiff rod in 1IHF:

the 160 degree bend in 1IHF spans about 3 radians in 100 angstrom. The concept

of persistence length is corroborated in a study of DNA mini-circles where strong

bends cause kink formation while preserving base pairing [11]. The kink is analo-

gous to breaking the rod although no covalent bonds are broken in a kink. The more

interactions are disrupted, the more strain is shifted to the remaining ones. If this is

the case we might expect just 2 metastable states for a kinking process (kinked and

straight). The high energy intermediate form could be a uniform bend with rela-

tively large and widely distributed strain which is partially or mostly relieved upon
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kinking. There is evidence for spontaneous bending and kinking of DNA. A base

pair opening may provide a natural intermediate to a kink. AT base pairs open more

easily than GT pairs. Indeed, both kinks in 1IHF occur at AT pairs in the consensus

sequence. Base pair life times are on the order of a few to 100 milliseconds with

the faster openings occurring at AT pairs [33].

1.2.3.2 DNA Protein Binding

Electrostatic interactions are a main driving force in Protein-DNA inter-

actions. Positively charged proteins will tend to interact with negatively charged

DNA. Other ions in solution can shield these interactions. Indeed, the ionic strength

of aqueous solution affects binding affinity. Protein binding is associated with re-

distribution of the cations forming the existing shell (Ansari & Kuznetsov 2010).

Electrostatic interactions are not limited to ionic contributions. Hydrogen bonds

and dipole interactions are expected to contribute significantly. Other interactions

can include stacking or intercalation and other van der Waals contacts, potentially

with atoms of the bases exposed in the major or minor groove. Sequence specific

binding usually involves protein interactions with atoms of the bases exposed in the

major groove. This is called direct readout. Proteins can also recognize (favorably

interact with) structural features of DNA. This is usually less dependent or not de-

pendent at all on sequence. Multiple sequences could result in similar structural

features recognized by a certain protein. This type of recognition is called indirect

readout.
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1.2.3.3 Protein Movement (Diffusion) Along DNA

When considering the mechanism of binding and bending we should take

into account how the protein finds its sequence specific (cognate) binding site. The

protein could diffuse directly onto the site. Alternatively, a non-specific protein-

DNA complex forms followed by 1D diffusion of the protein along the DNA. There

are several models for protein movement along DNA which explain rates faster

than 3D diffusion although rates slower than diffusion have also been observed

(reviewed by Gorman & Greene [23]). Most proposed mechanisms of 1IHF bend-

ing/binding involve the formation of a non-specific protein-DNA complex as the

first step in the pathway [9, 54, 47], Ansari & Kuznetsov.

1.2.4 1IHF Observations of the 1IHF Crystal Structure

The protein is a hetero-dimer consisting of two structurally similar subunits

with different amino acid sequences. The protein has a hydrophobic core and on the

surface it displays many lysine and arginine residues. The protein has net positive

charge (+9). Arginine followed by lysine are the two most likely amino acids to

form contacts with DNA. The positive charges complement the negative charge

on the phosphate backbone. However, these two residues are also the two amino

acids most likely to be involved in interaction with base atoms exposed inside the

grooves [32]. Perhaps because the guanidinium group of arginine resembles the

in-ring gunanidinium like feature of guanine and lysine terminates into an amino

group similar to amino/imino moieties found equatorial on the nucleotide rings of

A,G and C.
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An interesting structural feature of the protein are two protruding arms ex-

tending away from the core reaching far from the globular center into solution. The

Histone-like protein 1HUE is structurally homologous to 1IHF. It also bends DNA

but was crystallized without its DNA counterpart. In 1HUE the same arms can be

seen. Although 1HUE crystallized, these arms were too dynamic to resolve in x-ray

crystallography. Therefore NMR was used in combination with crystallography to

obtain the solution structure [53]. The solution structure of 1HUE structure shows

that the arms structural feature extends into solution even without DNA presence.

Numerous arginine and lysine side chains protrude from the arms of the protein.

This is likely to make features naturally suited to interact in the grooves as well as

with the backbone of DNA. In fact the arms have net positive charge. Also note-

worthy is an unusually high content of proline. This includes 2 highly conserved

Prolines in the tips of arms. These prolines are the residues that intercalate between

bases at the kink sites of the DNA in 1IHF and effectively latch the protein in place.

The DNA in the 1IHF crystal structure is nicked so it comprises 3 molecules

rather then 2. The DNA is a double-stranded 35-mer adding to 70 total bases. The

expected net charge therefore is -70 with each base contributing a negative charge

from its phosphate backbone. However, the charge on the DNA in the 1IHF crystal

structure is -67. Each of the 3 strands lacks the 5’ phosphate. Instead we find 5’

hydroxyls. There is a single base 5’ overhang at each end of the double strand C

-50 and G 15 (1 and 36 below) so 2 of the 70 bases are not paired. The bending of

the DNA is not uniformly distributed: there are 2 significant bends (kinks) at the

intercalation sites of the protein and the DNA segments divided by the kink sites

7



are not significantly bent. There is an A-tract in the 1IHF DNA sequence, just away

from the nick. On the other side we have an almost complete A-tract (interrupted

by a single CG pair). An A-tract features a narrow minor groove favored by the

1IHF complex at the protein midsection DNA interaction sites [39].
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Figure 1.1: The 1IHF Crystal Structure
The hydrophobic residues of the protein are colored green and displayed in space-
filling mode. The protein non-hydrophobic residues are shown by bond lines and
Lysine and Arginine residues are highlighted in blue. The DNA backbone is traced
by orange lines. The protein ”arms” can be seen at the top protruding into the
minor groove of the double helix where the tips of the arms intercalate between
bases ”latching” the kinks
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Figure 1.2: DNA in 1IHF
Shown in both orientations for ease of recognition in crystal structure and literature.
Kink sites are between ”||” and at the nick site.
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1.3 Kinetics and Mechanism From Experiments

In this section, experimental studies of 1IHF DNA Bending/Binding and

proposed mechanistic schemes are reviewed. Numerous experimental studies on the

1IHF complex formation have included measuring equilibrium properties yielding

thermodynamic information and rapid kinetics giving us mechanistic insight. The

kinetic techniques used in the study of 1IHF so far have been ensemble techniques.

In ensemble kinetic experiments we are observing a concentration at time t which

is a result of the average rate of formation of all the complexes in the experimental

solution. Nonetheless, in these methods we can often detect a transient intermediate

by the shapes of the concentration time curves, even if we can only directly observe

the final complex or a certain intermediate.

1.3.1 Observables

In the studies of 1IHF reviewed, two different observables were used: DNA

protection and FRET. Protection assays are based on changes in solvent accessibil-

ity in the DNA-protein complex. When bound, some of the DNA nucleotides are

protected from the solvent because the protein is bound to them. Hydroxy radicals

attack backbone sugars anywhere they are exposed to solvent. The damage to the

DNA at base pair specific resolution can be determined by gel electrophoresis and a

visualization method such as auto radiography. An advantage of the protection as-

say is the ability to distinguish the individual IHF-DNA binding sites (although we

are still viewing ensembles). Another observable used in the study of 1IHF is the

FRET efficiency of a donor-acceptor dye pair attached to the 5’ ends of the double
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stranded DNA. Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a natural mechanism by

which energy transfer occurs from one fluorophore (the donor) to another (the ac-

ceptor) without radiation. This happens if the donor-acceptor pair is close enough

and the efficiency of this process is a function of the distance. If the donor fluo-

rophore is excited we expect it to emit at longer wavelength. In case of FRET, the

donor emission is exchanged to energy transfer to the acceptor and acceptor emis-

sion is detected instead. Meanwhile donor radiative emission is depleted. Therefore

the 5’ labels on the DNA allow a measure of bending. When the DNA is unkinked

the labels are as far away from each other as possible (about 100 angstrom) resulting

in a minimal FRET signal and high donor emission. When the DNA is fully kinked

as in the final 1IHF complex, the distance is about halved, generating a good FRET

signal along with depleted donor dye signal.

1.3.2 1IHF Equilibrium Studies

Equilibrium studies can produce an equilibrium constant (in case of binding

a dissociation constant Kd =
ko f f
kon

which is logarithmically related to the difference

in free energy of the measured states. We can get only a ratio of the net forward and

net reverse rates with equilibrium methods. We cannot determine any individual

rates. Individual rates are essential to understand mechanism. Nonetheless we

can gain useful information from equilibrium experiments. The nicked DNA in

1IHF is a good example. Researchers have reported the nick could increases the

DNA bending rate [55]. But it does not necessarily affect the stability of the final

complex. If the stability of the final complex is the same, the free energy of 1IHF
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complex formation (and the Kd) should be the same for the natural versus nicked

DNA. If this is the case and rate of bending is increased by the nick, the rate of

unbending must increase as well. It seems intuitive the nick would favor kinking

at that site over non-nicked DNA. Experiments show that the nicked and natural

DNA have similar Kd (25 and 27 pM respectively: [47, 55]. Indeed both formation

and reverse rates were reported higher in the nicked versus intact DNA in kinetic

studies further discussed below [47]. Note that a Kd of 25 pM corresponds to about

14.9 kcal/mol (compare CH covalent bond in ethane at 100 kcal/mol).

1.3.3 Stopped Flow Kinetic Studies

The stopped flow device allows the study of kinetics by observation (typi-

cally of fluorescence) after rapid mixing. The timescales of stopped flow devices

are on the order of milliseconds due to a brief ”dead-time”: the time lapse between

the mix and start of the observation. This is a mechanical limitation of the device

and is usually on the order of a few milliseconds but can be sub-millisecond. Speed

of data collection is limited by the dead time. In the 1IHF studies, the observable

is the FRET efficiency of the donor-acceptor dye pair attached to the ends of the

DNA described previously. Both association and dissociation studies were done.

Reactions were carried out in significant excess of IHF protein (versus DNA). This

resulted in pseudo first-order conditions. In this study, a 2 step mechanism is used to

describe the process. In this scheme there are 4 rate constants: k1/k−1 (= kon/ko f f )

define the binding step and k2/k−2 (= vmax/k−2) define unimolecular bending:

P+D
kon


ko f f

PD
kbend



kunbend
RD (1.1)
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For intact DNA kon reported is 5.2× 108M−1s−1 and vmax (k2) is 80 s−1. For

nicked DNA (nick at the same place as in crystal) kon is 7.4×108M−1s−1 and vmax

(k2� k−2) is 160 s−1 [47]. Note that vmax equals k2 if k−2 is negligible. Bimolec-

ular dissociation (ko f f or k−1) rates were reported at 0.013 s−1 for intact DNA and

0.020 s−1 for nicked DNA. Dissociation equilibrium constants (Kd) calculated at

about 0.026 nM for both. The on rates are reported comparable to diffusion-limited

processes for these size molecules [47]. Although single exponential association

kinetics are reported, at high [IHF] concentration, ”leveling off” of observed forma-

tion rate with further increase in [IHF] concentration was observed. This was inter-

preted as the bending step becoming rate limiting. Dissociation kinetics were done

by competition assay with unlabeled DNA. This type of ”chase experiment” effec-

tively prevents labeled DNA from re-associating after dissociation because there is

significant excess of unlabeled competitor. Dissociation kobserved followed a single

exponential leading the authors to conclude single step dissociation. The conclu-

sion of step-wise final complex formation was based on k2 reaching a maximum

with increased protein concentration believed to be due to saturation of an inter-

mediate. Association rates increased with temperature. Activation energies were

calculated with the Arrhenius equation and were 8 kcal/mol for the binding step

and 16kcal/mol for the bending step [47].

1.3.4 Time resolved laser T jump studies

The observable is again the FRET efficiency of the donor-acceptor dye pair

attached to the ends of the DNA described above. The signal is observed as the
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1IHF complexes relax back to equilibrium after heat perturbation. Unlike stopped

flow there is no mixing. Instead, the sample is perturbed by a brief infrared laser

pulse. There is no dead time in this case allowing observation in the sub millisecond

timescale (review by Kubelka [31]).

In a study by Kuznetsov and coworkers T jump relaxation experiments were

carried out at high IHF and DNA concentrations (5 µM each). The signal followed

single exponential kinetics and relaxation rates correlated well with the stopped

flow experiments at high protein concentration. The authors took these results as

a verification that the final unimolecular bending step in the 1IHF complex forma-

tion was being monitored and propose the same 2-step scheme. The first step is

bi-molecular binding to form a unimolecular intermediate followed by unimolecu-

lar bending (see stopped flow section). In the conditions described here the inter-

mediate is thought to remain saturated. Activation energy of this DNA bend was

determined to be 14 kcal/mol which is similar to that of an AT base pair open-

ing and similar to the activation energy obtained in stopped flow experiments [47].

Authors assume kbend � kunbend and mention they cannot resolve kunbend(= k−2).

Timescales of DNA bending reported are between 2 and 40 ms, consistent with base

pair openings [33] and stopped flow experiments [47].

In a recent study by Vivas and coworkers [55] the effects of strategic struc-

tural changes in the protein and DNA were investigated. Again conditions were

maintained where the unbending in response to the T jump perturbation is pro-

posed to happen without bimolecular dissociation of the protein and hence single

exponential kinetics are observed. In this study, the authors measured the bending
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step rate with various modifications to the DNA and IHF protein. They find a nick

at the kink site increases bending rates. Bending rates without nick reported are

149 s−1 and 377 s−1 with a nick. The authors also note that mismatches (without

nicks) at the kink sites enhance bending rates. DNA mutation distal to the kink

sites changed equilibrium affinity (destabilizing) but not bending rates. Similarly,

protein mutations away from the kink sites changed equilibrium affinity but not

bending rates. DNA mismatches at the kink sites result in a more stable complex

(10 fold lower Kd at 2.5 pM). The authors conclude that the rate limiting step is

spontaneous kinking of the DNA and conformational capture by IHF.

1.3.5 Quench-flow kinetic study of hydroxy radical protection

In a study by Dhavan and coworkers the hydroxy radical protection assay is

combined with quench-flow rapid mixing to get kinetic information on the forma-

tion of the DNA protection sites. The authors observe the simultaneous formation

of the 3 protected sites. Based on this they propose concerted binding and bend-

ing and propose a minimal 3 step mechanism. However, there are not sufficient

data to constrain all 6 rate constants in their proposed mechanism. In this study,

the earliest time sampled is at 30 ms and at this first time point protection of all

3 sites was observed. Pseudo-first order conditions were used in the experiments.

The authors fit data to double exponential functions. Data fit to a single exponential

yielded a rate of 10 s−1 while fit to double exponential yielded 1.3 and 150 per

second. The bi-phasic nature of the curves imply at least one intermediate in the

mechanism (indicated by the fact that a fit to single exponential was not as good as
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dual exponential).

Another interpretation of the concerted mechanism is that the DNA is al-

ready bent and the bend is captured as suggested by Ansari and coworkers. Because

of the experimental timescale, the data provided do not rule out that fast partial

DNA bending is followed by final bending on a slower timescale during which the

mechanism may proceed in a concerted fashion. The data also do not rule out a

non-concerted mechanism where left and right pathways have approximately the

same rates.

1.4 Minimal Kinetic Scheme of 1IHF DNA Bending

A DNA bending protein must bind DNA as well as bend it although not

necessarily in either order. The protein could bind first, find its recognition site

and induce the bending change in the DNA. Alternatively, the DNA could sample

(partially) kinked or open base conformations regularly and a suitable kink at the

cognate site could be captured by the protein during diffusion from solution or along

the DNA. Experimental data strongly suggests conformational capture [55].

It has been suggested by many researchers that a non-specific bound state

exists. This seems reasonable because it seems more probable the protein finds the

DNA at a random location rather than at the cognate site. In this state the IHF

protein diffuses along the DNA in a 1D fashion as discussed. If this is the case,

many questions remain. Do the arms remain in the minor groove during diffusion

along DNA? If the latter is true one might expect the protein to rotate when diffusing

along the DNA. How does IHF get trapped at the cognate binding site? The energy
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required for trapping is on the order of kbT [45] reviewed by Gorman & Greene,

[23].

If we start from the other end (the crystal structure) and consider the dis-

sociation and unbending, a few more details become clear. The intercalation of

the IHF arm tips between the DNA bases at the kink sites effectively ”latch” the

kinks in place. In order to unkink, the arm tips must de-intercalate first. This latch-

ing/unlatching is expected to be fast and reversable with equilibrium toward the

latched state. In this picture, something must prevent the arms from relatching after

unlatching occurs. One possibility is that the protein arm de-intercalate (perhaps

randomly) and this state lasts long enought for the protein to move away somewhat,

separating the centers of mass far enough to prevent re-forming the crystal state. If

the IHF arms manage to move across the backone while centers of mass separate,

the arms could restabilize into the next groove and provide a step toward complete

dissociation. The latter process is not expected to be reversed rapidly because there

is an energy barrier associated with the arms movement across the backbone.
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Figure 1.3: Kinetic Scheme of 1IHF DNA Binding and Bending
A proposed kinetic scheme (similar to those proposed by Ansari and Kuznetsov
(2010 book), and [55]). The large black dots at the corners of RD and XD are the
protein arms intercalated between bases at the DNA kink sites. The small black
dots on the DNA trace the location of the phosphate backbone. PD is a non-specific
and dynamic protein-DNA complex where the protein is loosely bound but not nec-
essarily at the cognate site. During the lifetime of the PD dynamic complex, DNA
randomly opens base pairs and or kinks while the protein diffuses along the DNA.
QD is the protein stalled at one side or the U-turn (SD) of the cognate site as a re-
sult of the DNA sampling kinking or base opening. RD is a short-lived metastable
intermediate with arm-tips de-intercalated from the kinks. We propose RD in the
cheme based on our computational results. Dissociation could be more prominent
through the center pathway because DNA unbending (unkinking) at either kink is
a large scale process expected to be slower than the (de)intercalation. Intercala-
tion has to be relatively fast in order for the capture to occur [55]. The center of
this pathway is similar to proposed by Dhavan and coworkers (Dhavan 2002) and
named ”concerted binding/bending”.
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Chapter 2

Computational Chemistry
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2.1 Molecular Dynamics
2.1.1 Molecular Dynamics as an Experimental Method

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have become a vital laboratory tool

for investigations of molecular processes in fundamental statistical mechanics, ma-

terial science, and biophysics. Molecular Dynamics trajectories provide signifi-

cant insights into mechanisms, enable the rational design of new materials, and test

new analytical theories by exact numerical calculations. We restrict our discussion

to algorithms that follow the classical equations of motions, conserve energy, and

therefore enable basic study of dynamic phenomena. In this work we utilize MD

to investigate the kinetics and mechanism of protein-DNA binding/bending. In fol-

lowing content we explore some specific examples of information obtained from

MD simulation.

2.1.2 Basics of Molecular Dynamics (MD)

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow direct observation of mecha-

nism at the atomic level by classical principles of physics. Inaccuracies are caused

only by numerical errors in integration, classical approximation, and forcefield de-

ficiencies. Significant experience using these simulations suggest that they provide

adequate description for many systems. We numerically integrate in time Newton’s

laws of motion. This is typically done using the Verlet algorithm [52] which arises

from a second order Taylor expansion of the coordinate at new time tnew around

current time t (tnew = t plus small time step τ or ∆t). For convenience tnew ≡ t + τ
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and then tnew− t = τ . Then the 2nd order expansion of~x(tnew) near t:

~x(tnew)'~x(t)+~̇x(t)(tnew− t)+
1
2
~̈x(t)(tnew− t)2 (2.1)

~xt+τ '~x(t)+~̇x(t)(τ)+
1
2
~̈x(t)(τ)2

~̈x≡~a

~̇x≡~v

Where we apply Newton’s law:

~f = M~a =−∇U(~x) (2.2)

~̈x =−M−1
∇U(~x)

We get the unconstrained Verlet coordinate step:

~xi+1 =~xi +~viτ−
τ2

2
M−1

∇U(~xi) (2.3)

The velocity Verlet step

~vi+1 =~vi−
τ

2
M−1 [∇U(~xi)+∇U(~xi+1)] (2.4)

where U(~x) is the potential energy, a scalar field in U(~x) ∈ R3N and~x is the system

position vector of all atoms in configuration space. Each atom may be subjected to

forces of all bonds, angles, torsions etc. In addition, each atom may be subjected

to non-boned (Lennard Jones and Electrostatic) forces arising from interaction with

surrounding atoms. Electrostatic calculation shown below is not including Particle

Mesh Ewald (PME: [7]). For clarity, PME is normally included in simulations and
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allows summation of electrostatic forces to infinite distance. It will be discussed in

later sections (see 3.1.1 force lookup and 3.2.2). Potential energy:

U(~x) =U(~x)bonded +U(~x)non−bonded (2.5)

U(~x)bonded =
bonds

∑
b

1
2

kb(l− l0)2+
angles

∑
a

1
2

ka(θ−θ0)
2+

torsions

∑
t

1
2

Rn((1+cos(nω−γ))

(2.6)

U(~x)non−bonded = ∑
i

∑
j=i+1

[(
Bi j

ri j

)12

−
(

Ai j

ri j

)6

+
qiq j

4πε0ri j

]
(2.7)

The gradient of the potential ∇U of the above equations is plugged into the verlet

algorithm above. The potential equations shown here are called the ”forcefield”

although one often refers to the parameters in the above (e.g., θ ,k,ω) with the term

”forcefield”.

2.1.3 MD Computational Cost, Motivation for Optimization

Molecular trajectories are computed in small time steps using initial value

solvers (such as the Verlet) that propagate the solution in time steps. The existence

of fast motions at the atomic scale (e.g. molecular vibrations) necessitates the use of

small time steps (femtoseconds 10−15s) that are much shorter than times of many

processes of interests. For example, folding (milliseconds), and conformational

transitions of proteins (microseconds) occur on time scales much longer than fem-

toseconds. Billions of steps (and more) must be computed in order to reach relevant

times. This significant time scale gap (12 orders of magnitudes from femtoseconds

to milliseconds) motivates research into the extension of time scales in atomically

detailed simulations.
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The explicitly-solvated all-atom 1IHF complex comprises about 100,000

atoms. Before our code optimization efforts a simulation of a system this size would

run at around 30 picoseconds (30,000 steps) per day on a single core CPU. One step

taking about 3 seconds of computational time. At this rate we would need 3.3×1010

days or 90 million years to simulate one second.

The search for longer simulation times in atomically-detailed, solvent-explicit

models, is theoretical, numerical, and computational. On the theory side alternative

formulations of classical mechanics and statistical mechanics were proposed, such

as the use of boundary value formulation with large time steps [38], sampling of rare

(but rapid) trajectories [8], and the patching of trajectory fragments [19]. These the-

ories aimed at reducing the number of time steps required to obtain a desired result.

For specific systems, or with acceptance of physically-motivated approximations,

the reduction in the overall time steps required can easily reach billions [18].

On the numerical side, algorithms were introduced for more rapid calcu-

lations of the forces (e.g. PME [7]), and for the use of multiple time steps (e.g.

RESPA [49]). The use of a small time step for fast motions and a larger time step

for slower motion allows for further efficiency gains. While the impact of the the-

ory on the computational efforts was larger than that of numerical analysis (multiple

time steps as such did not increase efficiency by more than a factor of two) there re-

mains the interest in conducting simulations without approximations or theoretical

assumptions on the system type.

The third approach to long time scales is of computational techniques at-

tached to advances in hardware. This approach dominates the advances in straight-
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forward simulations (no physical assumptions or constraints on the system type

are made) in the last 10 years. Faster computational systems have the promise of

speeding up simulations times considerably. Indeed a special purpose computing

machine, the Anton [44], produced trajectories at the millisecond time scales. Cost,

however, is an issue, and as a laboratory tool Anton is out of reach of many re-

search groups. Besides the development of a special purpose machine for MD,

in the last 10 years we have seen significant advances in parallel hardware and

software architectures. While the speed of individual computing elements did not

increase significantly, parallelism of different varieties is now accessible at multiple

levels. Cores, or basic computing elements, are available in distributed and shared

memory configurations, complicating software development but also offering new

opportunities. Another new hardware development of considerable interest is the

use of graphics processing units (GPU) originally designed for the game industry.

The massive parallelism of the GPU attracted the attention of computational scien-

tists, promoting the development of the high level programming language CUDA.

A number of important scientific applications were ported to the GPU platform

[46, 24]. For the cost (mid-to-high end GPU cards can be found for $200) graphics

processing units provide unmatched computing power. The complete computing

node that was used and benchmarked in this work: an MSI-G65 board with 8GB

1333MHZ RAM, an AMD Phenom IIX4 965 3.4GHZ processor, a 1 TB hard drive

and a single GTX480, costs $1,200. This makes it possible for applications that

exploit it to run at high performance speeds accessible to a broad range of investi-

gators.
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We believe the future of single node computing in general is heterogeneous.

The AMD Fusion and Intel Sandybridge are already commonplace with AMD of-

fering training for heterogeneous programming on its Fusion chips. Now also,

NVIDIA joins the heterogeneous CPUGPU market with Project Denver. We also

think memory transfer between the CPU and GPU will increase in performance in

future systems. Calculations that are complex (require many registers), are few in

number, and involve numerous atoms per calculation are best suited for the CPU

just like calculations with many branch possibilities. PME, torsion, and improper

torsion calculations fall in this category and can be performed on CPU cores at the

same time as the nonbonded calculations on the GPU. We believe in using them

both, and using them both at the same time. Let the total computational cost be

T, and in our programming model a fraction 1−α is computed on the GPU and a

fraction α on the CPU. The compute time on the GPU is T (1−α)
G and on the CPU

T α

C where the computational speeds of the CPU and the GPU are denoted C and

G, respectively. We also consider an overhead o of the communication between the

CPU and the GPU. If we use just the GPU, the calculation time is T
G . If we use both,

the new time is t = max[T (1−α)/G,T α/C]+o. The parameter α is a subject of

optimization. Could we argue that the optimal α is always zero? For reasonably

small o and diverse computing tasks, this is not the case. The only argument sup-

porting GPU-only computing is that the data transfer o is expensive. Indeed in the

case of a simple Lennard-Jones fluid GPU-only simulation is sound. In this case,

memory transfer between host and device (the only pitfall of heterogeneous com-

putation) is costly if done at each step. In particular, we illustrate in this work that
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particle meshed Ewald (PME) calculated in single precision increases the energy

drift by a factor of about 10. Therefore, single precision PME should not be used

in quantitative simulations.

Exploiting the promise of the GPU for Molecular Dynamics applications is

however not a trivial task and requires a departure from legacy codes, the use of new

programming models, and learning to code with new constraints on memory sizes

and memory hierarchy. It is therefore not surprising that general-purpose Molecular

Dynamics software packages with modeling of explicit solvent were slow to emerge

for the GPU [46, 24]. In some cases the performance was not satisfactory and in

others energy conservation (essential for MD calculations) was compromised.

There are two common models for computational chemistry. The first uses

high-end supercomputers and the second employs laboratory tools such as PC and

local computing clusters. Both approaches were found to be very useful throughout

the years and are employed (frequently simultaneously) in many laboratories. Typ-

ically a calculation that requires a lot of resources for a short period of time is better

run at national centers while calculations that require long running periods are better

run at laboratory resources. For example, solving hundreds of millions of coupled

equations is better done using massive parallelism on hundreds of cores [10], while

running a large number of straightforward and short trajectories to obtain statis-

tics for thermodynamic and kinetic averages [18] is more effectively conducted on

computer clusters, common to individual laboratories.

What are the challenges in implementing codes on a combination of CPU/GPU

beyond the need to learn to use a new hardware platform, its limitations, and com-
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pilers?

The first is the realization that the GPU is not optimal for everything as

we mentioned above in our discussion of heterogeneous computing. Though some

attempts were made to put a whole MD code on a GPU, the performance is lacking

for complex systems that include a diverse set of interactions (e.g. covalent and

non-covalent components) or that require double precision accuracy. Note that the

GPU’s we tested are capable of double precision and our GPU code includes double

precision variables as needed. However, GPU double precision calculations are

very expensive and require twice the storage memory. Memory access is important

and can be a bottleneck in the calculations. If the system is simple and uniform

(e.g. Lennard Jones fluids [1]), then it makes sense to implement the entire MD

code on the GPU. For other cases it is not obvious. It is therefore suggestive to

use the GPU for the parts that it is best at, massive parallel execution of simple and

minimal instruction sets and asynchronously use the cores at the CPU for complex

calculations, or calculations that require double precision. Practice has shown that

the communication between the GPU and the CPU is not a bottleneck with systems

of sufficient complexity.

The second challenge is of load balancing between the CPU and GPU. Ide-

ally we wish the CPU and the GPU to spend the same time on their assigned load.

This is however a complex task and so far we have not been able to achieve it in full.

At present our code still has bottlenecks in which the GPU is waiting for the CPU

to complete its task. Further optimization of the load is a topic for future studies.

Third the mixture of computer language, compilers and libraries (OpenMP,
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CUDA, C and FORTRAN) makes the code highly complex. It is difficult to main-

tain and it is sensitive to hardware configurations. Relatively minor changes in

hardware, operating system, or compiler versions can induce non-trivial code and

compilation changes. Sustaining MD programs is simpler for those who remain in

the CPU world. Despite the above difficulties significant speed-ups were obtained

on a single heterogeneous node (multi-cores, one GPU) for a broad range of Molec-

ular Dynamics applications making the investments in solving the above challenges

a worthwhile exercise.

Optimization of the code was part of this work. The combination of opti-

mized force lookup and incorporation of RESPA [49] brought speed gain of about

4 fold bringing our 1IHF example to about 0.1 nanosecond/day: we would still

need about 25 million years to simulate one second. With SHAKE [41, 56, 14]

constraints on fast degrees of freedom we can further cut this in half by doubling

the time step bringing us to about 0.25 ns/day. Then with optimized parallelization,

on a 4 CPU core machine, we get up to about 1 nanosecond per day. Now we add

a special purpose graphics card (GPU) with special code for separately calculating

the forces of water interaction and we get about another factor of 4 bringing us

to 3.5 ns/day on a 4-core single GPU equipped node. The total is a factor of 100

speed gain but it will still take around eight-hundred thousand years to simulate the

100,000 atom system for one second. With this in mind we restrict our simulation to

the most interesting part of the binding occurring on the millisecond timescale. And

then we use the tools of Milestoning [19, 58, 34, 29] to obtain further paralellization

and reduction in simulation space as will be further discussed.
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2.1.4 Energy Conservation in MD

One of the important measures of correctness in MD simulation is the con-

servation of the total energy (or other conserved entities). Moreover, if the focus of

the calculations is on explicit dynamics and time scales, then the NVE ensemble (N

number of particles, V volume, and E energy) is the most natural choice. To sample

from this ensemble correctly and to accurately compute the dynamics (kinetics),

the energy must be conserved. This requirement is significant and not trivial to

satisfy even for relatively short trajectories of only a few nanoseconds. If energy

conservation is not adequately addressed, the phenomenon of energy drift (energy

change linear in time) is observed. Under these conditions, even if some physical

observables are reasonably well behaved, or if the energy is adjusted empirically, it

is difficult to accept the results without significant reservations. One of the focuses

of our code MOIL [29, 40, 17] is on the calculations of kinetics with the method

of milestoning [19, 58, 34, 29]. In milestoning, we launch a large number of short

trajectories and use their statistics to estimate rates at long times. To ensure the

correctness of our short trajectories, we insist on energy conservation where drift

(|∆E/E|) is at most 10−2 per microsecond for the standard benchmark of DHFR

[40]. ∆E = Et−E0 equals Et at time t minus initial energy and E0 (E0 of DHFR

at room temperature is about −60,000). In the DHFR system, our 1% limit corre-

sponds to 6 kcal/mol per ns. Since empirically the drift is linear in time, just one

kcal/mole drift in a nanosecond is about 1,000 kcal/mole in a microsecond, enough

energy to break several chemical bonds. While the excess energy is (of course) dis-

tributed in many degrees of freedom it is likely to significantly influence the results.
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The kinetic energy of the DHFR system with about 47,000 degrees of freedom is

about 15,000 kcal/mol at room temperature and 1,000 kcal/mol is about 6.7% of

the total, or changing the temperature by 20◦K.

Our best energy conservation results in the DHFR system are far below the

above limit, almost undetectable in a 10 ns simulation and typical results are drifts

less than one kcal/mole per ns (see Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6).

2.1.5 Constrained Molecular Dynamics with Matrix SHAKE

An increase in the size of the integration time-step is another way to enhance

the efficiency of the calculation. Enlarging the time step (while retaining numerical

accuracy) can be achieved by removing fast degrees of freedom from the system. A

widely used example is the SHAKE algorithm [41], which constrains bond lengths

to their ideal values. Another approach is based on filtering high frequency modes

[38]. Removal of bond vibrations, which are fast degrees of freedom, allows dou-

bling the step of integration while retaining numerical precision. However, a combi-

nation of parallel architecture and the popular bond-relaxation SHAKE was proven

hard to achieve. This is because bond relaxation is inherently serial and requires

many iterations to adjust coordinate positions. An alternative SHAKE formulation

is based on a direct and iterative solution to a set of approximate linear equations

for the Lagranges multipliers. This alternative is easier to parallelize and requires

significantly fewer iterations of coordinate adjustments [56, 25, 14]. In this work

we consider a novel implementation of the matrix formulation of SHAKE in which

the entire algorithm is carried out on the GPU with some components in double
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precision. The Lagrange multipliers are found using the conjugate gradient algo-

rithm [56] in single precision, while the coordinate adjustments are conducted in

double precision. This implementation brings more work to the GPU, freeing the

CPU to asynchronously conduct other computations. Our implementation on the

GPU of parallel matrix SHAKE is more efficient than the use of CPU only in cases

where the number of CPU cores is low compared to the system size such as our

4-core PC worksation equiped with a GTX480 GPU. On a node with 12 cores and

the same GPU, the constraints are better computed on the CPU. We therefore retain

the option to run the same algorithm on multiple shared memory CPUs as defined

by user input, illustrating the flexibility of heterogeneous computing.

In order to increase the time step while maintaining energy conservation we

remove bond displacements that are fast degrees of freedom from the equations of

motion. It is easy to parallelize the constraints of only the fastest bonds that include

hydrogen atoms since the number of coupled bonds is always small and decoupled.

Here we focus on the more general problem of parallelization of a network of bonds

that is not factored to independent bond clusters. Examples are long peptide chains.

Matrix SHAKE with conjugate gradient optimization to determine the Lagrange

multipliers is an appropriate methodology to handle the above problem and was

described in [56]. We briefly review it and discuss specific adjustments appropriate

for the heterogeneous computing system of the present manuscript. Consider the

algorithm of velocity Verlet [52] with constraints. The contrained coordinate step

(see unconstrained Verlet in section 2.1.2):

~xt+τ =~xi +~viτ−
τ2

2
M−1

[
∇U(~xi)+

constr

∑
a

ηa∇σa(~xi)

]
(2.8)
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Where the term
constr

∑
a

ηa∇σa(~xi) (2.9)

is the force component due to the constraints. The sum is over all constraints of

the atom. We define the error σ of (bond) constraint a and its spatial gradient as

follows

σa = (~xa1−~xa2)
2− r2

a,eq (2.10)

∇σa = 2(~xa1−~xa2)

Where τ is the time step,~x,~v∈R3N are coordinate and velocity vectors of the whole

system. ~xa1 and~xa2 are the three dimensional coordinates of the two bonded atoms,

and σa is the constraint on bond a, i.e. the distance square between the two points

~xa1 and~xa2 is constrained to be equal to the square of the equilibrium distance r2
eq.

The Lagrange multipliers are ηa. M is a 3N by 3N diagonal matrix where N is the

number of atoms. The mass of a particle repeats three times in the matrix for the x,y,

and z directions. For a corresponding equation for the velocities see [56]. We split

(eqn. 2.8) into a step without the application of the constraints; an unconstrained

Verlet step, which we call x (0) and a correction ∆~xconstr when the constraints are

taken into account:

~x(0) =~xi +~viτ−
τ2

2
M−1

∇U(~xi) (2.11)

∆~xconstr =
τ2

2
M−1

constr

∑
a

ηa∇σa(~xi) (2.12)

Then ∆~xconstr is the adjustment to the coordinate enforced by the constraints to

correct bond error ~σ such that

~xi+1 =~x (0)−∆~xconstr (2.13)
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Since the constraint adjustment ∆~xconstr is expected to be relatively small, the con-

straint error σ at coordinates ~xi+1 can be approximated by a first order Taylor ex-

pansion near the coordinates~x(0) as follows, ∀a:

σa(~xi+1)' σa(~x (0))−∇σa(~x (0))∆~xconstr (2.14)

Since these are rigid constraints we also know that the constraint condition is zero

error in bond length. Then it follows that

σa(~xi+1) = 0

0 = σa(~xi+1)' σa(~x (0))−∇σa(~x (0))∆~xconstr (2.15)

σa(~x (0))' ∇σa(~x (0))∆~xconstr

On the left side we have the constraint error after the unconstrained coordinate step.

On the right side (using a and b to indicate different index over the same constraints)

we have:

∇σa(~x (0))T
∆~xconstr (2.16)

= ∇σa(~x (0))T τ2

2
M−1

constr

∑
b

ηb∇σb(~xi)

We can write out the sum explicitly. We then get error for constraint a as the sum

of dot products:

σa(~x (0))'
(

τ2

2
M−1

∇σa(~x (0))

)T

(ηa∇σa(~xi)+ηb∇σb(~xi)+ ....+ηn∇σn(~xi))

(2.17)

We need to find η such that the RHS will equal LHS and the coordinate adjustment

will cancel the error. We can easily calculate the constraint error σa(~x (0)) after
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the unconstrained step as well as its gradient multiplied by inverse mass and time

factor τ2

2 M−1∇σa(~x (0)) for each constraint a. This allows us to write the above as

a system of linear combinations:

σa = ηacaa +η2cab + ....+ηncan (2.18)

σb = ηbcba +η2cbb + ....+ηncbn

...

σn = η1cna +η2cnb + ....+ηncnn

Where coefficients

caa =

(
2

ma1
+

2
ma2

)
[∇T

σa(~x (0))∇σa(~xi)] (2.19)

cab =
2

mcommon
[∇T

σa(~x (0))∇σb(~xi)]

and so on. In the above, mcommon is the mass of the shared atom. We can calculate

the coefficients cab because we also know the values of ∇σb(~xi) for each constraint

at the original coordinate ~xi before the unconstrained step. If we call these the

coefficients ci (where ) of the vector η we can write:

~σ = A~η (2.20)

Where matrix element are the above coefficients:

Aab = cab = ∇
T

σa(~x (0))
1
2

M−1
∇σb(~xi) (2.21)

Since we define λ ≡ τ2η This allows us to solve for the Lagrange multipliers η in

the linear approximation made by the first order Taylor expansion of the constraint
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error. The first order Taylor expansion is an approximation because σ is not linear

in η . The linear approximation made at (eqn. 2.14) requires a Newton-like itera-

tion of adjusting the Lagrange multipliers until convergence. This concept will be

explained in following text. Convergence is assumed when:

|σa(x
(n)
i )| ≤ ε ∀a (2.22)

where the superscript (n) is iteration number n and ε is a small number representing

maximum error. For each iteration we adjust the coordinates by the approximated

∆~xconstr By the definition of ∆~xconstr (eqn. 2.12 above), we get the coordinate ad-

justment:

~x (n+1)
i+1 =~x (n)

i+1−
τ2

2
M−1

constr

∑
a

η
(n)

a ∇σa(~xi) (2.23)

At SHAKE iteration n+1, we have the matrix

An+1
ab = ∇

T
σa(~x (n+1))

M−1

2
∇σb(~xi) (2.24)

and we have the updated error

~σ n+1 = An+1~λ n+1 (2.25)

It is easier to understand the computational aspects of the linear equation (eqn.

2.20) for the constraints when the explicit expression for the bond constraints is

used. Consider eqn. 2.10, taking a spatial derivative we have ∇σa = 2(~xa1−~xa2)

and a matrix element is

An+1
ab = 4(~x n+1

a1 −~x n+1
a2 )T 1

2
M−1(~xb1−~xb2) (2.26)
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Discussions on the properties of this matrix were given in the original paper of

SHAKE [41, 56, 3]. We consider three cases:

(i) The constraints a and b are the same. In this case we have the dot product

A(n+1)
aa =

(
2

ma1
+

2
ma2

)
(~x (n+1)

a1 −~x (n+1)
a2 )T (~xa1−~xa2) (2.27)

(ii) The constraints a and b are not the same but they share one atom (e.g. a2=b1),

we then have

A(n+1)
ab = (~x (n+1)

a1 −~x (n+1)
a2 )T 2

ma2
(~xa2−~xb2) (2.28)

(iii) No atoms are shared, Aab = 0.

From the explicit expression (eqn. 2.26) and the cases discussed above it is clear

that the matrix is sparse (bonds are coupled only if at least one atom is shared)

and is recomputed every λ iteration. One alternative to the calculation of the ma-

trix in the linear equation for the Lagrange multipliers is to approximate A(n+1)
ab by

its diagonal, which is the bond relaxation algorithm [17]. The disadvantage of the

bond-relaxation algorithm is that it requires many iterations; iterations that must

be executed serially. Bond-relaxation is therefore not effective for parallelization

and for GPU implementation. From now onwards we consider only options that

employ non-diagonal matrices. Besides using the exact matrix we consider two ap-

proximate matrices (a) a symmetric matrix and (b) a constant matrix (Figure 2.2).

Consider first the symmetric matrix option, we write:

As
ab = ∇

T
σa(~xi)

M−1

2
∇σb(~xi) (2.29)
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= 4(~xa1−~xa2)
T 1

2
M−1(~xb1−~xb2)

Since xa1 is different from x(n+1)
a1 only by terms of order of τ2 (the small time step),

the difference between the exact and the symmetric matrix is small. The iterations

of eqn. 2.25 converge with both matrices from eqn. 2.26 or eqn. 2.29 for sufficiently

small τ . The number of iterations is however different. In practice a smaller number

of iterations is required to converge the values of the Lagrange multipliers using

the asymmetric matrix. Another option is to use a constant matrix that does not

depend on the coordinate at all. Hence a single matrix can be used throughout the

simulations. The constant matrix was proposed in [56] and an implementation was

discussed in [12]. The basic idea is that the deviation of the constrained bond from

ideality is expected to be small, so when constructing the symmetric matrix we have

for non-zero elements

As
aa = 2

(
1

ma1
+

1
ma2

)
r2

eq,a (2.30)

As
ab = 2

(
1

ma2

)
req,areq,b cos(θab)

Where a and b bonds are sharing an atom (a2 = b1), and θ is the angle between

the two bonds. For the protocol to be exact the angle must be constrained as well.

We can enforce it by adding an additional bond constraint between a1 and b2 atoms

of equation 2.29 [56]. Alternatively we can pick the equilibrium, constant angle

(θab,eq) and plug it into equation 2.30 to compute an approximate but time indepen-

dent constraint matrix [12]. Since bond angles are usually restrained with a stiff

harmonic potential their fluctuations are small suggesting that the approximation of

a constant matrix is sound (even though it is no longer possible to argue that the
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solution is accurate with a particular order of τ). A significant advantage is that the

matrix is fixed and requires computation only at the beginning of the calculations.

The disadvantage (similar to the discussion about the symmetric matrix) is that the

number of iterations to convergence that must be conducted serially may be signif-

icantly larger and more costly than the number of iterations for matrices that are

updated during the calculation. Below we examine the options of symmetric and

constant matrices.

Another complication that we need to consider is that we need to find the

inverse of A to determine the Lagrange multipliers (eqn. 2.25). Calculation of an

inverse is usually significantly more expensive than the construction of the matrix

itself. How to estimate the Lagrange multipliers with explicit calculation of the

inverse therefore attracted some attention. In LINCS [26] an approximate inverse

is computed. Here we follow the algorithm outlined in [56] in which a conjugate

gradient algorithm (CG) estimates the Lagrange multipliers. For a symmetric and

non-negative matrix A we seek the minimum of a target function T as a function of

the Lagrange multiplier λ .

T = σ
T~λ +

1
2
~λ T A~λ (2.31)

Note that since we are restricted to symmetric and non-negative matrices we cannot

use the exact matrix eqn. 2.31 ”as is” and we therefore use the symmetric versions.

The symmetric matrix is indeed non-negative as was shown in 14. Differentiating

the target function T with respect to λ recovers eqn. 2.25. So solving 2.31 is equiv-

alent to solving eqn. 2.25. Formally, CG is guaranteed to find the global minimum
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in L steps where L is the number of constraints. In practice the number of iterations

to determine the Lagrange multipliers is below 10. As is illustrated in the Results

section in our most efficient implementation we fixed the number of iterations to

seven. It provides good accuracy and at the same time avoids a convergence check

and an ”if” statement. Since the final decision about convergence is made by coor-

dinate test, high accuracy of the Lagranges multipliers (which are calculated here

in single precision) is less important.

We add one more twist to the straightforward application of CG by using

a pre-conditioner. The CG is solved trivially if A is diagonal or close to identity.

A good pre-conditioner will bring the matrix closer to the identity operator. A

common practical choice for a pre-conditioner is the following. Consider the matrix

D that includes only the diagonal elements of A (D=diagonal(A)). We use D to bring

the matrix A closer to identity and to reduce the number of iterations required.

Finally it is important to emphasize that we have two loops of iterations.

We have iterations to solve the Lagrange multipliers and iterations to adjust the

coordinate vectors. The latter must be done in double precision or bond energy will

not converge to less than 10−7 or so error in relative bond length. We offer the

option to run the entire algorithm on the GPU (determine the Lagrange multipliers

and adjust the coordinates in double precision) without memory transfer before

convergence.

We comment on the implementation on the GPU. The linear solver must

be programmed from scratch manually, which is an additional challenge for non-

symmetric matrices. As we argue in the implementation section (3.3.8 parallel
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implementation of SHAKE), linear solvers for the GPU, based on function libraries,

are not effective.

2.1.5.1 The PCG SHAKE Algorithm

The resulting SHAKE algorithm for constrained molecular dynamics [56]

on the CPU or the GPU is below. Note the meaning of the three indices: time step

i, SHAKE step n, and conjugate gradient step k. Step 4 is the CG algorithm where

~r (residual), ~b (direction of search step), and ~x are utility vectors. The scalars α

(step magnitude) and γ are coefficients required in the parallel version of the con-

jugate gradient algorithm (PCG). In addition, maxshk limits the maximum number

of SHAKE iterations, maxCG limits the maximum number of CG steps, ε is the

maximum allowed constraint error (maximum of the error found in all bonds), and

CGtolerance is the conjugate gradient convergence tolerance for the determination

of the Lagrange multipliers. The lines in the algorithm labeled ”end PCG segment”

indicate barriers. A barrier is a point in the code that enforces any threads that

reached that point to wait. This is until all (other) threads have completed their

tasks and reach the same point. Barriers are special breaks during parallel execu-

tion in which all the threads are forced to synchronize and are typically used at a

time in which data sharing between the threads is required.
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The PCG SHAKE algorithm
1: Compute matrix non-zero elements Aab
2: while |σa(~x n

i )|> ε and (n < maxshk) do
3: Evaluate constraints. If |σa(~x n

i )| ≤ ε ∀a RETURN
4: Solve linear system A~λ = ~σ(~x (n)

i ) for~λ n by PCG:
5: ~r1 = ~σ −A~λ
6: ~b1 = D−1~r1
7: ~x1 =~b1
8: ———– end PCG segment 1 ———-
9: while |~rk|> PCGtolerance and (k < maxPCG) do

10: α =
~rT

k~xk
~bT A~b

11: ———– end PCG segment 2 ———-
12: ~rk+1 =~rk−αA~bk

13: ~λk+1 =~λk +α~bk
14: ~xk+1 = D−1~rk+1

15: γ =
~rT

k+1~xk+1

~rT
k~xk

16: ———– end PCG segment 3 ———-
17: ~bk+1 =~xk+1 + γ~bk
18: ———————————————-
19: end while
20: Adjust coordinates:
21: ~x (n+1)

i =~x (n)
i − 1

2M−1
∑β λ

(n)
β

∇σβ (~xi)

22: n = n+1
23: end while

The Verlet Molecular Dynamics algorithm with SHAKE constraints is illus-

trated in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The Velocity Verlet algorithm with constraints
The main components in the dynamics loop are shown. Do while [current num-
ber of integration steps < desired number of integration steps] (1) Compute forces
(bonded, real space non-bonded, reciprocal space non-bonded) (2) Increase total
time by a time step. (3) Compute a displacement vector of the coordinates (4)
Adjust coordinates to satisfy constraints (5) Compute velocity displacements (6)
Adjust velocities to satisfy constraints (7) Output: coordinates, velocities, energies
and other. End while
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Figure 2.2: Conjugate gradient SHAKE matrix options
An illustration of the different options in matrix SHAKE. Option 1 computes a fixed
matrix that does not change throughout the calculations. It implies that the bond
angles are exactly fixed [56] or approximately so [12]. The advantage is that the
fixed matrix is computed only once throughout the simulation. The disadvantage
is that the fixed matrix is approximate and a relatively large number of iterations
are required to determine the Lagrange multipliers (the CG inner loop) accurately.
Building on the fixed matrix of reference [56] an implementation that does not con-
strain the angles was proposed [12]. This variation is likely to require even larger
number of iterations to converge to an accurate solution. In general it is not possible
to retain high accuracy and avoiding iterative solutions of the Lagrange multipliers
and coordinates with the exception of very small systems for which analytical so-
lution is available (e.g. Settle [35]). In the second option a symmetric matrix is
constructed every time step. Since the matrix is sparse the cost of generating it each
time step is small and the reduction in the number of CG iterations to achieve high
accuracy is significant and results in a more efficient algorithm. The third option
of generating asymmetric matrix every CG step is not considered here since CG
cannot use an asymmetric matrix (without additional and costly symmeterization,
for example by using AT A instead of A).
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2.2 Energy Landscape: Minima, Maxima & Saddle Points

Before attemting to describe reaction path it is useful to first examine energy

landscape and discuss stationary points and methods to find or analyze some of

these. Stationary points are maxima, minima and saddle (or inflection) points. To

envision these we consider an example of a 2D potential: the Mueller potential

[37]. This is a potential in 2D but will serve to illustrate the concepts that apply

to more complex systems and is also convenient for testing MATLAB example

scripts. When looking at the image (figure 2.3) we can identify the minima (blue

wells) right away. For MATLAB/Octave scripts to plot/calculate the potential, see

Apendix A.1. The maxima are more difficult to see because the potetial is cut off at

a certain value but yellow and red indicate approaching of the maxima.

Figure 2.3: Mueller Potential
Mueller Potential. A MATLAB/Octave script to plot this potential is provided in
Appendix A.1
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We know a function has stationary points where the slope, the first derivative

d f (x)/dx or gradient ~∇ f (~x) equals zero. This means if we were to place a (point)

mass there it will not feel any force. If the initial velocity is zero then the system

will not move (hence the name stationary). This is true regardless of the type of

stationary point. If the stationary point is a maximum, this would be analagous

to balancing a billiard ball on the tip of a queue. We can use the 2nd derivative

(the slope or steepness of the slope) to get more information about the stationary

point. In a function of higher than one dimension f (~x) 2nd derivatives form a matrix

H = ∂ 2 f/∂xi∂x j called the Hessian. In a one dimensional function, the sign of

second derivative tells us if we have a minimum, maximum or inflection point. If

the second derivative is negative at the stationary point, the stationary point is a

maximum and if positive, it is a minimum. If the second derivative is zero, the

slope is not changing at that point, it is a possible inflection point. In a function

of more than one variable, we analyze eigenvalues of the Hessian. If it has both

positive and one negative eigenvalue, the stationary point is a first order saddle

point. Saddle points are interesting to examine further. A saddle point is the point

of lowest energy on a barrier separating the two nearest minima. It is also the point

of lowest maximum energy on any path between the minima. We can easily identify

two saddle points in the mueller potential. With knowledge of maxima, minima and

saddle points we can now ask how do we find these in a complex energy landscape?

If we take a single point mass particle in our example potential and we

place it at some point that is not a stationary point we can imagine its behavior. In

a quenched dynamics the displacement of the particle will be proportional to the
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force. Motion will stop at a stationary point where the gradient is zero. In this case

we will expect to find it in the nearest of the blue basins (minima) after some time.

2.2.1 Finding Minima: Steepest Descent & Newton’s Method

A steepest descent (SD) minimization trajectory is the curve obtained from

the solution of the differential equation

d~x
dt

=−∇U(~x) (2.32)

with an initial condition ~x0. Numerically, a steepest descent step is a step of finite

time size in the direction of the (-) gradient:

~∆x =−~∇U(~x)α (2.33)

~xi+1 =~xi +∆~x

where α is the numerical approximation of dt (a small finite time step size). We

generate a steepest descent trajectory in the Mueller potential (figure 2.4) by mak-

ing multiple small steps from the starting point (initial condition) near one of the

two saddle points. For a MATLAB script for the SD step in the Mueller potential

see Appendix A.3

Newton’s method

A higher order minimization algorithm is Newtons Method. Setting the force to

zero at the next step and expanding (see appendix A.4) we get:

∆~x =−H−1~∇ f (~x) (2.34)
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Figure 2.4: Steepest descent (SD) steps from saddle point in Mueller Potential
SD steps starting near saddle point. See Appendix A.3 for a MATLAB script for
an SD step. Some overshoot at the end can be seen.

If our energy function is quadratic, the 2nd order solution is exact and we need

only the single step to find a stationary point. Of course even the second order

expansion is usually not sufficient for a general function and only small steps can

be used. Another drawback of Newton’s method is the requirement for calculating

the inverse Hessian. In a high dimensional system this may be very expensive or

impossible. See Appendix A.4.1 for a MATLAB script of a Newton’s method step

in the Mueller potential.
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2.3 Transition Pathways & Reaction Coordinate
2.3.1 Generating a Reaction Coordinate

What is a reaction coordinate (RC) in a chemical reaction? We usually

have known endpoints we call products ”B” and reactants ”A”. These endpoints

are expected to be at the bottom of local potential energy minima representing ther-

modynamically stable states. The endpoints are coordinates in configuration space

corresponding to the potential energy minima. The simple example potential is

again helpful. A reactive trajectory is one that moves from minimum A to B. It

is more likely to pass near the lowest point that separates the minima if the barrier

height is significantly higher than the thermal energy kBT . The lowest energy points

on the barriers that separates the minima are saddle points discussed in the previous

section. In the figure (see figure 2.5) we have labeled A and B (reactant and product

state) of the trajectory. There are two saddle points along the reaction coordinate.

There is a white segmented line that connects A and B and passes near the saddle

points. We will discuss in the next section how the reaction path was generated.

2.3.1.1 Steepest Descent Path & LUP

The steepest descent path (SDP) is widely used as the definition for the reac-

tion coordinate (RC). The following is a brief review of SDP [15] adopted from the

chapter: Reaction path studies of biomolecules. We can picture the SDP between

any two minima as follows: We start at the stationary point on the barrier sepa-

rating the two minima, the saddle point. We need a slight displacement from the

saddle point to get a non-zero force (∇U(~xsaddle) =~0). We pick the displacement
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Figure 2.5: Reaction Coordinate CHMIN in Mueller Potential
See Appendix A.6 for a MATLAB script for CHMIN step.

direction as the eigenvector of the Hessian with negative eigenvalue. The move-

ment toward the minima along the path of lowest energy generates the SDP in the

limit the step size approaching zero. The sequence of steepest descent steps from

the saddle point determines half of the RC (SDP) this way by solving the following

differential equation:

d~x/dτ =−∇U(~x) (2.35)

with initial condition~x0 =~xsaddle+/−ε~u where~u is the eigenvector of the Hessian

with the negative eigenvalue, ε a small positive number and τ is an arbitrary (time)

step. In the limit of infinite time we reach the stationary point (minimum) while

moving along the SDP:

lim
τ→∞

[d~x/dτ]→ 0 (2.36)

lim
τ→∞

[−∇U(~x(τ))]⇒~x =~xstationary
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In steepest descent we did not start at a saddle point and we were only interested in

the final minimization point. Here we started at a saddle point and found a trajec-

tory along the SDP, part of the reaction coortdinate.

Locally updated planes (LUP) Procedure

Locally updated planes (LUP) is based on a rigorous optimization of a whole path

to the SDP starting from an arbitrary discrete representation of a continous path

[15].

(i) Make initial approximation of the path in discrete representation

We divide our path into a number of discrete positions (path images) in coordinate

space. These points will represent our initial path and after optimization the SDP.

We generate the initial discrete path by linear interpation between A =~a and B =~b.

If we want n points:

~s =
~b−~a

n
(2.37)

~x1 =~a

~x2 =~x1 + s, x3 = x2 +~s, ....

and iterate until n where~xn will equal~b.

(ii) Minimization

The whole path is optimized in each step. For an image ~xi at position i along the

path, we make the displacement according to [50]:

∆~xi ∝−∇(U(xi, t))T [I−Pi] ∀i (2.38)
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where P is a projection operator along the path direction:

P≡ p̂p̂T (2.39)

and where the unit vector p̂ along the path at~xi is the finite difference approximation

of the slope:

p̂ =
~x(i+1)−~x(i−1)

|~x(i+1)−~x(i−1)|
(2.40)

We move all the images~xi by ∆~xi chosen. An SDP is obtained when

∇(U(xi, t))T [I−Pi] =~0 ∀i. For a MATLAB script applying LUP SDP in the

Mueller potential see Appendix A.5 and result see figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: LUP Path steps Mueller Potential
Steepsest Descent (30 point discrete) Path after 100 iteration (see MATLAB script).
Note the spacing of the images (points) that define the discrete path.
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2.3.1.2 CHMIN

This is a short summary of the CHMIN algorithm by Czerminsky and El-

ber [6]. The average value of the potential energy along the path l is found by

integrating over the line (path) l(x):

S =
1
L

∫ ~xb

~xa

U(~x)dl(~x) (2.41)

dl(x) is line element and L is path length. The optimized path is an approximation

to the SDP but the algorithm is numerically very stable.

We can write the above function in discrete form where M is the number of im-

ages i that define the path.

T =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

U(~xi)+Uconstraints (2.42)

The additional potential energy constraints in CHMIN consist of chain UCHAIN and

repulsion UREPULSION terms (Uconstraints = UCHAIN +UREPULSION). These are

functions of other images in the path. First the path ideal (average) path segment

length s is calculated, before a path refinement step.

di j = [(~xi−~x j)
T (~xi−~x j)]

0.5 (2.43)

s =

(
1

M+1

M

∑
0
(di,i+1)

2

)0.5

(2.44)

UCHAIN = γ

M

∑
i
(di,i+1− s)2 (2.45)

UREPULSION = ρ

M+1

∑
i> j+1

e(−d2
i, j/s2) (2.46)
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Where di j is the distance (vector norm) between path image i and j (similar to rmsd

but not normalized by number of coordinates). The parameters γ and ρ are system

dependent tuning parameters.

CHMIN Procedure

(i) Make discrete path as before (see LUP procedure)

(ii) Calculate initial length and segment length s. The length is the sum of the

distance segments s.

(iii) update each path image subject to the added constraint potentials.

S = ∑
i

Ui(~xi)+ k
M

∑
i
(di,i+1− s)2 +A

M+1

∑
i> j+1

e
−d2

i, j
s2 (2.47)

∆~xi =−α∇~xiS+CRBM

Where CRBM is a coordinate adjustment to satisfy rigid body motion constraints.

These are rotation and translation constraints applied in the study of a macro-

molecule. These constraints do not apply in the Mueller potential examples.

(iv) iterate to (ii)

We note the differences with LUP: in CHMIN, we do not contrain to hyperplanes

orthogonal to the path. Instead we provide two energy terms, chain and repulsion.

The chain potential is a harmonic potential driving each path segment length to

ideal length s which is the average of all distances. The repulsion potential keeps

path images away from each other. For a MATLAB script implementing the path

length and potetial functions see Appendix A.6. For result of script, see figure 2.5.
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2.3.1.3 Path Refinement: 2nd Derivative

Path generation by CHMIN can be non smooth which can cause problems

in defining separate interfaces in Milestoning calculations. We therefore apply a

smoothing procedure: for each path image (except the ends) we place a harmonic

potential on the finite difference estimate of the 2nd derivative of the curve at hand.

This has a ”centering” effect of forcing the tractory at i to linearly interpolate be-

tween its neighbor path images: the 2nd derivative is zero if the path is a straight

line. The smoothing potential:

Usmooth = k(RMSDicent)
2 (2.48)

~xicent =
1
2
(~xpi+1−~xpi−1)

RMSDicent =
1
n
(~xi−~xicent)

T (~xi−~xicent)

We saw the finite difference equation for the first derivative of the path in the

SDP/LUP section above. Here we have numerical (finite difference) 2nd derivative

based on the RMSD distance between path images. We can observe this by com-

paring the equation of the numerical 2nd derivative and the rearrangement below it:

1
s2 ( f (x+ s)−2 f (x)+ f (x− s)) (2.49)

RMSDicent =
1
n
|~xi−

1
2
~xpi+1−

1
2
~xpi−1| (2.50)

Smoothing procedure

For each path image except end images
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(i) calculate~xicent

(ii) update images i sequentially

∆~xi =−α∇[U(~xi)+Usmooth]+CRBM (2.51)

For CRBM see previous section. (iii) iterate to (i) note convergence is when ∆~xi

approaches zero, Usmooth will be constant with further iteration. For a MATLAB

script applying the 2nd derivative path potential see Appendix A.7
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2.4 Milestoning: Computational Kinetics
2.4.1 Motivation

We would need 800 years or so to run a single millisecond trajectory on an

optimized multi-core node and we would need many trajectories to get an ensemble

of events sufficient to compute kinetics. A reactive trajectory is one that starts

at point A in configuration space (reactants) and after some time reaches point B

(products). There is no guarantee that every trajectory, initiated at the reactant state,

is reactive. This is where a method such as Milestoning becomes indispensable.

Milestoning is a computational method that allows determination of kinetics

and thermodynamic information at milliseconds or longer timescales using trajec-

tories many orders of magnitude shorter than the physical time scale. It is important

to note that the method of Milestoning does not force the trajectories from reactants

to products like some other methods such as targeted dynamics [42] and therefore

it is more likely to capture the correct physics. Instead we sample trajectory frag-

ments between milestones but the trajectories are free to move without restriction.

It is possible that the trajectories launched from one milestone may discover alter-

nate pathways. As a result the method of Milestoning not only allows us to obtain

kinetic information but also aids in the determination and verification of realistic re-

action paths. The combined methods of MD and Milestoning allow us to investigate

biological processes at resolutions unattainable to experiments.
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2.4.2 Theory

In Milestoning, phase space or configuration space (position coordinate

component of phase space) is divided by hypersurfaces or surfaces separating Voronoi

cells. Trajectories are launched from these hypersurfaces and terminated at adjacent

ones. A collection of transition data will provide us with complete kinetics of the

system as we will explain in following sections. The milestone hypersurfaces can

be of dimensionality R6N−2 if defined in full phase space (taking into account all

velocities as well) or in R3N−1 if defined in the position coordinate part of phase

space or configuration space. We will restrict our discussion here to the configura-

tion space. Usually our process of intereset can be described by a set of reduced

coordinates. This reduced coordinate set can be a subset of cartesian coordinates

such as Cα postions along the backbone of a protein. However, the reduced co-

ordinate set need not be cartesian. We will explain this by example, and we will

use alanine dipeptide for this purpose. The conformations of this peptide have been

well-studied [34, 58]. The conformations of interest can be described accurately by

the φ and ψ dihedral angles of the single amide plane in the backbone. The reac-

tion coordinate space of alanine dipeptide can be defined in this 2D torsion space.

Majek and Elber used this approach to tesselate this 2D reduced torsion space and

studied the conformational transitions of alanine dipeptide with directional mile-

stoning (DIM), without any preassumed reaction coordinate [34]. In the study of

1IHF, we choose a subset of 111 cartesian coordinates to represent the state of re-

action progress. Although it would be possible to perform a directional milestoning

study by identifying regions of interest we choose to start by a generating a 1D re-
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action coordinate which is significantly cheaper for this complex system as will be

described in later sections.

In practice our hypersurfaces are approximated by hyperplanes. The hyperplanes

lay perpendicular to the reaction coordinate. The general equation for a (hyper)plane

follows:

n̂T (~r−~r0)≡ 0 (2.52)

The above constraint defines a plane where n̂ is the normal vector to the plane, ~r

is any vector on the plane and ~r0 is a known reference vector on the plane. Ba-

sically the vector difference between any 2 points on the plane is is perpendicular

to the normal vector. Therefore the dot product is zero. The contraint reduces the

dimensionality of the plane by one compared to the whole system.

2.4.3 QK formulation

The following is a brief review of [19, 58, 29]. We define the population

pa of a milestone a as the number of trajectories that ”belong” to milestone a. And

we define the flux qa(~xa, t), the probability of a trajectory traveling through the

surface of milestone a exactly at point~xa on a and exactly at time t. This is also the

number of trajectories entering milestone a at~xa, t. The number of trajectories that

pass through a at time t is the number of trajectories that passed through a nearby

interface (b) at earlier time tb and pass through a at exactly time t. We integrate over

all tb from zero to t and over all~xb. The term pa(~xa,0)δ (t+) is the initial condition.

qa(~xa, t) = pa(~xa, t = 0)δ (t+)+∑
b

∫
xb

∫ t

0
qb(~xb, tb) Kba(~xb, tb,~xa, t) dtbd~xb (2.53)
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We define Kba(~xb, tb,~xa, t) as the transition probability: the probability that a tra-

jectory moves from ~xb at time tb taking time t− tb to travel and land at ~xa at time

t. So the probability of moving through a at t is a function of the product of the

probability of being at point~xb on b and the transition probability Kba.

Initial flux pa(~xa,0)δ (t+), is due to the trajectories started exactly on the

milestone (the initial population), they immediately enter that milestone by con-

tributing to the flux at t=0. The above equation, central to milestoning is exact

without any assumption. We illustrate the above concepts in figure 2.7.

We now observe that any trajectory entering a must always come from an-

other milestone (b) or from the initial condition in a closed system which implies

conservation of flux.

We can simplify K a bit. For a physical system with explicit time dependence

of the Hamiltonian stationary process it is common to think of Kba as a function of

the transition time only which is t−tb. We can subtract tb from both time arguments

of K to get relative time (eqn. 4 [29]):

Kba(~xb, tb,~xa, t)→ Kba(~xb,0,~xa, t− tb) (2.54)

Kba(~xb, tb,~xa, t)
stationary→ Kba(~xb,~xa, t− tb)

We now make a simplifying assumption: memory loss of the exact point on orig-

inating milestone b. When a is reached, there is no memory of the exact point on

b the trajectory originated from. This assumption was investigated extensively nu-

merically and analytically and clear coditions were listed for the use of Milestoning
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[58, ?]. This assumption removes dependence in K on ~xb to get (eqn. 5 [29]):

Kba(~xb, tb,~xa, t)' Kba(~xa, t− tb) (2.55)

At this point we define Kba(t − tb), a function of the time interval only (and no

longer of ~xa) as the solution of RHS of the above equation integrated over all the

points on a. This is now the total transition probability from b into a (at any point

~x on a). Since we integrated away the dependence on position ~xa on a we retain a

function Kba(t− tb) of only transit time (eqn. 8c [29]):

Kba(t− tb)≡
∫

xa

Kba(~xa, t− tb)d~xa (2.56)

In the equation we had for q (eqn. 2.53), the above means integrating both sides of

the equation over~xa: ∫
xa

qa(~xa, t)d~xa =
∫

xa

pa(~xa,0)δ (t+)d~xa (2.57)

+∑
b

∫
xa

∫
xb

∫ t

0
qb(~xb, tb)Kba(~xa, t− tb)d~xadtbd~xb

Then for q at specific time t (noting both sides of the equation no longer function

of position~xa on a) we get the following:

qa(t) = pa(~xa,0)δ (t+) (2.58)

+∑
b

∫
xb

∫ t

0
qb(~xb, tb) Kba(t− tb) dtbd~xb

The solution of the integral over the surface of the milestone further simplified the

double integral term in our equation for q(t). We end up with the core milestoning

equation and final flux definition (eqn. 9 [29]):

qa(t) = pa(~xa,0)δ (t+)+∑
b

∫ t

0
qb(tb) Kba(t− tb) dtb (2.59)
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We note the integral term in the above final flux equation (q) is a convolution: it can

be written: (qb ∗Kba)(t), see appendix A.9. So we can write our final flux equation

in that notation:

qa(t) = pa(~xa,0)δ (t+)+∑
b
(qb ∗Kba)(t) (2.60)

It is useful to evaluate convolutions in Laplace space since the Laplace tranform of

a convultion is a simple product (see appendix A.10 Laplace transform of convolu-

tion). With the Laplace transform of the above equation for flux we get (eqn. 10

[29]):

q̃a(s) = pa(0)+∑
b

q̃b(s)K̃ba(s) (2.61)

Note all f̃ are functions of laplace variable s: ỹ(s)). We will continue examples here

with three milestones: a, b and c. We explicitly write out the equation above:

q̃a = pa(0)+ q̃bK̃ba + q̃cK̃ca (2.62)

q̃b = pb(0)+ q̃aK̃ab + q̃cK̃cb

q̃c = pc(0)+ q̃aK̃ac + q̃bK̃bc

Because there is no negative flux we notice that can write the qK terms above as a

matrix vector multiplication with zero on the diagonal:

(
q̃a q̃b q̃c

) 0 K̃ab K̃ac
K̃ba 0 K̃bc
K̃ca K̃cb 0

=

q̃bK̃ba + q̃cK̃ca
q̃aK̃ab + q̃cK̃cb
q̃cK̃ac + q̃bK̃bc

 (2.63)

Note: Kaa and Kbb are zero (there is no negative flux as mentioned) and the sub-

scripts a− c are gone, replaced by vector or matrix to get:

~̃qT = ~pT (0)+~̃q T K̃ (2.64)

Note that without ~p(0) this is an eigenvector equation (A~x = λ~x : λ = 1.0)
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2.4.4 Stationary Flux

We ended the last section with a system of equations (eqn. 2.64 in matrix

form) in Laplace space. Now we can re-arrange. The last equation in the rearrange-

ment below is eqn. 11 [29]):

~̃qT (s)−~̃q T (s)K̃(s) = ~pT (0) (2.65)

~̃q T (s)I−~̃q T (s)K̃(s) = ~pT (0)

~̃q T (s)(I− K̃(s)) = ~pT (0)

At this point, we multiply by the laplace variable and take the ”zero s” limit as the

laplace variable s→ 0 (see eqn. 12 [29]). This is equivalent to the limit of infinite

time integral.

lim
s →0

[s~̃q T (s)(I− K̃(s)) = s~p(0)] (2.66)

By definition of the Laplace transform

lim
s→0

sq̃(s) = lim
s→0

∫
∞

0
s e−stq(t)dt (2.67)

' qstat

∫
∞

0
se−stdt = qstat

where we note that (since e0 = 1.0, the exponential term in the integral rapidly

decays to 1.0 and
∫

q(t)dt dominates as s gets small. We define stationary flux

qstat , no longer a function of s or time as the solution to the above integral qstat =

lims→0 sq̃(s). Similarly the stationary transition probability matrix:

Kstat ≡ lim
s→0

K̃(s) = lim
s→0

∫
∞

0
e−stK(t)dt = lim

s→0

∫
∞

0
K(t)dt (2.68)
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And the initial condition vector multiplied by the laplace variable (RHS eqn. 2.66

above) in the limit of s→ 0

lim
s→0

s~̃p(0)→~0 (2.69)

We get the stationary results none of which are any longer a function of s or time.

We have definitions for qstat and Kstat . Numerically this is useful because we col-

lect our data from molecular dynamics trajectories to estimate K =
∫

∞

0 K(t)dt. To

compute the stationary flux we only need statistics Kab: the number of trajectories

launched from a that make it to b divided by the total number launched from a

(Kab = nab/na). The stationary flux is found by solving for the null space in the

linear system:

~qstat(I−Kstat) =~0 (2.70)

Note: from this point on we will drop the q and K stat subscript and assume vari-

ables that are not a function of s or time are in this limit.

For example, the stationary flux transition matrix can be constructed in the fol-

lowing way with a periodic boundary condition:

K =

 0 K12 K13
K21 0 K23
1 0 0

 (2.71)

By setting K31 to 1, all other rates in row 3 must be zero (K3x = 0, x 6= 1). The

effect is that all that reaches milestone 3 ”flows back” to 1. Note: if we wish to use

a reflecting boundary condition we can set element K3x where x = n−1 to 1.0 and

the rest in row 3 zero. In 1D milestoning example here would be K32 = 1
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The stationary flux ~q is now found by solving the null space of I −K with the

K matrix constructed above.

2.4.5 Free Energy

Once we have stationary flux we get the probability of being at milestone

(the stationary distribution) at milestone i:

pi = qstat−i < ti > (2.72)

by multiplying the stationary flux with the average lifetime of the milestone < ti >.

Each element pi is the population at milestone i. Then the free energy is calculated

as follows:

Fi =−kbT ln(pi) (2.73)

2.4.6 Kinetics: Mean First Passage Time

We define mean first passage time (MFPT) 〈t f 〉 as the average time it takes

a trajectory from start milestone (reactant) to cross this final absorbing milestone f

(product). For a process that decays exponentially, the MFPT is the inverse of the

rate constant. For MFPT we have (eqn. 18 [29]):

〈t f 〉=
∫

∞

0
t f q f (t f )dt f (2.74)

We also use the Laplace transform and the limit of the laplace variable appraoching

zero to evaluate this expression. Only the exponential term inside the integral de-

pends on s so the derivative: d
dse−stq f (t) =−e−stq f (t)t and as s becomes zero this
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decays to −q f (t)t to get lims→0
d
ds q̃(s)

〈t f 〉= lim
s→0

d
ds

∫
∞

0
e−stq f (t)dt (2.75)

=−
∫

∞

0
q f (t)tdt

= lim
s→0

d
ds

q̃(s)

Starting with the matrix equation we had for q̃(s) (eqn 2.64) we take the limit

lims→0
d
ds q̃(s) to solve for the MFPT:

~̃q(s) = ~p(0)+~̃q(s)K̃(s) (2.76)

d
ds

q̃ =

(
d
ds

q̃(s)
)

K̃(s)+ q̃(s)
(

d
ds

K̃(s)
)

dq̃(s)
ds

K̃(s)+ q̃(s)
dK̃(s)

ds
− dq̃

ds
=~0

dq̃(s)
ds

(I− K̃(s))+ q̃(s)
dK̃(s)

ds
=~0 (2.77)

Now using the rearrangement q̃(I− K̃) = ~p→ q̃ = ~p(I− K̃)−1 we can substitute to

get
dq̃(s)

ds
(I− K̃(s))+~p(I− K̃)−1 dK̃(s)

ds
=~0 (2.78)

dq̃(s)
ds

(I− K̃(s)) = ~p(I− K̃)−1 dK̃(s)
ds

dq̃(s)
ds

= ~p(I− K̃)−1 dK̃(s)
ds

(I− K̃(s))−1

where ~p is the vector of initial conditions and dK̃(s)
ds is obtained as follows in the

limit as time approaches infinite:

lim
s→0

dK̃(s)
ds

= lim
s→0

d
ds

∫
∞

0
e−stK(t)dt (2.79)
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where d
dse−stK(t) =−e−stK(t)t and when s=0 this equals −tK(t).

=−
∫

∞

0
t K(t)dt =−T (2.80)

We now have the matrix T. The elements of T are tab =
∫

tKabdt the average transi-

tion times between milestones. Note this matrix is not symmetric. The 〈tab〉 6= 〈tba〉

Now we can make some simplification based on certain properties of the matrix K.

First, we multiply by the vector ~1 on the right side of K and examine the effect.

Since K is a transition matrix and the trajectories must go somewhere, all rows of K

sum up to exactly 1.0 except the row(s) with absorbing boundary. If we have a sin-

gle absorbing state (this is the case in 1D) then the first or the last row is zero. If we

multiply K with unit vector~1 we get a zero in the first or last row of the vector while

all other elements remain 1 because the row sums from the dot products equals one

except absorbing row. Asorbing state has zero outflux to other milestones so the

whole row is zero. If we change the absorbing state, we must make this change in

the matrix K. As an example in 3x3 with the last state absorbing: 0 K12 K13
K21 0 K23
0 0 0

1
1
1

=

K12 +K13
K21 +K23

0

=

1
1
0

 (2.81)

This equals

K~1 =~1−~e f (2.82)

while

(I−K)~1 =~e f =

1−K12 +K13
1−K21 +K23

1

=

0
0
1

 (2.83)

The mean passage time from source to sink f

〈t f 〉= ~p(I− K̃)−1T (I− K̃)−1~e f (2.84)
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At this point we recognize that the above comes in handy:

〈t f 〉= ~p(I− K̃)−1T~1 (2.85)

We examine T~1. Multiplication of the mean transition time matrix with the identity

vector results in a vector where each element is the sum: 0 〈t12〉 〈t13〉
〈t21〉 0 〈t23〉
〈t31〉 〈t32〉 0

1
1
1

=

〈t12〉+ 〈t13〉
〈t21〉+ 〈t23〉
〈t31〉+ 〈t32〉

 (2.86)

The vector result, the sum of transition times to other milestones when started at

each milestone is the aveverage lifetime of the milestone, we will call~τ . We get the

scalar result of the vector matrix vector multiplication. This is the final result for

the mean first passage time, the inverse rate of proceeding from reactant to product.

〈t f 〉= ~p(I− K̃)−1~τ (2.87)

In 1D milestoning we have only one source and one sink and we can only have flux

to adjacent making K exactly tridiagonal K13 = 0 0 1 0
K21 0 K23
0 0 0

 (2.88)

2.4.7 Role of Individual Particles in Reaction Path

With Milestoning we can determine the importance/contribution of individ-

ual amino acid or group of atom to the reaction path. This is done by calculating

the orthogonal projection of the (average) force onto the path. We get the force

component along the reaction path by:

~F =−~∇U(~xi) (2.89)
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Fpath =<−~∇U(~xi)> ·p̂i

where p̂i is the finite difference approximation of a unit vector along the path at

position i (see section 2.3.1.1 LUP).

We can identify key residues by their relative force contribution to move-

ment along the reaction path. This type of study can suggest possible experimental

follow up studies with methods such as site directed mutagenesis.
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Figure 2.7: Milestoning QK
Visualization of Milestoning QK formulation. In this image, we graphically present
the variables flux (q) and transition probability (K), central to the theory of mile-
stoning. The trajectory on the right from b to a begins at~xb and tb. The only way it
could have gotten to xb was by crossing another milestone m 6= b (in this case a) at
ta.
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Figure 2.8: Milestoning Along Reaction Coordinate
Milestoning along a curvilinear 1D reaction coordinate. The reaction coordinate
is the SDP from A to B passing orthogonally through the milestones (not shown
in this image). The red lines represent milestoning hypersurfaces in configuration
space. The green line is a single long reactive trajectory (no milestoning). The
black trajectories are valid Milestoning trajectories.
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2.4.8 Sampling on Milestones

We sample at the milestones by running MD simulations that are constrained

to remain between two adjacent path images that define the milestone. This is done

by applying a simple umbrella potential:

Uinter f ace =
1
2

k(rmsd1− rmsd2)
2 (2.90)

where rmsd1 and 2 are root mean square distance of simulation image to each of

the two anchors defining the interface. During sampling, the above potential har-

monically constrains the trajectory to remain on the milestone. There is also a

requirement for the sampling trajectory to stay far away from other path anchors.

We apply an additional potential to enforce this:

i f (rmsdi < rmsd1) Upath =
1
2

γ(rmsd1− rmsdi)
2 ∀i 6= 1,2 (2.91)

i f (rmsdi < rmsd2) Upath =
1
2

γ(rmsd2− rmsdi)
2 ∀i 6= 1,2

where rmsdi is the distance to any of the other path anchors.

Output coordinate (and velocity if desired) are written to MOIL dcd and dvd

trajectory files at frequency selected.

2.4.9 Milestoning run phase

We start with our sampling dynamics trajectory coordinate output (a file of

configurations). We launch trajectories from each of the sample configurations on

the milestones and collect the time it takes for the trajectories to reach an adjacent

milestone. We obtain the probability of reaching a particular milestone pi j =
ni j
ni
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Figure 2.9: Milestoning Sampling
Milestoning sampling. MD trajectory is run subject to milestone hypersurface con-
straining harmonic potential.

where pi j is the transition probability from milestone i to j. We also record the

average lifetime of the milestones. From these lifetimes and probabilities we con-

struct the kinetics along the entire path as described in previous sections. We are

able to do this at a fraction of the cost compared to straightforward MD. This is

because we don’t need trajectories from A all the way to B. There are two main

advantages arising from this.

First, milestones along the path can be at much higher energetic state then

products or reactants since we condition the milestone to be at a fixed position along

the path. A trajectory launched from a higher energy milestone may be much more

likely ro cross some high barrier defining a transition state. The second advantage

is that all the trajectories can be launched in parallel, on separate computers with

no need for communication between them.

Importantly, during the milestone run phase, MD trajectories are not subject
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to any biasing potential. It can be shown that correct overall kinetics can be ob-

tained from the individual rates between milestones provided that sensible physical

assumptions are satisfied [19, 58]

The following is a summary of discussion in [29]. One could take a long

single trajectory and trivially break it into fragments. In Milestoning we do the

opposite long trajectories are reassembled from fragments, a task less trivial. In

Milestoning, we do not continue a trajectory from termination points of previous

trajectories. Instead we sample independent points from the first hitting point distri-

bution (FHD). The first time a trajectory launched from a milestone hits an adjacent

milestone is called a first hitting point (FHP) and contributes to the first hitting point

distribution. Every configuration obtained in the restrained sampling calculations

is freely integrated (without the restraint) back in time until it hits a Milestone. If

the Milestone hit is the milestone it started from, we the configuration is eliminated

since it is not a first hitting point. If however, another valid Milestone is hit we

restart the trajectory from the same sampled point and integrate it forward in time

(we restarted from the same phase space point but reverse the velocities). The inte-

gration forward in time is terminated when a new Milestone is hit and is not stopped

when recrossing of the original Milestone is detected.
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Chapter 3

Molecular Dynamics Code Optimization
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3.1 Optimization of the MOIL Molecular Dynamics Engine

We describe the implementation of the molecular dynamics module of the

modeling package MOIL [17] on a shared memory heterogeneous system. MOIL

is a suite of programs that span a wide range of modeling tasks. Some of its options

include energy minimization, reaction path calculations [16], rate calculations by

Milestoning [38, 8, 19, 34], Molecular Dynamics and more (see the MOIL website

http://clsb.ices.utexas.edu/web/moil.html for a comprehensive description).

We begin optimization by improving the most expensive part of the MD

calculation. For typical systems the most time consuming part is the calculation

of the forces, and the most expensive component of the force calculations is the

computation of the non-bonded interactions (see a performance profile appendix

B.1). We restrict our optimization to simulations with explicit solvation and peri-

odic boundary conditions as the most appropriate for atomically-detailed simula-

tions of molecular kinetics (without the explicit inclusion of quantum effects). We

split the calculation of electrostatic to a short range component in real space and a

long range component in reciprocal space using a Particle Mesh Ewald summation

scheme (PME [7] further discussed in following sections).

The short range (real space) component of this calculation is required at

every integration step. Non-bonded neighbor atoms interaction only need to be

calculated if within the sperical short range cutoff. We generate atomic lists of

neighbors for each atom based on this cutoff: the non-bonded list [59]. The non-

bonded list is a list of non-bonded neighbor atoms (or particles in case solvent

which we will dicuss later) specific for each atom. We can think of it as a 2D
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matrix (although we store it in linear memory). Each atom has a unique set of

neighbors due to the sperical interaction cutoff used. The generation of neighbor

lists is discussed in detail in following sections. Lists prevent the need to calculate

all versus all non bonded interactions (complexity O(N2)). So in inprinciple, the

list reduces calculations to linear complexity (O(N)). However the cutoff requires

a computationally expensive splitting function discussed in the next section. This

function is of sufficient complexity to warrant lookup tables. In next sections, we

discuss force lookup tables and lookup table optimization.

3.1.1 Quadratic Interpolation Force Lookup

The non-bonded force calculation discussed in the previous section (and see

Basics of Molecular Dynamics) consists of 2 components. These are the Lennard-

Jones (atomic repulsion and attrraction) and electrostatic terms. The electrostatic

term is simple if PME is not used. However with the use of PME, a splitting func-

tion is required. The electrostatic interactions are split into a short range and a long

range component using the error function complement (erfc) and the error function

(erf) respectively. The splitting function terms erf(x) and erfc(x) add to 1.0 with

one term increasing as the other decays. This is used to obtain smooth splitting:

1.0 = er f (r)+ er f c(r) (3.1)

We apply this to the electrostatic energy:

Uelec,a,b =
qaqb

rab
(3.2)
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Uelec,a,b =
qaqb

rab
∗1.0

Uelec,a,b =
qaqb er f (r)

rab
+

qaqb er f c(r)
rab

Then a force component of the real space (short range) electrostatic term:

fax =−∇

(
qaqb er f c(r)

rab

)
(∂ r/∂x) (3.3)

= 2
cab∆x e−r2

√
πr2 − cab ∆x er f c(r)

r3

where ∆x = x2−x1 and cab is a constant parameter. While the Lennard-Jones terms

are relatively simple and can be computed directly without lookup this error func-

tion split electrostatic interaction is complex enough to store in lookup tables. Al-

though memory access is expensive, it is still computationally cheaper than the

explicit calculation of electrostatic force which contains both exponential and error

function components. Exponent and error fucntion both are computed with itera-

tive procedures costing many compute cycles. NAMD [46] and our original GPU

implementation experimented with simple linear interpolation lookup of all 3 terms

(both Lennard-Jones and Electrostatic). Our energy and speed results (see results

section 4.1.3 and table 4.4) favored the quadratic interpolation.

Quadratic Interpolation

A function f(x) is approximated by quadratic interpolation force lookup FL(z, i)

between lookup table indices (knots)

f (x)' FL(z, i). (3.4)
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where knots are spaced by width w, i is the lowest nearby knot number and z is

distance from that knot. At each knot FL(0, i) = f (iw) exactly.

FL(z, i) = aiz2 +bzi + ci (3.5)

z = x− iw

With boundary conditions (i,ii and iii):

i) z = 0:

FL(0, i) = ci = f (iw) (3.6)

ii) z = w:

FL(w, i) = f ((i+1)w) (3.7)

= aiw2 +biw+ ci

iii) z = w/2:

FL(w/2, i) = f (iw+0.5w) (3.8)

= ai(0.5w)2 +bi(0.5w)+ ci

Then

FL(w, i)− ci = aiw2 +biw = f ((i+1)w)− f (iw) (3.9)

FL(0.5w, i) = 0.25aiw2 +0.5biw = f (iw+0.5w)− f (iw)

Where for convenience we define g(i) and h(i):

g(i) = f ((i+1)w)− f (iw) (3.10)

h(i) = f (iw+0.5w)− f (iw)
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To solve for coefficients ai and bi of the 2nd order polynomial aiw2 + biw for any

knot width w, we solve the linear system A~x =~v where A is the polynomial coeffi-

cient matrix (~a~b) and~v =
(

g
h

)
(

w2 w g
(0.5w)2 0.5w h

)
→
(

1 0 (2g4h)/w2

0 1 (4h−g)/w

)
(3.11)

We get for each knot i:

ai =
2g(i)−4h(i)

w2 (3.12)

bi =
4h(i)−g(i)

w

ci = f (iw)

The above calculation allows lookup with any knot spacing w. The coefficients a,b

and c (where c is the function value at iw when exactly at knot i) are stored in the

lookup table. The value of function f is retrieved as follows:

1: Find table index i: i = x∗NrKnotsByR
2: z = x− f loat(i)∗ InvNrKnotsByR
3: f = (c[i]+ (a[i]z+b[i])z)

where NrKnotsByR is the number of knots divided by the max range of r

and InvNrKnotsByR is the max range of r divided by number of knots. The latter

is w in the above equations.
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3.2 Parallelization of the Dynamics Code on a CPU/GPU Sys-
tem

3.2.1 Programming on Heterogeneous Systems: GPU and OpenMP

We discussed motivation for heterogeneous programming in section 2.3. In

our implementation we make use of new technology allowing us to use graphics

processing units (GPU’s) that were initially designed for the computer graphics and

gaming industry. New technologies available allow us to use the GPU for general-

purpose programming. High-level programming languages for this purpose (AMD

and NVIDIA OpenCL and NVIDIA CUDA) are now available. These languages

are C-like and allow the execution of scientific algorithm calculations to be done

on the GPU. We also use openMP(a software library giving programmers access

to multiple CPU cores) to parallelize components of the dynamics code on mul-

tiple CPU’s that cannot efficiently be ported to the GPU. To facilitate the GPU,

code was written in CUDA to compute the non-bonded list, real space non-bonded

interactions and Matrix SHAKE of all bonds in the macromolecule on the GPU.

The overall Molecular Dynamics driver was written in C and so were the Verlet (or

RESPA) integrators. We use CUDA to program the GPU in our shared memory

heterogeneous system and we use OpenMP to parallelize code that remains on the

CPU’s of our heterogeneous system (discussed below)

Our choice for the heteogeneous shared memory environment was discussed

in section (section 2.1.3) Accordingly, in our implementation, we did not try to de-

sign an algorithm where all the calculations are performed on the GPU, (or did not

try to maximize the role of the GPU in executing the calculations) largely due to
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concerns about accuracy and single precision. Calculations on the GPU are efficient

if done in single precision. Recent GPU architecture allows calculations in double

precision but the penalty in performance is high. Besides the final summation of

the forces, using double precision for non-bonded force calculations on the GPU is

not practical at present. The reason is not only that double precision operations are

slower on the GPU, but also that the memory is limited. Doubling the data needed

means that we will require registers that are simply not available and the code will

be unacceptably slow. Our requirement for energy conservation mandated that the

reciprocal sum is computed in double precision and therefore we prefer to execute it

on the CPU. Discussions about energy conservation can be found in sections 2.1.4

and 3.2.2.

Use of OpenMP:

Most molecular dynamics programs (including an earlier version of MOIL [17, 16,

41, 56] were built for distributed computing environment and their parallelization is

based on Message Passage Interface (MPI, http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi/).

In our new optimized implementation we are starting fresh and base our program-

ming model on OpenMP (http://openmp.org/wp/), which is a library designed for

shared memory systems. We parallelized the reciprocal sum calculations of the

PME (see section 3.2.2), the Verlet algorithm and SHAKE algorithm (matrix SHAKE

[56]) that constrained the geometries of water molecules.

A parallel algorithm for general SHAKE constraints was designed in the

context of the MOIL program, [56, 14] is implemented on the GPU and discussed
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in a separate section. A less computationally expensive version of SHAKE that

constrains bonds that contain hydrogen atoms is also implemented with OMP. We

call this variant SHKL (SHAKE light). These bonds are separated into indepen-

dent blocks of constraints and can be trivially parallelized on the multiple cores by

OpenMP. We also comment that if SHAKE of all bonds is calculated, the energy

conservation with 1fs time step and room temperature simulation of solvated DHFR

is excellent (see results section 4.1.3 table 4.4): there is no detectable drift when we

use 4096-entries quadratic-interpolation table of the real-space electrostatic inter-

actions.

3.2.2 Particle Meshed Ewald

Some other codes port the reciprocal sum of the Particle Meshed Ewald

(PME) calculations to the GPU [24]. However, in our hands the reciprocal PME

calculations in single precision were not accurate enough to avoid significant energy

drift. We define ”significant energy drift” as an energy variation that exceeds 1% per

µs or 1 kcal/mole in a nanosecond simulation of DHFR, Dihydrofolate reductase

(see section 2.1.4 Energy conservation in MD).

In a periodic box of water, DHFR has become a standard benchmark for

Molecular Dynamics codes. The complexity of the reciprocal PME calculations is

considerable. About 1/3 of the total computation time in a serial code is spent in the

reciprocal component of the PME calculation, if the Verlet algorithm is used. Ap-

pendix B.1 shows a performance profile of a serial MOIL run before optimization

and parallelization. Note, however, that this profile reported used RESPA [36] in
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which the reciprocal sum is computed every four steps, see below. We took the fol-

lowing steps to speed up the reciprocal component of PME: (i) It was parallelized

using OpenMP. (ii) It is computed less frequently using multiple time steps. We use

reversible multiple time stepping algorithm (RESPA [49]) to integrate the equation

of motion where we designate the reciprocal sum as the ”slow” force. The forces

are split into two, a fast varying component and a slow varying force (see section

3.1.1). (iii) It is computed asynchronously on the CPU while the GPU is working

on real space summation.

Studies by [36] illustrate that the reciprocal sum has a fast force component,

and a better behaving algorithm can be designed that includes a combination of

real space and reciprocal space as the slowly varying force. A more elaborate and

accurate force splitting has been described in which fast components of the pair in-

teractions are removed from the reciprocal space Ewald sum. The authors reported

an enhance in the stability of the algorithm to an outer time step of 6 fs although the

level of stability depended on the choice of the parameters for a switching function

used to smooth the potential energy near the cutoffs. In our hand (and also in the

paper [36], figure 3) a large time step size of four femtoseconds for the integration

of the reciprocal sum and one femtosecond for the rest of the forces was stable

and did not show energy drift. We therefore consider only the reciprocal force as

slow. Use of this algorithmic variation in our code and its effect on stability and

computation speed will be explored in the future. In the context of heterogeneous

GPU/CPU computing, mixing real space and reciprocal space increases the com-

putational complexity significantly.
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The parallelization was performed directly on the public domain PME code

of Darden [7]. No significant changes to the basic algorithm were made. We use

cubic polynomial for grid interpolation and tolerance of error of 10−9 for double

precision calculations. Parallelization of the non-FFT routines of PME was done

trivially by splitting up the loops between cores (e.g. in the routines fill-charge-grid

and scalar-sum). The FFT x, and y components were parallelized with synchro-

nization of the cores after the completion of each Cartesian direction. The FFT z

forward, Fourier space product and FFT z back were combined in a single FFT-z-

Convolution routine as suggested by Schneiders et al [43].

3.3 GPU programming with CUDA

To appreciate the complexity of GPU programming it is necessary to con-

sider its memory architecture (see figure 3.1). The GPU has a reasonably large

global memory (1.5GB in the machine we benchmarked on), we will call GRAM

to which access is relatively slow. Fetching data directly from the global memory

to the GPU cores is costly. Therefore, programming models attempt to maximize

the use of intermediate and faster memories as bridges between the global memory

and the executing threads.

For a more detailed discussion on CUDA basics we refer to previous work

[51, 1, 46]. Briefly, the fastest memories available in CUDA are the thread local

registers, shared memory and constant memory. Shared memory is available only

throughout a single thread block. Constant memory is available to all threads on the

GPU but extremely limited in size (64 kb total) and read only. There are few reg-
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isters available per thread (typically limited to 32) and they must be used carefully.

For example, during the calculation of the non-bonded interactions between atom i

and its neighbors j, thread local registers keep the coordinates of atom i, the index of

this atom and temporarily store the pair parameters for Lennard Jones interactions

Ai j and Bi j, and the product of the atomic charges qiq j during the force calculation.

The thread computes and retains (also in thread local registers) the three compo-

nents of the forces operating on the i atom: fx fy fz. There is little space to do more

on a single thread and therefore calculations on an individual thread are conducted

for one atom pair at a time (loop unrolling has little or no benefit).

The next best resource after registers are constant and shared memory. De-

pending on the system at hand, shared memory can be replaced by L1 cache avail-

able on the global memory of newer chips. However, as a consistent feature of GPU

hardware options, old and new, the shared memory suggests itself as an indispensi-

ble bridge between the global and register memory and we use it extensively. For

example we place lookup table for non-bonded interactions (interpolated quadrati-

cally between the table points) on the shared memory.

3.3.1 GPU Non-bonded List

Besides the concrete and specific implementation, perhaps the first question

to ask is do we need a non-bonded list at all? In principle there are few options: (i)

Do not use list, compute all against all, (ii) use a space list based on grid partition-

ing, (iii) use a list based on chemical grouping, and (iv) used lists based on atoms.

All of these ideas were used extensively in molecular simulations in the past but
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they were re-considered and found new ground in GPU implementations.

Option (i) was used for illustration purposes on systems with non-uniform

particle densities. For example, protein molecules simulated with implicit solvent

do not fit an exact grid, and have a relatively small number of interactions. An im-

plementation on the GPU for all-against-all interactions can provide good-looking

benchmarks (results not shown). However, most MOIL applications aim at studies

of explicit solvent systems in the NVE ensemble.

Option (ii) is used by a number of groups [46, 24, 51]. We consider peri-

odic system of approximately uniform density. The space is partitioned to boxes,

and individual particles are placed in a box list in an operation of complexity N

[59]. For example if the grid sizes along the x,y,z directions are gx,gy and gz

respectively, a particle with coordinate x,y,z (where the origin of coordinates is

such that x,y,z ≥ 0 for all the particles in the system) is placed in a box index

i, j,k = |x/gx|, |y/gy|, |z/gz| where the counting starts from zero. Box neighbors

are, of course, known. For each atom there are 27 neighboring boxes (when us-

ing box size = interaction size) including its own box. Based on box neighbor list

the interactions between atoms of nearby boxes and of the self box are computed.

The advantage of this representation is that no atomic list is produced. Atomic list

tends to be long and expensive in terms of storage memory. On the GPU, it can-

not be placed directly in the nearby registers or shared memory, while box-lists can

reside in the shared memory. The box lists are particularly convenient for large sys-

tems. A disadvantage is that box-based lists are not precise. The neighbors are not

distributed spherically around each atom. The number of atom pairs is larger and re-
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quires more computational resources. Another disadvantage is that the force kernel

for a box list is complex and that hinders the use of accurate quadratic lookup tables

because the occupancy driven limit of 32 registers per thread will be exceeded. Yet

another disadvantage is that the exclusions are not explicitly removed at the level

of the lists. Therefore, when the force calculations are performed, a logical check

is performed, and the excluded interactions are multiplied by zero.

Option (iii) of chemical grouping replaces the box-based list by a list of

neighboring chemical groups. It was used in MOIL [17] for decades. An issue

with parallelization is of load-balancing which was addressed and discussed in [56].

In [13] it was proposed to collect atoms in groups of 32 for GPU applications.

This procedure provides a uniform density and fits well the GPU specifications.

Nevertheless, collections of this type requires periodic calculations of groups for

diffusive particles (such as water molecules), and the scaling of these calculations

as a function of the distances between groups is N2, which is unfavorable for large

systems.

Option (iv), which we adopt is hierarchical. We generate a box-based list

and we use that list to generate the atomic list (a list of atoms with a distance equal

or smaller than a cutoff distance from the central atom i). The advantages of the

atomic list are that the exclusions are taken care of during the generation of the list

and that the atomic list is precise and spherical around each atom. The atomic list is

generated according to two cutoffs in which the upper cutoff provides the actual list

and is used as a buffer between updates of the lists. Pair calculations are performed

only between pairs that are closer than the lower cutoff distance. This means that
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the calculations of forces are as efficient as possible. A disadvantage is the size of

the list. Following Anderson [1], the list is stored as a matrix in the global memory

Ni j, where the index i is running over the atom number and the index j over its

neighbors. It is possible to make the list more efficient by using a pointer vector,

P, of the length of the number of atoms, and the actual list N. P(i) points to the

last neighbor of i in N [56]. Hence the neighbors of i are listed between N(i-1)+1

to N(i). Since the density in molecular biophysics simulations is quite uniform,

the number of neighbors per atom is rarely changing by more than 10 percent, and

hence both representations are of comparable complexity. For a typical real space

cutoff every atom has about 500 neighbors.

For the generation of the list for atom i we load the index of atom i, its co-

ordinates, and the non-bonded parameters, Ai, Bi, and qi, to the registers. We load

from the global memory to the shared memory the coordinates and the correspond-

ing parameters of a box neighbor to i. The individual threads can then rapidly access

the shared memory and produce the atomic lists of all pairs with distances lower

than the distance cutoff. They also produce the corresponding products Ai j ≡ AiA j,

Bi j ≡ BiB j, and qi j ≡ qiq j. These preliminary calculations of the products provide

more benefit than saving a few multiplications for a pair of atoms. These products

are stored together in the global memory and can be accessed when needed for the

force calculations in coalesced and efficient way. The GPU has a particularly ef-

ficient memory operation (float4 array) in which four floating-point numbers are

transferred between memory types in one chunk. We transfer in a float4 chunk,

the atom index i, its Lennard Jones parameters for the pair, Ai j Bi j, and its charge
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product qi j. Exclusion of bonded atoms is accomplished by chemical sorting of

the atoms to begin with. Most of the bonded atoms are within 32 positions of the

general atom index, (with the exception of S-S bonds, prosthetic groups like heme,

etc.), allowing the storage of an exclusion decision in a single bit, +1 means exclu-

sion and the bit position equals the distance in the chemical list index. The basic

algorithm for exclusion is the same as reported in [46] and shown in appendix B.2.

However the retention and preliminary calculations of the pair parameter is new and

adds significantly to the performance. For the rare (if any) excluded pairs, that are

out of the 32 range, the corresponding force is subtracted in a separate kernel.

3.3.2 GPU Non-bonded List kernel in Detail

The main simulation box is divided spatially into grid boxes. Each CUDA

thread block (a collection of threads that share memory and type of tasks, Figure

3.1) directly corresponds to one of these grid boxes and conducts the calculations

associated with it. Each block (grid box) will loop over its 27 neighbor boxes with

periodic symmetry. At the start of the program a list of the 27 neighbor boxes

(including self) is generated for each grid box applying periodic boundary trans-

lational symmetry on edge boxes. The symmetry operation for each box neighbor

box is also stored in a list. Each thread in this CUDA block represents one of the

atoms in that grid box. The sum of all thread blocks comprises the entire main

simulation box. One CUDA streaming multi-processor (SM) can execute up to 8

blocks but in practice is resource-limited to fewer. Blocks can be executed in any

order. In principle, on a GPU with sufficient SMs, (or simulation with sufficiently
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few boxes), the entire list generation can be done in parallel.

GPU non-bonded list generation
1: BoxID = CUDA BLOCK number
2: tid = thread number in BLOCK
3: i← BoxAtomLists[BoxID][tid] GRAM
4: coori← coordinates[i] GRAM
5: pari← parameters[i] GRAM
6: iExcl← parameters[i] GRAM
7: for NBox=1 to 27 (Loop over neighbor grid boxes) do
8: NBoxID← GRAM
9: NBox Symop← GRAM

10: vsym← Symop (valid for all atoms of the neighbor box)
11: NBoxNrAtoms← GBoxNrAtoms[NBoxID] GRAM
12: j[tid] (SHARED)← BoxAtomLists[NBoxID][tid] GRAM
13: coorj[tid] (SHARED)← coordinates[j[tid]] GRAM
14: parj[tid] (SHARED)← parameters[j[tid]] GRAM
15: for n=1 to NBoxNrAtoms (Loop over NBox atoms) do
16: posj = coorj (SHARED) + vsym
17: rsq = (coori− pos j) · (coori− pos j)
18: valid = (rsq < rcut)
19: valid = (valid AND NOT excluded) see exclusion code appendix B.2
20: if valid then
21: Calculate geometric averages Aij, Bij and qij from pari and parj[n]

Along with atom number j, store Aij, Bij and qij in float4 structure pars.
Write ”pars” structure to GLOBAL RAM with (matrix) indexing for
coalesced parallel read by force kernel later.

22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: atom i number of neighbors→ GRAM.
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3.3.3 GPU Non-Bonded Real Space Force

We describe in detail the calculation of the forces, utilizing an atomic list.

Similar to the calculation of the list one thread is associated with a single atom i. We

store and accumulate in registers the forces that operate on this atom and we loop

over the neighboring atoms with their prepared coefficients (see previous sections:

Non-bonded list). The coefficients are copied in coalesced and efficient way from

the global memory float4 array. Coordinates of neighbors also need to be read from

global memory and these reads are not coalesced. This does not lead to significant

performance lag however, probably because the large amount of computations that

follow hide some of the memory fetch time and the coordinate fetch is at least

partially cached. Similar performances are obtained if the coordinates are read

from texture cache or directly from the global memory of newer (NVIDIA Fermi

TM) chips which feature an adjustable L1 cache on global RAM. In the latter case

we adjust the L1 cache to its maximum size of 48 KB.

Once all the parameters are in, the square of the distance between a pair

of particles is computed on each thread. With the square of the distance at hand,

explicit and direct calculations of the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions

can be performed. We use lookup tables (see section 3.1.1) to represent complex

functions of the square of the distance (e.g. the error function that is used in Ewald

sums). The lookup table provides the value of the function on a grid. For a more

precise value an interpolation between the grid points is required. If the table is

dense (say, 10,000 grid points) the interpolation can be simple (linear) as is done

in [46], fetching the value from the texture memory. The texture memory is how-
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ever relatively slow even when 100% cached and it is desirable to place the table in

shared or constant memory. This is possible only for small tables. We successfully

used exceptionally short tables with 256 or 512 entries interpolated with quadratic

lookup (see appendix B.3). The accuracy of the forces is sufficient for good energy

conservation and memory access is no longer a bottleneck. The calculations of real

space PME electrostatics are complex and justify the use of a table and memory

fetches. We found out however that the Lennard Jones interactions are faster com-

puted directly instead of looking up for values in interpolated tables. Hence, the

Lennard Jones calculations are computed directly by each thread.

Note that we do not take advantage of the symmetry in interactions between

particles, i.e. we compute the interaction between the pair of atoms twice. We

compute it once with atom i at the center, and a second time with atom j at the

center. This is clearly inefficient. However, minimizing memory access is more

important here than saving floating point operations. Overall re-computing these

interactions makes more sense here as is also done by others [46, 24, 1].

Pseudo codes for the generation of the non-bonded lists and the calculations

of the forces can be found in the previous and next sections respectively.

3.3.4 The NB Force Kernel in Detail

Pseudo code for real space calculations of non-bonded interactions with use

of NB neighbor list is presented here. Atom number i is the CUDA thread number

(step 2). So again each thread represents one unique atom. In this case atoms are

simply in order of original input coordinate file. We make CUDA BLOCK size
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equal the size of the lookup table (256 shown here). Each thread of a block reads

one knot index of three coefficients. In one step, the whole lookup table is stored

in shared memory (step3). After obtaining atom i coordinates and parameters from

GPU RAM (GRAM) we loop over the neighbors and perform the force calculations.

There are 4 options for the force calculation (see Force calculation option code seg-

ments, appendix B.3). These options are: (i) N2 dynamics, no splitting: calculate

all 3 terms of non-bonded force without any lookup (no memory access). (ii) Linear

lookup all: read one float4 from TEXTURE using built-in linear GPU texture linear

interpolation. The float4 contains interpolated values for all three terms of the force.

No calculation is needed at all. (iii) Quadratic interpolation electrostatic: read one

float4 from TEXTURE (larger tables > 512). We calculate the Lennard-Jones terms

explicitly and the values from the texture read contain the coefficients for quadratic

interpolation of electrostatics. (iv) Quadratic interpolation electrostatic: 256 or 512

knot read 3 floats from SHARED. Same as (iii) except we stored a small lookup

table in shared memory. Option iv is normally used and shown in the pseudocode

below.
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GPU non-bonded force calculation
1: tid = thread number in BLOCK
2: i = 256*BlockNr + tid
3: FLa[tid] FLb[tid] FLc[tid] (SHARED)← FLTable[tid] GRAM
4: NrNBrAtoms← GRAM
5: coori← coordinates[i] GRAM
6: while n < NrNBrAtoms (Loop over neighbor atoms) do
7: parsj← pars[n*spacing + i] GRAM (coalesced read float4)
8: j = parsj.x
9: Ai j = parsj.y

10: Bi j = parsj.z
11: qi j = parsj.w
12: coorj← coordinates[i] GRAM (CACHED TEX or L1)
13: coorj = coorj + vsym
14: rsq = (coori− coor j) · (coori− coor j)
15: r =

√
rsq

16: irsq = 1
rsq

17: ir6 = irsq3

18: LJForce = Ai jirsq ir62 +Bi jir6 irsq
19: Find table index i: i = r ∗KNOT SbyR
20: z = r− f loat(i)∗ InvNrKnotsByR
21: ElecForce = (FLc[i]+ (FLa[i]z+FLb[i])z)
22: Force← LJForce+ElecForce
23: Synchronize threads (required for coalesced parsj read)
24: end while
25: Force→ GRAM.

3.3.5 GPU Separation of NB Water

In molecular simulations with explicit solvent the number of water interac-

tions is significant and a focus on optimizing this part, even with a specific code,

seems like a reasonable approach. Indeed, the program MOIL [17] has used water-

specific code for a long time. Here we discuss the development of a new water code
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for the GPU that led to a dramatic speed up and was ported back to the CPU with a

similar effect.

We start with the generation of atomic neighbor lists. We discuss this in

detail in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Here we consider some additional list features

arising from the separation of water. Atomic neighbor lists are widely implemented

in CPU based code. However, GPU memory limitations motivated a number of

studies to seek different solutions [51, 46, 13] Force calculation can be done directly

at the level of the grid boxes avoiding the use of lists. Why use atomic neighbor

lists?

Briefly, we recollect the advantages of the atomic list and discuss additional

advantages with a separate water code. We started with the following advantages

(see section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2): 1) Exclusion of non-bonded-interactions (of bonded

atoms) is made at the list generation step, so we avoid exclusion tests during the

force calculation. 2) Some parameter calculation can be done and stored during the

list calculations (e.g. charge-charge multiplication) in a coalesced way. This does

not only save a set of floating point calculations in the force kernel but also prevents

the need to use local registers of the threads to store parameters for the atoms. It

also prevents the need for shared memory storage of its neighbor atom parameters.

3) Since the cutoff distance is spherical fewer interactions need to be calculated

compared to direct box calculations.

We recall a disadvantage of the neighbor list is that neighbor coordinates

cannot be stored in shared memory (each atom has a unique list and the lists are

too large) but that this is compensated for by the significantly reduced number of
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interactions and frees the otherwise required shared memory for other uses. In

particular, on Fermi based GPUs, a portion of this freed shared memory can be

used as L1 cache. This cache memory significantly increases coordinate access

speed. The remaining portion of the freed shared memory stores a lookup table for

a quadratic interpolation of the electrostatic force.

To conclude, the use of a neighbor list makes the resultant force kernel sim-

pler. With the list it has more resources available for other types of calculations.

The contribution here is the division of input particles into non-water atoms and

water molecules resulting in multiple and specific force kernels, which are signifi-

cantly faster. Our most complex force kernel (water-water interactions) allows the

calculation of all 9 terms of a water-water interaction while remaining around the

limit of 32 registers. Satisfying the limit of 32 registers allows for up to 66% oc-

cupancy on Fermi GPU’s. For a water-water interaction, each thread represents

one water molecule. It requires 18 local registers to store 9 coordinates + 9 force

accumulation registers.

After separating the water molecules from the rest of the atoms, each grid

box has two lists: a list of non-water atoms and a list of water particles. The lists

are otherwise generated in the same way as described in previous sections. We do

not take advantage of the symmetry in the neighbor list in the GPU implementation

(i.e. we compute both interactions, particle i and j and particles j and i). Memory

access considerations motivate the doubling of computations (also see discussion

by [46]). This means that we now have four respective kernels for neighbor list

generation and four kernels for non-bonded force calculation. Each force kernel
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accesses its own neighbor list. The interaction types are: (1) a non-water atom

interacting with another non-water atom. In this case each interacting pair can

comprise 2 different atoms and the geometric averages of the pair Lennard Jones

and product of charge parameters are stored in a single float4 of the neighbor list

as described in the previous sections. (2) A water molecule interacting with a non-

water atom. In this case we again still use a float4 neighbor list matrix but store

the non-water atom parameters rather than the geometric pair averages stored in the

previous case. We do not store products such as done in case (1) because additional

memory would be needed. This is since there are two interaction types (non-water

with water oxygen and water hydrogen). We almost always choose to do an extra

calculation over global memory access since the performance is typically bound

by memory access. This is true for both CPU and GPU. (3) Non-water atom with

water particle. In this case, only the integer number of the neighbor water molecule

is stored in the respective neighbor matrix in order to obtain its coordinates in the

force kernel. Note that this function is not needed in the CPU version of the code

since on the CPU we do take advantage of the symmetry and calculations of (3) are

conducted in case (2). (4) Water interacting with another water molecule: We store

the single integer of the number of neighbor water in the neighbor matrix.

The last 2 interaction types are where we gain the most from our water sepa-

ration. Since all water molecules have the same composition and atomic parameters

it makes sense to store these parameters in constant or local memory rather than in-

clude them as interacting pair information in the neighbor lists. We pre-calculate

the 5 water hydrogen-hydrogen, oxygen-oxygen and hydrogen-oxygen pair inter-
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action for charge (qiq j) and Lennard Jones (AiA j and BiB j) products (see #define,

appendix B.4). This significantly reduces memory access and storage requirements

of the neighbor matrix in cases (3) and (4) above since a neighboring water is rep-

resented simply by one integer. In addition, since one GPU thread now represents a

water molecule in two of the interaction types discussed above (cases (2) & (4)) one

set of neighbor coordinates read can be used for the calculation of 3 interactions:

one with each of the 3 atoms of the water belonging to the thread. This means 3

fold less coordinate access in these kernels compared to the non-water atom ap-

proach used exclusively before. The water water force calculation is described

in detail in the next section. The end result is speedup and less memory storage

and access requirement effectively negating some of the drawbacks associated with

atomic neighbor lists.

All of the above mentioned functions are also implemented with Open Multi Pro-

cessing (OMP) for parallel execution on a shared memory system with multiple

CPU threads in absence of a GPU. The simplicity and performance of the GPU

functions prompted us to port this code back to the CPU for multi-core execution

in the absence of a GPU. On the CPU, we do take advantage of symmetry in the

neighbor matrix so no pair interaction is calculated twice. The CPU has a limited

number of threads and it makes sense to have a copy of the force vectors for each

thread. This allows the scattered writes to neighbor atom force that we avoid on

the GPU. Therefore on the CPU a reduction over all thread results is required after

the completion of the non-bonded force calculation on all threads. This reduction
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is parallelized in a trivial way: each thread adds n vectors of force of its subset of

atoms where n is the number of threads. On the GPU one thread represents either

one atom in cases (1) and (3) above or one water molecule in cases (2) and (4) above

while on the CPU one thread has an outer loop iterating over multiple non-water

atoms or water molecules.

Neighbor matrices are of the same types, and they can be generated on the

CPU or on the GPU. Importantly however, for coalesced access, the CPU matrix

versions are the transpose of the GPU version. In massive parallel computing, the

1st row of the neighbor matrix is the first neighbor of all atoms or water molecules.

Switching the index generates the other type: for CPU serial execution, the first row

contains all the neighbor atoms of the 1st atom or water. More discussion on this

topic can be found in [1].

3.3.6 The Water-Water NB Force Kernel in Detail

The water-water kernel is shown in its entirety in appendix B.4. It is an

interesting case to illustrate the tradeoff of the computing versus memory access.

The efficiency is dominated by memory accesses and less by computing, especially

for the GPU. In the procedure described below we therefore emphasize reduced

memory access at the expense of more calculation. This leads to a significantly

more efficient code.

In the current implementation of the water-water kernel one thread repre-

sents one water molecule. The coordinates and forces of one water molecule are

loaded into 18 local registers. Quadratic force lookup coefficients are read from
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texture memory and stored in shared memory (see force calculation option 4, pre-

vious section and appendix B.3). The neighboring water molecules are read from

the global memory matrix in a coalesced way in which the next thread accesses

the exact adjacent memory location of the neighbor list resulting in substantial per-

formance gain. For a more extensive discussion on coalesced memory access with

atomic neighbor matrix molecular dynamics see section 3.3.1 and [1]. The neigh-

boring water is identified only by its index since all the energy parameters are stored

in registers. Information that we miss is the grid-box position of the neighboring

water. This information is useful since it identifies neighbors that are related by

translational symmetry. Nevertheless to avoid memory accesses we found it benefi-

cial to re-examine the Cartesian displacements between the water oxygens instead.

The translation only adds a logical test, which is not very expensive, leading to

an overall computational gain. Once the single integer number denoting a water

neighbor is obtained from the water-water neighbor matrix the coordinates of the

neighboring oxygen are fetched in a single float4 read, from global (L1 cache) or

optionally from texture memory as discussed in section 3.3.3. The difference vector

with respect to the oxygen of the prime water molecule is computed. The elements

of the difference vector are (rx,ry,rz). If any of these elements (say ri) exceeds half

box length the neighbor must result from a translational symmetry operation. The

displacement is shifted to make the length of all the vector elements smaller than

half the box size. The extra cost of the shift was found to be less significant than

memory access (if we attempt to store and transmit the grid-box identity and/or the

difference vector).
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After accessing the neighbor oxygen coordinate the O-O interaction force

can be calculated, as well as the H1-O and H2-O interaction forces. This is before

further neighbor coordinates are read from global memory. Each set of coordi-

nates (one of the three neighbor water atoms) allows for three pair calculations with

each of the atoms of the water belonging to the thread (see appendix B.4, under-

lined comment for neighbor coordinate read). During these three calculations, only

shared memory is accessed (in the force lookup). The nine calculations have the

effect of partial unrolling of the neighbor loop. In loop unrolling the statements

inside a loop are written explicitly and thereby reduce the loop iterations. Loop

iterations carry some overhead.

3.3.7 Incorporation of Milestoning into optimized/GPU code

In order to use milestoning in our optimized/gpu code, the algorithms for

milestoning sampling and run phases (see sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.9) were incorpo-

rated into the optimized/gpu dynamics code. This allowed us to study the 1IHF

system on GPU equipped workstations and HPC nodes as will be discussed in re-

sults.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual memory layout of a CUDA GPU
Note the memory hierarchy in which the registers and shared memory are closest
to the thread in the figure indicating fastest access. Registers are visible only to
individual threads while shared memory is accessible to a whole block of threads.
Constant memory, texture cache and L1 cache are accessible to all threads. Texture
and L1 memory serve as cache on global RAM. Data completely residing in texture
cache, L1 cache or constant memory also benefits from fast access. Note that each
of these memories is small and texture and constant memory are read only. Direct
access to global RAM is slowest although coalescing can significantly improve its
performance.
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3.3.8 Parallel Implementation of Conjuage Gradient SHAKE

The 1 femto-second integration time step required in molecular dynamics

arises from the fastest degrees of freedom such as bond vibrations (see sections

2.1.3 and 2.1.5). If bonds are constrained to their exact equilibrium length a larger

time step (2 fs) can be used. SHAKE [41, 5] is an algorithm that solves these

constraints. We implement SHAKE in parallel both on multiple CPU cores and

completely on the GPU. Note: SHAKE is introduced in chapter 2 section 2.1.5 and

the basic algorithm is shown on page 42. Types of matrices are discussed in section

2.1.5 and illustrated in figure 2.2.

We consider a symmetric or a constant symmetric matrix A.The Precondi-

tioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) algorithm consists of matrix vector multiplica-

tions, vector dot products and the product of a pre-conditioner matrix with a vector.

In our case, the pre-conditioner matrix is diagonal and is stored as a linear array.

For efficient execution we exploit the sparsity of the matrix and minimize mem-

ory access. We store the sparse matrix in compressed row storage format [2, 56].

This is the same format used by the cusparse NVIDIA GPU linear algebra library

[NVIDIA CUDA user manual]. This storage is well suited for a parallel matrix

vector multiplication algorithm [4]. The nonzero columns of each row are stored

adjacent (row major order) in memory in the array elem. The length of elem is the

number of non-zero matrix elements. The column number of each entry in elem

is stored in the integer col array of the same length as elem. Similarly, the row

number of each entry is stored in the integer row array of the same length as elem.

The cmprow array is of length of the number of rows plus one. The elements of
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cmprow (except the very last) are the first non-zero column of A for each row (as

found in elem). The very last element in the array stores the would-be-first column

of a non-existing additional row. This allows the creation of a loop such as shown

in the matrix multiplication algorithm below to iterate over all rows without excep-

tions for the last row. Note that the indices follow C convention in which the first

element is elem[0]. An example for the compressed representation of a symmetric

matrix follows below:

Compressed row storage example:

A =


3 2 0 0
2 1 5 0
0 5 6 0
0 0 0 4


Then

elem = [3, 2, 2, 1, 5, 5, 6, 4]

col = [0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3]

row = [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3] and

cmprow = [0, 2, 5, 7, 8]

The sparse matrix multiplication algorithm~b = A~x is using the same arrays as de-

scribed above. ~b is the result vector. All arrays are global variables. The integers

row start and row end are the start and end row numbers assigned to the thread. In

the GPU implementation each thread loops over one row and the outer loop disap-

pears. In this case row j equals the thread number.
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The sparse matrix multiplication algorithm:
1: for j = row start to j < row end do
2: elm = 0.0
3: for i = cmprow[ j] to i < cmprow[ j+1] do
4: c = col[i]
5: Aij = elem[i]
6: elm += Aij * x[c]
7: // if use symmetry, we must add the following here in the inner loop
8: if (c != row) b[c] += Aij * x[j]; // scatered write
9: end for

10: b[j] = elm
11: end for

We do not take advantage of the symmetry of the A matrix because it re-

quires scattered memory access and, in parallel, necessitates the use of a reduction.

Threads need to write to elements in the result vector other than the rows they are

assigned to in the load balance phase. The latter also requires local (thread private)

copies of the result vector.

The use of separate functions for each part of the algorithm (e.g. matrix

vector product, dot products, etc.) is inefficient in memory access and thereby

limits the usefulness of preexisting math libraries unless a complete sparse matrix

CG method is included. We therefore implemented for the GPU our own basic

linear functions.

3.3.8.1 Parallelization

Steps 1 and 20 (see page 42 section 2.1.5.1 for the PCG-SHAKE algorithm)

of the SHAKE algorithm are easily parallelized. In step 1, when re-computing the
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matrix we take advantage of the fact that the identity of the non-zero elements is

fixed and that it was already stored in efficient sparse storage format. We consider

only non-zero matrix elements that are divided precisely between open-MP threads

on CPU and get the bond indices from the non-compressed column and row arrays.

This can be done in parallel by dividing the number of matrix elements over the

number of threads. Step 3 is divided between open-MP threads on the CPU or

one constraint per thread on the GPU. On the CPU, each thread stores its own

maximum σ error determined in a global array of length of the number of threads.

Subsequently, on the CPU, all threads loop over this array and determine max error

individually. On the GPU, a shared memory parallel reduction is done inside the

function without global memory access. The GPU reduction is explained in more

detail below. So on the CPU, the final reduction is not done in parallel as it is on

the GPU. On the CPU, each thread performs its own final sum. In step 20 of the

SHAKE algorithm (and equation 2.23, section 2.1.5) we sum up the adjustments of

the coordinates. It is not possible to adjust the coordinates by looping independently

over the constraints since it is possible that multiple constraints share an atom.

Therefore we loop instead over all atoms involved with one or more constraints and

divide these between the threads. On the GPU this is one atom per thread. To work

simultaneously in the constraints and the atom representation we keep 3 additional

arrays, one array storing each atom number involved in any constraint and one

array with pointers into a third array with the constraint numbers for that atom. The

coordinate adjustments are in a nested loop, the outer loop over the atoms and inner

loop (the sum of equation 2.23 section 2.1.5) over the constraints. This prevents the
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write conflicts between threads.

3.3.8.2 Parallel Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient

The Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG):

1: Solve linear system A~λ = ~σ(~x (n)
i ) for~λ n by PCG:

2: ~r1 = ~σ −A~λ
3: ~b1 = D−1~r1
4: ~x1 =~b1
5: ———– end PCG segment 1 ———-
6: while |~rk|> PCGtolerance and (k < maxPCG) do
7: α =

~rT
k~xk

~bT A~b
8: ———– end PCG segment 2 ———-
9: ~rk+1 =~rk−αA~bk

10: ~λk+1 =~λk +α~bk
11: ~xk+1 = D−1~rk+1

12: γ =
~rT

k+1~xk+1

~rT
k~xk

13: ———– end PCG segment 3 ———-
14: ~bk+1 =~xk+1 + γ~bk
15: ———————————————-
16: end while

Dot products, while simple to calculate in series, are more challenging to do

in parallel since communication is required to gather the results from all threads.

To begin with each thread calculates its share of elements of the dot product and

accumulates the partial sum. To perform the global sum all threads must complete

their task and a barrier for synchronization is required. In case of a dot product on

several CPU threads, each thread must complete its own partial sum and write the

result into a global array of length of the number of threads before a global sum
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can be attempted. Then the final sum can be made. This final sum can also be done

in parallel as we do on the GPU (see parallel reduction below) or as we do on the

CPU; each thread can perform this final sum on its own whenever it is ready to use

the data. The last option is not efficient on thousands of threads but is faster with

a limited number of threads (say up to 128) because it does not require a second

barrier. Therefore we implement the parallel reduction only in the GPU code (see

parallel reduction below).

The main obstacles to efficient parallelization are the thread synchroniza-

tions required to calculate the coefficients α and γ and update of the vector~b. We

therefore combined segments of the PCG algorithm (see algorithm above, dashed

lines) in such a way that only three barriers remain and at the same time memory

(array) access is minimized. In general, the PCG code can be combined into 3 main

segments (Supporting Information Appendix A) that can be calculated without in-

termediate barriers in massive parallel calculation at a level of one thread per row

of the matrix A. To reduce (array) memory access, for example in PCG segment 1,

we declare a local utility variable q:

double q = Sigma[n] - Ax[n] (see appendix B.5);

This variable q is then used 4 times in the product with D-1, the assignment

of vectors and the accumulating dot product. So this prevented us from accessing

arrays Sigma and Ax again. Similarly, memory access is minimized in the other

PCG segments (Supporting Information Appendix A). This process works the same

way on the GPU.
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3.3.8.3 GPU Implementation details

The entire algorithm is ported to the GPU in the GPU implementation. The

outer Newton-like iterations need to be evaluated in double precision. In particular,

the error vector determination, and coordinate adjustment need to be done in double

precision or the error will not converge to less then 10−7 as measured by remain-

ing bond energy. The conjugate gradient itself is divided into the same segments

as discussed above and all steps are computed entirely on the GPU. There is no

requirement for memory transfer between host and device during PCG calculation

nor during SHAKE iterations resulting in significant speedup. The use of kernels

specifically written for the conjugate gradient on the GPU results in notable perfor-

mance gain over naive use of standard linear algebra libraries (cublas) for the dot

products and matrix vector multiplication (cusparse) since the combined functions

avoid intermediate global memory storage except for final reductions.

GPU Parallel Conjugate Gradient (PCG)

The main difference between the CPU and GPU code is the granularity of paral-

lelization. The CPU code is still serial in nature. On the GPU, each row of the

vector x (and the matrix A) in A~x =~b is represented by its own single thread. This

completely eliminates all outer loops. In the matrix multiplication code segment

shown above, the loop over row j is eliminated and row j is the thread number.

We notice right away now there are no partial sums at all. Each thread only has

the single value calculated in that thread. We take as an example ~xT~x. We could

take the same approach as in the serial implementation. We place a barrier that

enforces a wait until all threads have completed their single product xj*xj. And
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then we could have each thread sum all rows. This would give the correct result but

with thousands of rows, very inefficiently. We therefore implement a shared mem-

ory parallel reduction algorithm at the end of each PCG segment, inside the kernel

that is logarithmic in the number of array elements (appendix B.6). A quick re-

view of some CUDA instructions necessary for the text below follows. Threads are

divided into blocks. Within a block threads can communicate through shared mem-

ory. Threads in a different block cannot access shared memory in another block.

Individual threads also have local registers in which they can read/write scalars.

Only the owner thread can access local registers. Global memory can be accessed

by all threads so it can also be used for communication between threads but is slow.

Continuing with our example, we realize that each thread in a particular block has

calculated its xj*xj product; it can store this in fast and shared memory that can be

seen by other threads in the same block. The shared memory array is the length

of the fixed block-size which is a factor of 32 (we use 128). The parallel shared

memory reduction is conducted as follows. Each thread stores its value in shared:

shared[j] = x j ∗ x j;

Reduction is first conducted within the thread block (see Figure 3.2). We start with

128 values in separate threads.

if (j < blocksize/2) shared[j] += shared[j + blocksize/2];

With this single statement, we have reduced our block data by half. The reduction,

which is done in parallel, is exponentially fast:
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1: for n = 6 to n = 0 do
2: if ( j < 2n) shared[j] += shared[j + 2n]
3: end for

For a block size of 128, 7 statements are needed to compute the sum of all

elements of the block in the first position of the array shared. At this point we need

to communicate between blocks. We have up to 128 blocks that each have the sum

of the dot product in the first thread of that block. We perform the last sum using

the slow global memory. We define a global array global of length blocksize.

If (thread == 0) global[block ID] = shared[0].

At this point we have a global array with up to 128 values and one more reduction of

one final block is required. Therefore at this point we need a global thread barrier,

which is done as follows (see also Appendix B.6). A counter is kept for each block

during the global writes. When this counter reaches the number of total blocks,

each has written its value and the last block of threads to write is the one that will

perform the final reduction. This last block will now load the global data back into

shared:

shared[j] = global[j];

At this point the reduction is just like what is shown above, except that only one

block is used. Repeat for n=6 to 0:

if (j < blocksize/2n) shared[j] += shared[j + 2n];

When done:

global[0] = shared[0].
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The final single scalar result is now in global[0]. All other threads were waiting

for this result; the, waiting is enforced by the global barrier. Thread zero of this

last block will release this global thread barrier. A reduction, (summation of

Figure 3.2: Parallel Reduction
Parallel reduction (summation of array elements) in one block of 8 GPU threads.
In this example, the values in the top row of rectangles are examples of vector
entries we wish to add. Three operations (in parallel) are required to accomplish this
reduction of 8 numbers. See also appendix B. Doing the block-wise shared memory
parallel reduction in the CG kernel avoids the intermediate storage of partial results
in global memory. Only the final block reduction requires global memory access.

array elements that are spread over a large number of threads) can be costly if

communication is not handled efficiently. In the context of GPU programming,

such reduction can be done in parallel if we stay within the boundary of a block of

a subgroup of threads that share memory. For a block the reduction requires only

a logarithmic number of serial steps as a function of the length of the array. This
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is illustrated in Figure 3.2 for a block of threads on the GPU that share the same

memory. A global barrier (for all blocks) is not provided currently in CUDA (only

block-wise barriers are provided). The global barrier implemented between the

block reductions and the final block reduction allowed calculation of an entire PCG

step in one GPU kernel. The alternative is a separate kernel for each PCG segment.

Calling separate kernels from the CPU introduces a global barrier anyway; however

the last barrier is a bit slower. Local storage of Conjugate Gradient intermediate

results intermediates minimizes array memory access altogether just as in the CPU

code (see example, double q = Sigma[n] - Ax[n] above and details in Appendix

B.5. We use a fixed block size of 128 allowing a maximum of 16384 constraints.

The fixed block size also allows complete unrolling of the reduction loop. The

block-size can be doubled to 256 (increasing the maximum to 65536 constraints) or

increased further as needed.
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Chapter 4

Code Optimization Results
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4.1 Code Optimization Results & Discussion
4.1.1 Parallelization Performance Results

4.1.1.1 Performance Testing Systems

The systems investigated and benchmarked in this study varied in their size

(from 2690 atoms to 99,905) with consistent improvements in performance as out-

lined in this section. Important simulation parameters are given in Table 4.1 below:

Table 4.1: Performance Test Systems

System Atoms Constraints PME Grid Cutoff Waters
Pepta 2690 43 16 x 16 x 16 10.0(8)9.0 882
TRPzipper 5847 227 32 x 32 x 32 9.99(8)9.0 1875
Helix 20187 388 48 x 48 x 48 9.8(8)9.0 6588
DHFR 23536 2523 48 x 48 x 48 10.0(8)9.0 7012
DOPC-NaCl 38802 6784 48 x 48 x 96 10.0(8)9.0 10502
1IHF 91765 5494 64 x 64 x 64 9.97(8)9.0 28763
Myosin 99905 7691 64 x 64 x 64 10.0(8)9.0 30776

Test systems. All seven systems listed below use explicit solvation. Unless oth-
erwise noted, all results are obtained with tabulated conditions on a 4-core AMD
Phenom 965 desktop PC equipped with a GTX 480 GPU. The solvation box sizes
in angstroms are 30.1 x 30.1 x 30.1 (Pepta), 40.0 x 40.0 x 40.0 (TRPzipper), 59.0 x
59.0 x 59.0 (Helix), 62.2 x 62.2 x 62.2 (DHFR), 65.0 x 65.0 x 120.0 (DOPC-NaCl),
99.8 x 99.8 x 99.8 (1IHF) and 90.0 x 112.5 x 105.0 (Myosin). Cutoff list (update
frequency) calculation: list is the cutoff used in the atomic neighbor list genera-
tion, update frequency is the number of steps between list updates and calculation
is the cutoff used in the force calculation. All the water molecules are constrained
with a specialized version of Matrix SHAKE for individual water molecules (the
inverse of the symmetric and constant A for a water molecule is pre-computed at
the beginning of the calculations and used ever after).
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4.1.1.2 GPU NB performance with Water Kernel

We consider the enhancement in performance that we obtained in the cal-

culation of real space nonbonded interactions on the GPU with use of the water

kernel. In Figure 4.1, we compare the time of calculation using the new system in

milliseconds on a system that contains a GPU card (GTX480), parallel calculations

on all four cores of the shared-memory system, and calculations on a single core.

We made a choice of computational setups that can be purchased cheaply and can

be found in a usual laboratory setting. The speedup of the GPU system compared to

a typical four core machine (using all cores) is roughly a factor of 10 for DHFR and

DOPC and about a factor of 12 for 1IHF and myosin. It is also useful to examine

directly the benefit of the water kernel on the calculation of the nonbonded force

on the GPU with a different measure. We consider the time (in nanoseconds) that

is required per atom, and the comparison is provided in Figure 4.2 for the overall

real-space nonbonded interaction using (black square) or not using (gray diamond)

special water kernels. The additional speedup with separation of water is consis-

tently more than a factor of 3 and up to just over a factor of 4. This is with exception

of the two smallest systems for which overhead associated with the multiple kernels

plays a role.

4.1.1.3 GPU/OMP Parallel SHAKE Performance

The new matrix SHAKE implementation for satisfying the macro-molecule

bond constraints is faster than the serial ’bond relaxation’ approach even on a single

core. Timing results for SHAKE on a single core are listed in Table 4.2 where the
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last row is the bond relaxation method. Scaling seems to improve with system size.

We comment that system sizes considered are small to overcome the parallelization

overhead. A factor that leads to less than optimal scaling is the relatively low load

per OMP thread. Even in our largest linked system with 7691 non-separable bonds

we only have 641 bonds per core on 12 cores. This is a relatively small amount

of work to justify significant communication between cores. On the GPU, at one

constraint or atom per thread, this translates to low occupancy (only a portion of

the card is being used). Thus, while we see significant speed up in the SHAKE

calculations while adding more cores the speed-up is slower than linear. Hence

the parallelization of a globally linked system is significantly more complex than

parallelization of decoupled bonded molecules (e.g. water molecules) that can be

divided trivially between cores, scale perfectly, and are not included in the simula-

tion below.

An interesting feature of the combination of the heterogeneous environment

of multiple CPU cores and a GPU is the possibility to conduct asynchronous cal-

culation (this is discussed in section 2.1.3). For example the GPU may work on

conducting the SHAKE algorithm for the coupled system of bonds of the macro-

molecule(s) while at the same time the CPUs may work on adjusting water coordi-

nates. A possibility of partitioning the workload is given in Table 4.3. Using the

GPU and exploiting asynchronous calculations as mentioned earlier are providing

additional speed advantage. On the larger systems, the GPU constrained calcula-

tions are done at about the same speed as 5 CPU cores but at the same time free

CPU cores for potentially picking up other tasks such as in this case water SHAKE.
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More detailed benchmarks of SHAKE options and the use a fixed matrix,

versus a matrix that is updated every time step is provided in Table 4.2. In all cases

reported below convergence was assumed when the relative errors of bond lengths

were smaller than 10−10 and the corresponding errors for velocities did not exceed

10−8. Significantly less accurate convergence criteria did not conserve energy to

the threshold we desired (less than one percent change in energy for a microsecond

simulation in the NVE ensemble). Significant experimentation with the SHAKE

parameters led to the following conclusions:

1.The use of a constraint matrix A which is updated every time step led to

execution about 30% faster than the use of a constant matrix which is pre-computed

in the beginning of the calculations. The constant matrix is of course cheaper to

compute but it requires a larger number of SHAKE iterations.

2. Conjugated gradient iterations on the GPU, to determine the Lagrange

multipliers, are conducted in single precision. In principle CG iterations can con-

tinue until high precision Lagrange multipliers are obtained. This however is not

necessary and less efficient. The final judge of convergence is the accuracy of the

bond lengths (in double precision) so the algorithm is still successful if the (ap-

proximate) Lagrange multipliers are not the most accurate but are successful in

generating accurate bonds.

3. The CG calculations are conducted with a fixed number of iterations (and

not necessarily until exact convergence of the Lagrange multipliers is achieved).

This choice was made following efficiency considerations. A fixed number of itera-

tions converge faster to the correct bond length than CG calculations that accurately
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determine the Lagrange multipliers. We note that testing for convergence is ineffi-

cient, even on the CPU. Instead we conduct a fixed number of CG steps (typically

seven, unrolled) that provide a sound next-approximation for the coordinate adjust-

ments.

4. In principle velocity SHAKE requires no iterations and should be sat-

isfied with a single round of Lagrange multipliers. However, our calculations are

using approximate, single precision Lagrange multipliers and therefore sometimes

iterations are required (until the above convergence criterion is satisfied).

4.1.1.4 OMP PME and Verlet, SHAKE-Light and Water-SHAKE

In Figure 4.4 we sketch the scaling of our OpenMP calculations of DHFR

on a single node. An unusual observation is that the scaling of SHKL is better than

the number of processors. This result is obtained since the convergence decision

is made locally in each core. It is not necessary to wait for convergence for the

slowest relaxing bond in the list (like is done in a serial calculation) but instead we

can decide on the convergence based on the local bonds assigned to a core. These

bonds are decoupled from the rest. The figure also shows that further optimization

of the PME code is needed and is a topic for future work.

4.1.2 Overall Computational Cost Before and After Optimization

Finally, we provide an overall view of our overall code performance. We

consider the benchmark systems (table 4.1) and compare a four core computer to a

four core computer with a GTX480. We measure the performance in nanoseconds
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per day emphasizing the optimization of different components in Figure 4.8. The

best possible speedups are obtained for relatively small systems, and the speedup is

reduced for larger systems. The reason is the lack of successful scaling in optimiza-

tion of the reciprocal summation of the nonbonded interactions (PME). We found

that to conserve energy, the PME calculation is better conducted in double precision

(see section 3.2.2), and we therefore keep it on the CPU. While we parallelized the

PME code on four cores, the performance is still lagging behind other speedup of

the code. This optimization remains a topic for future work. Figure 4.5 graphi-

cally illustrates the increased weight of the PME code and the necessity for future

optimization to address this component or find an alternative to the calculation of

long-range electrostatics. The figure is arranged such that the smallest system is at

the center and the largest at the upper layer of the circle. It is evident that the yellow

component of the calculation dominates for the largest system and is significantly

less important for the smallest system. Future direction may consider paralleliza-

tion on more cores, or doing parts of the PME calculations in single precision (like

we are doing for the SHAKE algorithm, the Lagrange multipliers are computed in

single precision and the coordinates in double).

4.1.3 Energy Conservation Results

Energy conservation is especially important for calculations that determine

rate and time scales from microscopic theories and modeling. While stochastic

dynamics was proposed to overcome problems with energy conservation, these cor-

rections are questionable for dynamics. For example, the use of the Langevin equa-
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tion with a phenomenological friction significantly impacts the rate. At the high

friction limit the rate is inversely proportional to the friction, making it impossible

to determine the rate constant from microscopic parameters only.

As we will illustrate, we are getting consistently good performance with

no compromises in the numerical accuracy of the simulations. We discuss typical

inputs, conditions, and timing. In the calculations discussed in this section, the

tolerance for relative errors of constraints was always 10−12. The recommended

choice for the reciprocal sum calculations on the CPU is to be conducted in double

precision, and allowed relative errors were 10−9. We discuss in the impact of a

single precision calculation. As a reference for performance, we compared these

simulations (GPU code with mixed single/double precision accuracy) to simulations

conducted on one CPU core in single precision. While critical accuracy can be

lost in single precision calculations, these comparisons provide a good measure

and a lower bound of the speedup obtained in the heterogeneous environment of

the GPU/CPU. The other alternative we have in MOIL (calculations on one core

in double precision) is significantly slower. The new lookup tables built for the

GPU/CPU code are more accurate than the tables of the double precision, older

version of MOIL [17]. As a result, the energy conservation on long time scales is

actually better in the GPU/CPU version than the older double precision version.

In this section, we focus on the results of the DHFR system, which is a

standard benchmark in the field and describe a variety of acceptable options. We

provide a deeper analysis of some of our computer experiments.

Consider first different choices for a lookup table. The lookup table can be
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made very dense (a large number of points) with an interpolation scheme between

the points that is simple and cheap. Indeed, NAMD [46] is using a linear interpola-

tion scheme for their lookup table and places the table in the GPU texture memory.

This is an effective choice especially since CUDA provides an automatic linear in-

terpolation in texture memory. However, improvement can be made in efficiency

and accuracy. Linear, dense tables are too large to be placed in the shared memory.

Instead of a highly dense interpolation scheme, an alternative is to use significantly

smaller number of table entries and use a more accurate, quadratic interpolation

(see section 3.1.1 and appendix B.3). A sufficiently smaller table can fit into the

GPU shared memory. The disadvantage of quadratic interpolation is that it requires

more calculations. However, since memory access is so crucial, additional calcu-

lations while having the data in rapidly accessed memory positively influenced the

performance.

To better appreciate the compromises between accuracy and speed, we per-

formed the following estimates of the energy drifts. The calculations presented

below compute the reciprocal sum of PME in different grid sizes (32, 52, 64) and

precisions (double and single). MSHAKE (Matrix SHAKE on water molecules) is

always included. The use of SHAKE on all bonds, or light atoms, or not at all is

considered. The calculations use RESPA with 4 fs for integration of the reciprocal

force and 1 fs for integrating over all other forces. As mentioned earlier, a better

partition of the nonbonded forces to slow and fast components is possible [36] and

is likely to further influence energy conservation (while requiring more computer

resources). Such a study is a topic of future work. The drift in energy is estimated
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from a linear fit of the relative drift as a function of the time from nanosecond sim-

ulations (Figure 4.6). If the drift is exceptionally small (as is the case in the most

conserving options), the slope is hard to estimate, and it is ill determined. This is

because it is close to zero, and even small fluctuations of the overall energy will

cause significant change (with respect to zero). However, for most cases that show

significant drift, the linear fit can be done accurately. We report the expected drift

(using linear interpolation) on the microsecond time scale since this is the time scale

we all want to be using, and the fits are indeed close to linear. The drift is expressed

by the percentage of total change per microsecond (the total energy is about 60,000

kcal/mol). For comparison, we also provide the drift reported by the authors of

ACEMD in [24]. ACEMD parallelizes the reciprocal sum of the PME on the GPU.

We parallelized the PME on the CPU. Using a single core means that the PME in

MOIL is run serially. Energy conservation of our code as is shown in Table 4.4 is

clearly better. Energy drifts reported for other leading programs [27] seem at least

as high as those for ACEMD, even though a GPU was not used in the former cases.

The factors that influence energy conservation are (see Table 4.4)

(i) the accuracy of the lookup table, controlled by the number of entries and the level

of interpolation, we consider linear interpolation with 8000 entries and quadratic in-

terpolation with 4096 and 256 table entries;

(ii) single/double precision calculations of the PME;

(iii) the cutoff distance;

(iv) single or double precision of the summation of real nonbonded force on the
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GPU; and

(v) the use of SHKL versus shaking all bonds.

The two most important factors to achieve good energy conservation on the submi-

crosecond time scale are the accuracy of the PME reciprocal sum and the SHAKE

calculations. Both must be conducted at double precision. At present, we also use

double precision arithmetic in the calculation of the covalent energies and forces

and in the numerical integration of the equations of motion, since the computational

cost of these terms is negligible and there is no reason not to use double precision.

In fact, the only term that is not conducted at double precision in our code is the

calculation of real space nonbonded interactions (on the GPU). Executing the final

sum of these interactions at double precision helps and brings energy conservation

to the microsecond domain, but at some computational cost.

We comment that in milestoning calculations of long time kinetics the tra-

jectories used are relatively short. For example, in the calculation of the recovery

stroke in myosin (a millisecond process). only subnanosecond trajectories were

used [18]. Hence, energy conservation on the nanosecond time scale may be suffi-

cient for the theory-based long time dynamics and kinetic calculations of MOIL

4.1.4 Incorporation of Milestoning and related features

We incorporate the algorithms for the different phases of Milestoning (see

sections 2.4.8 & 2.4.9) in the optimized code. To ensure correctness we repeated
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Figure 4.1: GPU NB Force Calculation vs CPU
Calculation time of the non-bonded real space forces. Non-bonded real space force
calculation on a single CPU core, 4 CPU cores and a GTX480. GPU Speedup
factors versus a single CPU core are 37, 40, 49 and 47. For more details on the
systems see Table 4.1.

an experiment on alanine dipeptide almost exactly as reported in [58] using the 11

Milestone example (see table 1 in [58]). There were two differences: first, a carte-

sian representation of the reduced coordinate set was used (see a discussion on this

topic in section 2.4.2). The reduced coordinate atom selection consisted of the four

atoms (4,6,8 and 10 N,CA,C,N) defining the ψ angle of the single amide plane in

the backbone in a cartesian representation while ([58] used a torsion reduced co-

ordinate. Second, the sampling potential used here is harmonic (see section 2.4.8)

while [58] used a rigid constraint. We show the output of all sampling configura-

tions (on all of the milestones in one plot) if figure 4.7 and refer to figure 3 in [58]

for comparison.
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From the Milestoning run phase we then obtained transition probability data

and milestone lifetimes (see sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.6) and calculated stationary flux,

free enrgy and mean first passage times. All were in good accordance with [58].

We found MFPT in of the α to β transition at about 57 ps compared to 53 ps (see

table II in [58]).
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Table 4.2: Parallel PCG SHAKE Performance

Method DHFR 1IHF Myosin
M-up CG-fix 7 8(56*)2.69 8(56*)2.95 7.1(49.6*)2.72
M-fix CG-fix 7 13.6(95.5*)3.81 12.8(89.7*)3.89 12.6(88.1*)3.77
M-up CG-var 7 11.8(63.4)2.85 10.9(66.1)2.99 10.3(61.3)2.77
M-fix CG-var 7 17.0(82.9)3.99 16.0(81.5)3.91 16.1(79.0)3.83
M-up CG-var 32 8.8(91.2)3.16 7.5(92.6)3.35 7.25(84.8)3.15
M-up GPU CG-fix 7 7.8(55*)1.07 8(56*)0.68 7.1(49.6*)0.53
M-fix GPU CG-fix 7 13.7(95.9*)1.6 13(90.7*)0.86 12.6(88.1*)0.86
SHAKE-B 61.4(n/a)4.36 66.6(n/a)4.38 61.1(n/a)4.0

Use of fixed constraint matrix A versus a matrix which is updated every time step.
Explanation of symbols: M-up is an A matrix which is updated every time step. M-
fix is a fixed matrix which is generated once at the beginning of the calculations and
used ever after. PCG-fix-it=7 is the use of a parallel conjugate gradient algorithm
with a fixed number of iterations (in this case seven). Similarly PCG-var-it=7 means
that the number of iterations was set to a maximum of seven, but the calculation
was terminated if convergence was detected at a smaller number of iterations. This
may be expected to save time, however the check (for convergence) is less efficient
on the GPU and on the CPU. SHAKE-B is the standard use of SHAKE by the
bond relaxation method [41]. The numbers reported below each example name are
reported in the format x.xx(yy.y)z.zz and means the following: x.xx is the average
number of overall SHAKE iterations that are required for convergence. Note the
significantly larger number of iterations required for coordinate adjustments when
the matrix is fixed. yy.y is the total number of conjugate gradient iterations required
per time step. If ”*” is added to the left of the number then the number CG of
iterations was fixed, otherwise the number of iterations was determined according to
convergence of the conjugate gradient algorithm (”var” option). It is not surprising
that the number of CG evaluations is smaller for the var option. However, consider
the most important measure which is z.zz and is the time of executing the SHAKE
algorithm in microseconds per bond. The shortest times obtained are faster (for
all physical systems with the exception of DOPC a membrane with low coupling
between different lipids or water molecules) for the ”M-up PCG-fix-it=7” option.
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Table 4.3: PCG on GPU vs multi-CPU

System CPU Time Time Gain Total time
name Cores Water Other bonds Asynch SHAKE
CPU 4 5.75 5.70 none 11.45
GPU 1 + (3 water) 6.04 4.07 2.53 7.58
Bnd-rlx 1 + (3 water) 6.04 30.8 6.04 30.03

PCG on GPU vs multi-CPU, system Myosin, 100K atoms, 7691 non water
bonds. The execution of the matrix SHAKE on the GPU + one CPU core to in-
struct/monitor the GPU allows concurrent execution of water matrix SHAKE on
the remaining CPU cores (so at 4 CPU cores, 3 cores are shaking water molecules).
Asynchronous computational gain for SHAKE per time step is illustrated. It is ob-
tained by executing simultaneously SHAKE on the GPU (or one core CPU) and
running SHAKE for water molecules on other 3 CPU cores. We also included the
results for the bond relaxation approach, which is the most commonly used SHAKE
variant. In all calculations water molecules were constrained by a specialized ma-
trix SHAKE algorithm a calculation conducted solely on he CPU
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Table 4.4: Run Options and Their Effect on the Observed Energy Drift

Lookup PME Cutoff NB Force add SHAKE B/L DRIFT
(box-calc) (tol 10−12) (% µs)

Quad-4096 DP64 10.37-9.5 DP B 0.016
Quad-4096 DP64 9.8-9.0 DP L 0.053
*Quad-4096 DP64 10.37-9.5 SP B 0.27
Quad-4096 DP64 8.89-8.5 SP B 0.52
Lin-8000 DP64 10.37-9.5 SP B 0.82
*Quad-4096 SP64 10.37-9.5 SP B 3.2
Quad-256 SP32 8.89-8.5 SP L 2.4
Quad-256 DP32 8.89-8.5 SP L 0.84
**Quad-256 DP32 8.89-8.5 SP L -0.6
**Quad-256 SP52 8.89-8.5 SP L 3.57
**Quad-256 DP52 8.89-8.5 SP L -0.3
Lin-8000 SP32 N/A-8.9 SP NO 40.0
Quad-4096 SP32 8.89-8.5 SP NO 43.0
*Quad-4096 DP64 9.8-9.0 SP NO 32.0
ACEMD SP NO 10.15

All are DHFR system (see table 4.1). A ”*” in the lookup column indicates that the
run was done on GTS250. The symbol ”**” is for runs on the GTX470. The rest of
the runs were conducted on GTX480. The energy drift is expressed as a percentage
of the total change in a microsecond. Quad-x is a lookup table that is using x etries
with quadratic interpolation. Lin-x is a lookup table that is using x entries with
linear interpolation. The PME calculation is done either in double precision (DP)
or in single precision (SP). The cutoff provides the two cutoff distances that are used
in MOIL. The NB Force option is the use of single precision or double precision
in adding the non-bonded interactions. SHAKE B/L are the options of SHAKING
all bonds (B) or just light particles (L), which usually means hydrogen atoms. The
first row in the table is the most accurate option, and the observed drift is within
the noise level. Note the horrible drift seen with 1 fs time step and without the
application of SHAKE (all water molecules are kept rigid with a Matrix SHAKE
algorithm). ACEMD results are taken from reference [24] for a 1 fs time step.
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Figure 4.2: GPU NB Force Scaling
Time of non-bonded real space force calculation scaling with number of atoms
(time per atom shown) on the GTX480 GPU. The same seven test systems (see
Table 4.1) are used. The GPU non-bonded real-space calculation is done with and
without utilization of separate water force kernels. The GPU performs better with
an increasing number of atoms in the system. The system at about 39K atoms is a
DOPC membrane with relatively less water molecules compared to other systems.
Other fluctuations in separate water trends can be due to ionic concentration and
ion distribution (more non-water water interactions). The additional overhead of
separate water kernels causes slower results in small systems. They use faster and
slower GPUs (GTX470 and GTX580) compared to ours (GTX480). For systems
larger than 20,000 atoms the results are comparable.
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Figure 4.3: PCG SHAKE Scaling With OMP Cores
Speedup of the conjugate gradient SHAKE algorithm (coordinate + velocity) with
the number of Open-MP cores used. Results are shown for DHFR, 1IHF, (protein
+ DNA) and myosin: the constraints for water are done in a separate calculation.
These data were obtained on a 12-core node. The load of SHAKE bonds per thread
in case of DHFR is only 200 on the twelve cores. Scaling improves with larger
systems but even our largest test system, myosin, balances to only 641 bonds per
core making further improvement with system size likely. Fastest GPU results (one
GTX 480) are five-fold faster than 1 CPU core so translate to at least 5 CPU cores
for the largest systems.
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Figure 4.4: OMP scaling
Efficiency of parallelization of components of the Molecular Dynamics algorithms
computed with OpenMP. On the y-axis is speedup factor and on the x-axis the
number of OMP cores. The yellow line is the scaling of the SHAKE algorithm.
The red line is the complete PME reciprocal sum. The blue line is only the Fast
Fourier Transform of the PME reciprocal sum (f is forward and r reverse), and the
green line is the scaling of the overall OpenMP code. See text for more details.
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Figure 4.5: Fraction Computational Cost
Fraction of computation cost of different parts of the molecular dynamics algorithm
on a 4 core desktop PC equipped with a single GTX480 GPU. All 4 CPU cores and
GPU are used here. The inner time of RESPA is 2fs and the outer time 4fs. In
accord with our previous publication the PME reciprocal calculation is not repeated
every step 5. The seven test systems are shown as different layers in the pie-chart.
The outermost layer is the largest system (myosin) and innermost pepta (see Table
4.1 for more details). Note that positive times per step are shown while actual time
per step includes a negative pie slice contribution because some time is gained from
asynchronous execution on the GPU. This gain is not shown here. It is coming
from SHAKE (see Table 4.3), simultaneous calculation of bonded interactions on
the CPU and a part of the reciprocal sum calculation on the CPU while the GPU
computes the real non-bonded interactions.
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Figure 4.6: Energy Drift
Energy drift for DHFR expressed as a percentage of the relative error. We plot
[100((Et−E0)/E0)] (where Et is the energy at time t and E0 is the initial energy) as
a function of time given in nanoseconds. Data are obtained from 10 ns simulations.
Blue squares correspond to the sixth entry in Table 2 (PME 64SP, Quad-4096, NB
Force add SP, SHAKE all bonds). Green triangles correspond to the first entry in
Table 2 (PME 64DP, Quad-4096, NB Force add DP, SHAKE all bonds), and orange
hourglasses correspond to the third entry in Table 2 (PME 64DP, Quad-4096, NB
Force add SP, SHAKE all bonds). The linear regression lines (same colors) can
be interpolated to 1000 ns to get the drift per microsecond (values in column 6 of
Table 4.4). Since |E0| is about 60,000 an increment on the y axis of 0.01 is about
6 kcal/mol. Note the significant drift when particle meshed Ewald is computed in
single precision (PME 64SP). Note also the small improvement obtained when the
nonbonded interactions are added on the GPU in double precision (NB Force add
DP). The linear fits of the green and orange curves have significant error in their
linear slopes. The error of the linear slope of the blue curve is smaller.
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Figure 4.7: Alanine Dipeptide Sampling
Alanine Dipeptide sampling in optimized MOIL. All configurations obtained in
sampling are plotted together by the evaluation of the φ and ψ dihedral angles of
the single amide plane in the backbone.
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Figure 4.8: Overall Performance Benchmarks
MOIL-opt with GPU overall performance. Although the speedup of real-space non-
bonded force calculation does not degrade on the GPU with the number of atoms
(see Figure 4.2), the overall speedup decreases with number of atoms due to newly
exposed bottlenecks such as the PME (see Figure 4.5). The overall performance on
DHFR (13 ns/day) is similar to results reported for the GROMACS 4.5 Web site
from the PME results).
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Chapter 5

1IHF Computational Methods & Results
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5.1 Computational Biochemistry Methods

In this chapter we describe applying the tools of optimized MOIL to study

1IHF mechanism and kinetics and describe results obtained. We will use the tools

of path (reaction coordinate) generation and Milestoning in this process.

5.1.1 Generating a reaction coordinate for MD-Milestoning study

We are interested in the mechanism of IHF DNA kinking and binding. We

have the 1IHF crystal structure as a product or reactant endpoint. But we do not

have a structure of any partially kinked/bound intermediate so we need to generate

an initial guess for the reaction coordinate that will be refined by a follow up calcu-

lation using functional optimization and Milestoning. Four steps were followed to

generate a path:

5.1.1.1 Generation of putative dissociated state

One reasonable pathway is the partial dissociation of 1IHF followed by the

unbending of the DNA (structure ”SD” in kinetic scheme, see fig. 1.3). In order

for any unkinking to occur, the proline tips must de-intercalate or ”unlatch” the

kink sites. In addition, the (low energy) latched start structure must be prevented

from re-forming. It therefore seemed logical to generate an intermediate by pulling

apart the protein and DNA far enough to prevent relatching and studying the details

of this dissociation process. Without breaking bonds, the directions in which the

protein can move away from the DNA are limited. We choose to pull the protein

out by simple translation. This was done (protein was translated out) along a 3D
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vector representing the most likely linear path. This vector was generated from

the difference in 3D coordinates of an atom selected at the bottom extreme of the

protein and an atom at the top extreme of the DNA as seen in the crystal structure

(fig. 1.1). This allowed us to prepare an end conformation of the unpaired DNA-

Protein complex to be the final structure in the partial dissociation and unkinking

pathway.

5.1.1.2 Linear interpolation between endpoints

The initial path at first is a straight line between the end states.

5.1.1.3 Path minimization

All ions (and small molecules) other than the protein and DNA molecules

were removed from these end structures. We used tools in MOIL (CHMIN, see

section 2.3.1.2) to get the steepest descent path SDP from the crystal structure image

to the newly generated final image without solvent. At this point we have the set

of structures defining a curvilinear discrete reaction coordinate for the protein &

DNA.

5.1.1.4 Path remodeling

A few structures of the minimized linear interpolation along the path were

unrealistic and required additional modeling. For example a protein arm loop had

formed covalently enclosing the DNA backbone. These structures had to be deleted.

In this case the first and last correct structures enclosing the bad ones in the path
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were run in MD simulation freezing most atoms and partially melting the protein

arms at high temperature. This provided new higher energy endpoints with arms

stretched further from the DNA. CHMIN re-run with these high energy endpoints

ended up generating covalently correct components of the path segment in question.

At the end of the path generation process, we had over 200 structures along the

reaction path, 160 of which along the component of interest. We emphasize that the

initial sampling of the path is re-evaluated by Milestoning and the cells defined by

the anchors are given proper thermodynamic weight. Hence if the path is unrealistic

the kinetic and thermodynamic calculations will inform us about it.

5.1.2 Preparation of Path Images for Molecular Dynamics

Each acnhor obtained by CHMIN was solvated in a box of water large

enough to allow possible DNA unkinking and significant separation of the pro-

tein and nucleic acid. Specifically, the box dimensions were 102 x 102 x 112 cubic

angstrom. After solvation, Potassium chloride was added for a concentration of 100

mM in addition to extra K+ ions required to neutralize the total 1IHF complex. 100

mM KCl was used in accordance with the experimental conditions of [54]. The

charge on the DNA is -67.0. The charge on the complex is -58.0 and charge on the

IHF protein +9. In total, 119 potassium ions and 60 chlorine ions were added to

each path structure after solavtion using the MOIL addion tool. After addition of

the ions, the structures were equilibrated by running MD for 0.1ns at 300K with

protein and DNA completely frozen (allowing ions and water to equilibrate without

disturbing the complex. Velocity scaling retains the system at room temperature al-
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lowing for gentle removal of bad contacts. Subsequently we equilibrated the whole

system for 10 picoseconds, allowing the complex to move at a very smal timestep

(10−6 ps), with no constraints. Initial high energy Lennard Jones contacts had to be

removed slowly. The short times are sufficient to remove bad Lennard Jones con-

tacts but long enough to changes the structures significantly. The relaxed structures

were now ready for a typical MD step of 1 femtosecond. After these equilibra-

tions, a plot of RMSD to path ends of each anchor (RMSD to path end is plotted

against RMSD to path start) revealed a noisy path (see figure 5.1). Initial mileston-

ing sampling showed frequent nearby crossing of the milestones not expected in a

1D reaction coordinate. Therefore another short equilibration run (0.5 to 1 ps) was

done with a smoothing potential term (see section 2.3.1.3). The path anchors were

sequentially updated during this process. After iterating this procedure about 60

times, no significant further changes in position were found and the converged path

was significantly smoother (see Figures 5.1 & 5.2). The total time of the smoothing

calculation was very short compared to global conformational transitions.

5.1.3 Specific Conditions of MD

Unless noted otherwise, all simulations were run at 1 fs integration time step

with PME electrostatics. A 9.0 angstrom real space cutoff and a grid size of 64 x

64 x 64 was used for PME riciprocal space calculation. SHAKE was applied on all

water molecules.
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5.1.4 Sampling on Milestones

A milestone is defined by the hyperplane of equal distance from two path

anchors. We enforce the sampling trajectory to remain on this plane by applying

a harmonic potential based on the RMSD distances of the simulation image to the

path anchors(see eqn. 2.90 section 2.4.8). It is also required the trajectory remains

(far) away from other anchors of the path. There is a potential applied to enforce

this as well (eqn. 2.91 section 2.4.8). We noticed during sampling the latter po-

tential rarely activated. The typical distance between anchors was 0.1 angstrom.

The harmonic potential allows a minimal slight fluctuation to either side of the hy-

persurface. A spring constant is large enough to reduce fluctuations on both sides

of the plane while retaining numerical stability which is influenced by the large

additional forces. while minimizing any chance of structural damage arising from

applying force to a subset of atoms. Gradually increasing the harmonic potential

over the first few hundred steps resulted in normal structures as judged by RMSD

from the trajectory at step zero (coordinates before any dynamics steps). A few

sampling trajectories displayed very high RMSD deviation from step zero (up to

10 angstrom) while almost all other converged to around 4 angstrom over sampling

time. The high RMSD outliers were re-run with 2-fold lower spring constant. This

still maintained the surface and RMSD from step zero was normal after re-run. The

end-structures of the runs were visually inspected. 500 structures were obtained on

each milestone, one recorded every 0.2 picoseconds. Sampling trajectories were

run at 300K with velocity scaling. The sampling of 100 nanoseconds per milestone

on 160 milestones (a total of 16 ns) was completed in just a few days on 4 GPU
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nodes. The resulting configurations (500 per milestone) are plotted as a function of

RMSD to path ends in figure 5.3.

5.1.5 Milestoning Run Phase

From sampling, we have obtained 500 structures on each milestone hyper-

surface. At 160 milestones, we have a total of 80000 solvated structures, uniformly

distrubuted on the milestone hypersurfaces. Each of these is now used to start a

MD trajectory. These are now launched freely, without any constraining potential

and run until detected crossing another milestone. We first run to find valid first

hitting points FHP (the reverse are run first). See section 2.4.9 and [29] for a de-

scription of first hitting points. Briefly, a valid FHP trajectory is not allowd to cross

self-milestone. Since our harmonic potential results in sampling structures to be on

the milestone +/- a small harmonic numerical error, the reverse trajetory (the FHP

trajectory) is allowed to cross once but only once. If the reverse trajectory crosses

sef-milestone after that it is invalid FHP and the corresponding sample structure

skipped. If an adjacent milestone is reached, the time is recorded for later reference

and the trajectory is restarted with the same coordinates but opposite velocity. This

time (in the forward direction), the trajectory is essentially continued from the FHP

and now is allowed to cross itself and run until another milestone is hit. We now

have the transition time. When a hit in forward direction is detected, the transition

time and struture are recorded. In addition we record the FHP information as well

as the last self-cross time.
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5.1.6 Data Processing

The milestone run phase transition data are retrieved from log files using

grep command. The data is grepped using a unique tag for the milestoning output

in the standard output. A python script was written to read in the data file and

process it into the transition matrix and vector of average milestone life-times (see

sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4). The matrix of transition probabilities is plotted in figure

5.4. The same python script imports the numpy python linear algebra library to

solve for the null space of I−K and the inverse of I−K after setting the periodic and

absorbing boundary conditions. See sections 2.4.4 through 2.4.6 for background

and examples. To solve for qstat , a null space function was written in python using

a library singular value decomposition and finding the subspace(s) corresponding to

zero singular value(s). The inverse of I−K was used to calculate mean first passage

times.

5.2 Results: 1IHF Mechanism and Kinetics
5.2.1 Free Energy Along the Reaction Path

The free energy profile is obtained as explained in sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5

and plotted in figure 5.5. We can identify some interesting features. The first min-

imum is the low energy crystal structure. The first peak is associated with the de-

intercalation of the arm tip prolines. A 2nd low energy minimum is seen at anchor

40. The highest energy transition state is at milestone 79 (defined by anchors 79

and 80). There are a few relatively low energy states past the high energy barrier

at about 110 and 134. The mechanistic observations corresponding to these energy
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extremes will be further described below.

5.2.2 Description of the Reaction Path

In the first few (15 or so) images (or anchors, seen as frames), the tips of

the protein ”arms” (prolines) de-intercalate from the DNA (see figure 5.6). Around

image 15 the de-intercalation is more or less complete. This segement is associated

with an energy barrier (the first peak) of about 3 kcal/mol.

In the next segment from about anchor 15 to 40 the arm tips move away

from the groove outward toward solution while ”rolling” the tip proline orienta-

tion inside-out (see figure 5.7). The ψ angle of the arm tip proline residues change

about 240 degrees. Although the proline remains in the trans conformation, the

large change in the ψ dihedral angle brings the proline residue from a ”psi-0” con-

formation in the start crystal to a ”psi+140” conformation at a stable intermediate

(anchor 40) after moving through negative psi angles resulting in the total 240 de-

gree rotation (see figure 5.8). The relatively stable intermediate (figure 5.7 2nd

image and figure 5.9 2nd image) at anchor 40 was not expected. Along with the tip

proline conformation change, at this point the arms have extended significantly into

solution and there is some separation at the top binding site (top of the tripartite

bind, see section 1.2.4) now filled with solvent. On the right side binding site, argi-

nine 46 (R46) described in crystal structure as the right side ”clamp” [39] remains

in place at anchor 40 and remains in that groove (until about anchor 60). On the left

clamp side, serine 47, involved in the left side clamp remains in its groove as well

(until anchor 85). Since the DNA kinks are unlatched, we expect this structure (an-
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chor 40 is the intermediate labeled ”RD” in figure 1.3) may be a likely intermediate

in any dissociation pathway including possible alternative pathways to the one we

discuss. However, since the energy barrier to reform the crystal structure is small

this intermediate would expected be short lived.

The third path segment ranges from anchor 40 to 100. During this segment

of the path, from anchor 45 to about 80 the IHF arms move across the phosphate

backbone (figure 5.10). In this same segment movement in anchors 50 through 97,

R46 moves across the phosphate backbone and restabilizes in the groove below it

(notch down, now major groove) around anchor 100. Thus the arms and clamp

features on the sides ”notch down” the DNA at roughly the same time. This path

segment is associated with the largest energy barrier with peak at anchor 79 (figure

5.9 3rd image).

In the final segment of the reaction path we see some restabalization and

re-formation of the features seen in the crystal structure except that the IHF protein

has crossed over the backbone into the next groove. The arms have reshaped their

original secondary structure completely including the proline tips moving back to

alpha (at about anchor 138, figure 5.9 4th image). The R46 is stabilized into the

next groove. By visual inspection, anchor 138 looks like a stable structure: there

are no obvious steric clashes as seen for example when the arms move across the

backbone. This structure could serve as the end of our path in this partial dissoci-

ation study. We see a slight amount of unkinking at the original kink sites while

some novel kinking is occurring in the next groove at the new position of the arm

tips. The significance is that the interactions and structural features in many way re-
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semble the start crystal structure. However, all is shifted down and interactions are

now in the major groove. Although of higer energy this structure (138) may serve

as a second intermediate toward further dissociation and unkinking. Unlike the

proposed intermediate anchor 40, the mean first passage time of returning is large

here (see fig 5.11 reverse accumulative time). This aspect is important because the

relatively slow return rate increases the likelyhood of further dissociation.

There are a number of ways further dissociation could occur. The tip pro-

lines may be trying to re-intercalate, at first at anchor 138. At this point the right

tip is at A 10, just in the next groove. A kink here should kink the helix back and

away from the protein providing a path to release. The helix twist of B-DNA is

about 33 degrees per BP. The relative positon of the backbone (twist angle) at point

of intercalation will determine kink direction. Another possibillity is that although

some stacking disruption is seen, the proline loops are now at a less favorable angle

for intercalation. In the crystal start structure, the loops fit nicely in the 45 degree

wedge created by de-stacking at the kink sites. The angle is less favorable in this

case and intercalation may be prevented. Since the original kinks are unlatched,

it is possible the DNA can simply sample an unkinked conformation which would

remove the remaining clamp now in the major groove allowing further complete

dissociation.

5.2.3 Time scales

We find the mean first passage time of partial dissociation/unkink (going

from the crystal structure to anchor 160) to be on order of 1.0x1013 f s or 10 mil-
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liseconds while mean first passgae time of the formation (from anchor 160 back

to the crystal structure) much faster as expected from thermodynamic experimental

data at 2.9x1011 f s or about 300µs (0.3 ms). Equilibrium constants are K f wd ' 0.03

and Krev ' 30 where f wd is the partial dissociation and rev is return to the crystal

structure. The acumulative time along the path in both directions is plotted in figure

5.11.

Figure 5.1: SDP reaction path in 1D RMSD space
The initial path from CHMIN followed by solvation and equillibration (left) and
and after subsequent smoothing with centering potetial (right). For each anchor,
plotted is the RMSD to start of path (crystal, x-axis) against RMSD to end of path
(y axis).
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Figure 5.2: SDP reaction path anchors RMSD matrix before and after smoothing
RMSD distance matrix all vs all path anchors. Each anchor RMSD vs all anchors.
Color indicates RMSD value.
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Figure 5.3: Milestone Sampling Trajectories 1IHF RMSD to Ends
Left: typical plot of one sampling trajectory. Right: combined plot of all sampling
trajectories (all 80,000 sample configurations). Y-axis RMSD to path start image
(crystal structure). X-axis RMSD to end image.
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of Milestoning Transition Probability Matrix
Matrix plot of the transition probability where each row adds to 1.0. The milestones
are represented as single numbers on the 1D path: The milestone has the number of
the lowest anchor number of the 2 anchors that define it (e.g., achors 1 and 2 define
milestone 1, anchors 2 and 3 define 2, etc.
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Figure 5.5: Free Energy Along the 1IHF Reaction Path
Obtained from stationary flux and average anchor lifetime qstat−i < ti > see section
2.4.5. There are two energy barriers of particular interest. The first is at about mile-
stone 15 and corresponds to the de-intercalation of the IHF arm tips. The second is
at milestone 79 to 80 and corresponds to the IHF arms crossing the DNA bachkone.
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Figure 5.6: The 1IHF initial latching/unlatching
The atoms of the intercalating prolines are shown space-filling mode. The DNA
backbone is traced by orange lines. The DNA bases directly invoved in the interca-
lation are displayed as bond sticks. The images are anchor 2 (left) and 16 (right).
At anchor 16 the de-intercalation is more or less complete.

Figure 5.7: The 1IHF arm tip prolines ”rolling” away, completing unlatching
All atoms of the intercalating prolines are shown space-filling mode. The DNA
backbone is traced by orange lines. The images are anchor 16 (left) and 40 (right).
During this segment, the arms move away from the DNA but tips are still more
or less centered between the phosphate backbone traces. Note the orientation of
the proline hydrogens (white spheres) which ”roll” through the peptide backbone
at the tips corresponding to a ”psi-0” to ”psi+140” transition of these residues (see
figure 5.8). This rotational movement is accompanied by movement of the arms
into solution.
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Figure 5.8: Newman projections of the 1IHF arm tip proline ψ angle
1IHF arm tip proline ψ angle during initial unlatching. The prolines are taken from
anchors 1,20,21,22,23,26,30 and 40. In the first image (1IHF crystal), the nitrogens
are eclipsed: about zero degrees which in case of proline is stable in the ”psi-0”
conformation. In the 3rd image, the amide plane oxygen is eclipsed with the Cα

hydrogen at ψ of about -60. In the 6th image, the nitrogens are opposed and the
amide oxygen is eclipsed with the Cα nitrogen indicating +/-180, the extreme of
proline ”psi+140” conformation. In the first and last images, at about 0 and +140
or so, the psi dihedral of the proline arm tip is in a low energy region [28]. Although
remaining trans The proline of the arm tip ψ angle has changed about 240 degrees
and made a dramatic conformational change of secondary structure in short time.
The φ dihedral does not change significantly (not shown).
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Figure 5.9: Images Along 1IHF Reaction Path
The arm tip proline is space-fill colored by element. The 1st image is the crystal
structure. The 2nd image is at anchor 40, an unexpected stable intermediate. Al-
though remaining trans The proline of the arm tip changes from ”psi-0” at start
to ”psi+140” conformation in the second image involving a ψ dihedral angle rota-
tion of 240 degrees. The 3rd image is at anchor 79 the high energy transition state
and the last is at anchor 136. The tip proline rotates back to ”psi-0” starting from
2nd image and this is completed in last image. In the last image we can see some
unkinking at the original kink site.
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Figure 5.10: The 1IHF arms ”notching down” to adjacent next groove
All atoms of the intercalating prolines are shown space-filling mode. The DNA
backbone is traced by orange lines. The images are anchor 47 (left) and 66 (right).
During this segment, the centers of gravity of DNA and protein are significantly
separating away from each other. During this, there is a point where arms are most
stretched; tips are directly over the DNA phospate backbone at anchor 80 (left).
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Figure 5.11: Accumulative Time along Reaction Path
Forward (top) and reverse (bottom) accumulative time. Forward is dissociation,
starting at the crystal structure. Forward total time is 10 ms. Reverse is reforming
the crystal, faster by 30× at mean first passage time of 0.3 ms. The highest energy
barrier (transition state) is at anchor 79 to 80. Equilibrium constants are K f wd '
0.03 and Krev ' 30 where f wd is the partial dissociation and rev is return to the
crystal structure
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Discussion
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6.1 Code Optimization

We describe an implementation of MOIL-opt, a version of the dynamics

module of the program MOIL [17] that was ported to a high performance labora-

tory tool, namely, a CPU with several cores and a GPU card. The new features

of the present version include a novel implementation of a lookup table, careful

partitioning of the work between the GPU and a shared memory multicore system,

and a detailed analysis of the energy conservation of the simulation. It is shown

that the prime factor for successful energy conservation is the calculations of the

reciprocal space of the Ewald summation at double precision. The double preci-

sion summation of the nonbonded interactions on the GPU comes next. MOIL

strongly emphasizes the calculations of reaction mechanisms and kinetics. It pro-

vides a set of tools to compute reaction paths and approximate long time trajectories

and more recently also the tools of Milestoning. Using a midrange graphics card,

a system can be built that provides both high-end performance and accurate ener-

gies. Sampling correctly from the microcanonical ensemble and the production of

energy conserving trajectories is necessary for estimating microscopic time scales

and rates. Others used stochastic dynamics to overcome the energy drift. However,

it is not clear if stochastic dynamics, which employs a basic integrator that does

not conserve energy even at the zero friction limit, produces configurations with

probability p(x) proportional to e(−U(x)/kT ). This is in contrast to a Monte Carlo al-

gorithm in which by rejections and acceptances of steps the Boltzmann distribution

is enforced. We emphasize that we do not object (of course) to stochastic dynam-

ics obtaining sampling from ensembles other than microcanonical if the differential
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equations are solved exactly. However, information about microscopic kinetics is

better obtained from microcanonical calculations. Even if the canonical ensemble

is obtained, the addition of stochastic forces can significantly affect the time scale

of the processes we study. For example, in the strong friction limit, the rate constant

is inversely proportional to the friction coefficient of the Langevin equation. The

friction coefficient is typically determined as a phenomenological (not microscopic)

parameter.

We have shown that a special kernel for water molecules further speeds up the GPU

calculations of real-space nonbonded forces by a factor of 4 (from 10× to over

40×) for systems larger than 20,000 atoms. We have also illustrated that the usu-

ally difficult-to-parallelize SHAKE algorithm can run efficiently when the matrix

form is used both on multiple CPUs or entirely on the GPU. The speedup is evident

even on a single core compared to the bond relaxation approach. The GPU SHAKE

implementation performance is similar to a calculation conducted on five cores. We

emphasize the use of double precision coordinates and velocities to ensure energy

conservation and correct dynamics in the microcanonical ensemble. Therefore, we

split the SHAKE algorithm such that the coordinate adjustments are done in dou-

ble precision on both the GPU or CPU. We were further able to take advantage

of asynchronous calculations in which the SHAKE of water (that is done in sepa-

rate routines in matrix form) is conducted simultaneously with the GPU SHAKE

of the macromolecular coupled bond system. We anticipate that the gain from the

new version of SHAKE will be more significant as the number of coupled bonds
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increases. Future directions may include the study of a more complex network of

bonds (e.g., the nclusion of bond angle as Urey Bradely terms) and the expansion

of a special kernel to other molecular fragments.

6.2 1IHF mechanism

The ability to investigate a 105,000 atom explicitly solvated system on mil-

lisecond timescale in about a month on 4 GPU equipped nodes opens the door to

routine large scale investigations of reaction path by computational kinetics even

without access to supercomputing clusters. With kinetic data from unconstrained

MD trajectories we can decipher actual sequence of events and max flow pathways

through networks of intermediates using the tools of milestoning [34, 29, 30]. This

allow us to form more true understanding of mechanism and discover transition

states at rate limiting conformations outside the range of traditional experimenta-

tion.

In our study of 1IHF we find two metastable intermediates of interest and iden-

tify two transitions states along the dissociation path. The first intermediate is an

unexpected stable form where the arms tips of the protein have de-intercalated from

the DNA at the kink sites and are stretched outward into the surrounding solution.

The proline arm tips undergo a large secondary structure conformational change

marked by a 240 degree rotation through negative angles of the ψ dihedral angle

of the backbone amide plane of these residues. Both alpha ”psi-0” and ”psi+140”

conformations of proline are known to be stable [28]. The conformational change
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causes an inversion of the proline atoms with respect to the trace of the protein back-

bone. In visual inspection of trajectory images, the proline appears to be ”rolling”

inside out. This first step along the pathway is associated with an energy barrier of

about 3 kcal/mol reported to be on the order of DNA base stacking interactions [21].

We propose this intermediate to be a highly likely first step along any dissociation

path including alternatives to the rest of the pathway studied here. The main reason

is that de-intercalation must occur before any unkinking is mechanically possible

because the intercalated tips ”latches” prevent it. This intermediate forms rapidly

and equilibrium lies toward the crystal structure.

The second intermediate is formed at the end of our dissociation pathway. During

separation of the protein and DNA the IHF arms slide across the DNA backbone

into the next groove. Near the pathway end it is interesting to see that the arms have

refolded as in the start crystal structure and many of the protein DNA interactions

have re-formed. This includes a clamping by R46 first observed by Rice et. al. in

the crystal structure [39]. The binding interactions seem to just repeat one groove

down. During the process, the DNA has not significally changed and overall bend

is about the same. The arms are observed to make some disruption to base pairing

and stacking in this next groove. It is possible that this could mediate a new kink.

Depending on the exact DNA base position formation of this kink could result in

the DNA moving back, away from the protein. This could be a mechanism of final

release. in the new position in the next groove down, the arm tips are not angled as

favorably for intercalation. So another possibility is the protein remains in its new
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position without the ability re re-latch and the DNA will eventually re-sample an

unkinked conformation and could then diffuse away. There is a high energy barrier

associated with the formation of this second intermediate, about 11 kcal/mol. The

forward mean first passage time to this state is about 10 ms while returning to the

crystal state on order of 0.3 ms.

Recent experiments by Vivas et. al [55] have provided strong evidence for a confor-

mational sampling rather than an induced fit mechanism. The authors intruduced

nicks, mispairs and other mutational disruptions and were able to manipulate rates

and final complex stabillity. Certain disruptions mispairing or weakening the DNA

at the kink sites resulted in a more stable final complex along with faster kinking

rates. However, it is not necesary to rule out a mechanism that has a little of both

flavors. We see some evidence that the kink site could shift down into the next

groove: there is some disruption of base pairing and stacking in the next groove ex-

actly where the protein arm tips are. But there is still no sign of overall straightening

on the DNA. The energy required to kink or unkink the DNA is not likely directly

transmitted (from solution or other) by the protein. So in agreement with conclu-

sions from experimental observations [55] we speculate that the DNA bending is

induced by thermal fluctuation. However, the protein may to an extent facilitate

base pair opening perhaps after a partial capture. If this is the case, there is some

”induced” mechanistic component as the protein takes an active role in weaking the

DNA at the kink sites. And along line with experimental observation this may be

faster and easier with already weakend DNA [55].
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The timescale of the formation of the second intermediate in our dissociation path

(about 10 ms) is well within experimental dissociation rate observations. Bimolec-

ular dissociation time was reported on the order of 80 seconds: observed(ko f f =

0.013s−1) [47]. So our intermediates can certainly be realistic steps. We note that

no unkinking has yet occured at this state and although there is significant separa-

tion of the centers of mass, dissociation is not complete and return rate (to crystal)

is faster by 30-fold. Equilibrium constants are K f wd ' 0.03 and Krev ' 30 where

f wd is the partial dissociation and rev is return to the crystal structure.
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Appendix A

Some Basics and MATLAB Examples

A.1 Mueller Potential

This toy potential is the Mueller potential [37], a sum of 4 layers in form

of Ui = e(tei). First we define the function in the exponent (te) which depends on

position x,y from a reference position x0,y0 and on layer specific parameters a,b &

c:

te(i,x,y) = ai(∆xi)
2 +bi(∆xi)(∆yi)+ ci(∆yi)

2 (A.1)

te(i,x,y) = ai(x− xi0)
2 +bi(x− xi0)(y− yi0)+ ci(y− yi0)

2

Then the Mueller potential U(x,y) is the sum (i=1 to 4):

U(x,y) =
4

∑
i=1

Ri ete(i,x,y) (A.2)

A.1.1 Plot the Mueller Potential in MATLAB

%----- plot the potential ----

U = 0.0

x0 = [1,0,-0.5,-1]

y0 = [0,0.5,1.5,1]

a = [-1,-1,-6.5,0.7]

b = [0,0,11,0.6]

c = [-10,-10,-6.5,0.7]

R = [-200,-100,-170,15]

[x,y] = meshgrid(-1.5:0.01:1.2,-0.2:0.01:2);
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for i=1:4

te = a(i)*(x - x0(i)).^2;

te = te + b(i)*(x - x0(i)).*(y - y0(i));

te = te + c(i)*(y - y0(i)).^2;

U = U + R(i)*exp(te);

end;

contourf(x,y,min(U,200),100);

hold on;

%--- plot saddle point 1 ---

r = [ -0.822 ; 0.624 ]

plot(r(1),r(2),’*-w’,’MarkerSize’,4)

%----- end MATLAB segment -----

A.2 Mueller Potential, Gradient and Hessian

In the Mueller potential, by chain rule the gradient for ”layer” i is:

~∇Ui(te(∆x(x),∆y(y))) =
(
(∂Ui/∂ te)(∂ te/∂∆x)(∂∆x/∂x)
(∂Ui/∂ te)(∂ te/∂∆y)(∂∆y/∂y)

)
(A.3)

where

∂Ui/∂te = ∂ete/∂te = ete (A.4)

∂ te/∂∆x = 2ai∆x+bi∆y

∂ te/∂∆y = 2ci∆y+bi∆x

∂∆x/∂x = ∂x(x− x0) = 1

∂y∆x = 0

we get

~∇Ui(te(∆x(x),∆y(y))) =
(

ete(2ai(x− x0i)+bi(y− y0i))
ete(2ci(y− y0i)+bi(x− x0i))

)
(A.5)
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The set of 2nd derivatives:

∂xxUi = ∂x(ete2ai(x− x0i)+ etebi(y− y0i)) (A.6)

= ∂x(ete2ai(x− x0i)+∂x(etebi(y− y0i))

By product rule

= [∂xete]2ai(x− x0i)+ ete [∂x(2ai(x− x0i))]+ [∂xete ]bi(y− y0)+ ete [∂x(bi(y− y0))]

(A.7)

= ete2ai(x− x0i)+ ete2ai + etebi(y− y0)

= ete [2ai(x− x0i)+2ai +bi(y− y0)]

Similarly

∂xyUi = ∂y(ete2ai(x− x0i)+∂y(etebi(y− y0i)) (A.8)

= [∂yete]2ai(x− x0i)+ ete [∂y(2ai(x− x0i))]+ [∂yete ]bi(y− y0)+ ete [∂y(bi(y− y0))]

= ete2ai(x− x0i)+ etebi(y− y0)+ etebi

= ete [2ai(x− x0i)+bi(y− y0)+bi]

And

∂yyUi = ∂y[ete2ci(y− y0i)+ etebi(x− x0i)] (A.9)

= [∂yete ]2ci(y− y0i)+ ete [∂y(2ci(y− y0i))]+ [∂yete ]bi(x− x0)

= ete [2ci(y− y0i)+2ci +bi(x− x0i)]

And

∂yxUi = ∂x[ete2ci(y− y0i)+ etebi(x− x0i)] (A.10)
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= [∂xete]2ci(y− y0i)+ [∂xete ]bi(x− x0)+ ete[∂x(bi(x− x0i))]

= ete [2ci(y− y0i)+bi(x− x0i)+bi]

We can organize these into the Hessian matrix (a sum of the Hessians of the 4 layers

of the potential):

H = ete(i)
4

∑
i=1

(
2ai(∆x+1)+bi∆y 2ai∆x+bi(∆y+1)
2ci∆y+bi(∆x+1) 2ci(∆y+1)+bi∆x

)
(A.11)

The function derivatives; zero order (function value), first order (gradient) and

second order (Hessian) are returned when calling MATLAB function script

”[U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(x,y)” (see Appendix A.2.1). We will use

these in the Newton’s method and other MATLAB examples.

A.2.1 MATLAB Function returning Mueller Potential, Gradient and Hessian

%----------- MATLAB/Octave function -----------

%-- returns zero order (function value),

%-- first order (gradient) and second order (Hessian) derivatives --

function [U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(x,y)

U = 0.0;

Ux = 0.0;

Uy = 0.0;

Uxx = 0.0;

Uxy = 0.0;

Uyx = 0.0;

Uyy = 0.0;

%--- these are static parameters ---

x0 = [1,0,-0.5,-1];

y0 = [0,0.5,1.5,1];

a = [-1,-1,-6.5,0.7];

b = [0,0,11,0.6];

c = [-10,-10,-6.5,0.7];

R = [-200,-100,-170,15];

%--- potential value, gradient and Hessian
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for i=1:4

Dx = x - x0(i);

Dy = y - y0(i);

te = a(i)*Dx^2 + b(i)*Dx*Dy + c(i)*Dy^2;

dxte = 2*a(i)*Dx + b(i)*Dy;

dyte = 2*c(i)*Dy + b(i)*Dx;

Ui = R(i)*exp(te);

U = U + Ui;

Ux = Ux + Ui*dxte;

Uy = Uy + Ui*dyte;

Uxx = Uxx + (2*a(i)*(Dx + 1) + b(i)*Dy)*Ui;

Uxy = Uxy + (2*a(i)*Dx + b(i)*(1 + Dy))*Ui;

Uyx = Uyx + (2*c(i)*Dy + b(i)*(1 + Dx))*Ui;

Uyy = Uyy + (2*c(i)*(Dy + 1) + b(i)*Dx)*Ui;

end;

endfunction;

%-- the function is called as follows:

%-- [U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(x,y)

A.3 Single Steepest Descent (SD) Step (MATLAB script) in Mueller
potential

%----- MATLAB/Octave SD step -----

[U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(r(1),r(2));

Grad = [Ux;Uy];

fac = s/(sqrt(Ux*Ux + Uy*Uy));

r = r - Grad * fac;

%----- end MATLAB segment -----

A.4 Newton’s Method Step for finding Local Minimum

We approximate the function value at point x plus displacement ∆x by a 2nd

order taylor expansion (see appendix A.8). We use the fact that the gradient of a

function is zero at its stationary points (including extreme values (max or min)).
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Since we are solving for the step (∆~x is the variable, ~x is static starting point; a

constant here), we take the gradient of the new function of x and ∆x with respect to

∆x and solve it for zero.

(∂/∂ ~∆x) f (~x+ ~∆x) = 0 (A.12)

and

(∂/∂ ~∆x) f (~x+ ~∆x) (A.13)

with the 2nd order expansion

' (∂/∂ ~∆x)
[

f (~x)+ f ′(x)∆x+
1
2

f ′′(x)∆x2
]

(A.14)

= (∂/∂ ~∆x)
[

f (~x)+ ~∆x ·~∇ f (~x)+
1
2

∆~xT H∆~x
]

= ~∇ f (~x)+(∂/∂ ~∆x)
[

1
2

∆~xT H∆~x
]

And use product rule in the last expression to get

~0 = ~∇ f (~x)+
1
2

H∆~x+
1
2

∆~xT H (A.15)

See appendix A.8 for obtaining the quadratic form of ∆~x with the Hessian. If the

mixed derivatives of f are continous, then fxy = fyx and the Hessian is symmetric

(H =HT ). If A is a symmetric matrix the following holds true: A~x ·~y=~x ·A~y ∀~x,~y∈

real so if ~y is identity vector we can use this property (1
2H∆~x+ 1

2∆~xT H = H∆~x =

∆~xH) to get

~0 = ~∇ f (~x)+H∆~x (A.16)

−~∇ f (~x) = H∆~x
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And finally we have our solution for the step:

∆~x =−H−1~∇ f (~x) (A.17)

If our function is simple quadratic, the 2nd order solution is exact and we need

only the single step. Of course this is typically not the case and we make scaled

steps like in the SD procedure. We note the derivative of the scalar f (~x) function of

multiple variables (~x) is a vector. And since we solved for the vector ∆x, the RHS

must equate to a vector. We can examine the result in the 2D toy potential. So we

need to invert the Hessian to solve for our step ∆x. For a simple 2x2 matrix (such

as in the Mueller potential example here) we get the inverse as follows: if

A =

(
a b
c d

)
(A.18)

Then if invertible, for our 2x2 inverse Hessian:(
∂xx ∂xy
∂yx ∂yy

)−1

=
1

det(H)

(
∂yy −∂xy
−∂yx ∂xx

)
(A.19)

det(H) = ∂xx∂yy−∂xy∂yx

For a high dimensional system where the inverse Hessian may be expensive to com-

pute, the foolowing linear system can be solved for ∆x as an alternative to the in-

verse:

H ~∆x = ~∇ f (~x) (A.20)

Now we find the minimum by iterating:

~xn+1 =~xn + ~∆x (A.21)

For a MATLAB script applying a Newton’s method step in the Mueller potential

see next section, Appendix A.4.1
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A.4.1 Newton’s Method Step (MATLAB script) in Mueller potential

%----- MATLAB Newtons method step -----

[U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(r(1),r(2));

Grad = [Ux;Uy];

H = [Uxx,Uxy;Uyx,Uyy];

Hi = H ^ -1;

mv = Hi * Grad;

r = r - mv*s;

%----- end MATLAB segment -----

A.5 Steepest Descent PATH (SDP-LUP MATLAB script) in Mueller
potential

npoints = 30

s = 0.01

a = [-0.5;1.5]

b = [0.6;0.0]

pathx = linspace(a(1,1),b(1,1),npoints)

pathy = linspace(a(2,1),b(2,1),npoints)

drawpath = line(pathx,pathy,’linestyle’,’-’,’marker’,

’*’,’color’,’w’,’MarkerSize’,10)

%-----------------

for step=1:100

for i=2:(npoints-1)

x = pathx(i);

y = pathy(i);

[U,Ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,Uyx,Uyy] = mueller(x,y);

%------- path unit vector and P matrix ----

p = [pathx(i+1)-pathx(i-1);pathy(i+1)-pathy(i-1)];

pt = transpose(p);

invnorm = 1.0/sqrt(pt*p);

p = p*invnorm;

pt = pt*invnorm;

P = p*pt;

%--------- perpendicular force

G = [Ux;Uy];

Gt = transpose(G);

Ft = Gt - Gt*P;
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F = transpose(Ft);

invnorm = 1.0/sqrt(Ft*F);

F = F*invnorm*s;

%----- move path image ---

pathx(i) = pathx(i) - F(1);

pathy(i) = pathy(i) - F(2);

end;

set(drawpath,’xdata’,pathx,’ydata’,pathy);

pause(0.025);

end;

A.6 CHMIN Path Length and Potential MATLAB Functions

Urepuls = A ev (A.22)

vi j =
−d2

s2

Then the force

fx = ∂Urepuls/∂xi = (∂U/∂v)(∂vi j/∂di j)(∂di j/∂xi) (A.23)

= A ev
(
−2d

s2

)
(~xi−~x j)

%------------- MATLAB/Octave function ------------

%-------------- path length ----------------------

function [L,l] = pathlen(pathx,pathy,npoints)

L = 0.0;

l = 0.0;

for i=2:npoints

l = (pathx(i) - pathx(i-1))^2;

l = l + (pathy(i) - pathy(i-1))^2;

L = L + sqrt(l);

end

l = L/(npoints - 1);
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end

%-- the function is called as follows:

%-- [L,l] = pathlen(pathx,pathy,npoints)

%---------------- path and initial segment length ----------------

a = [-0.5;1.5]

b = [0.6;0.0]

pathx = linspace(a(1,1),b(1,1),npoints)

pathy = linspace(a(2,1),b(2,1),npoints)

drawpath = line(pathx,pathy,’linestyle’,’-’,’marker’,

’*’,’color’,’w’,’MarkerSize’,10)

plen2 = b - a

plen2 = transpose(plen2) * plen2

%----------- MATLAB/Octave function -----------

%-- returns zero order (function value),

%-- first order (gradient) deriv of potential

%-- the potential here is CHMIN neighbor

%-- NOTE: it does not matter if the neighbor is + or - on path

function [U,Ux,Uy] = chminchain(x,y,xp1,yp1,k,pseg)

U = 0.0;

Ux = 0.0;

Uy = 0.0;

%--

msd = sqrt((x - xp1)^2 + (y - yp1)^2);

msd = msd - pseg;

U = 0.5*k*msd^2;

Ux = k*msd*(xp1 - x);

Uy = k*msd*(yp1 - y);

endfunction;

%-- the function is called as follows:

%-- [U,Ux,Uy] = chminnext(x,y,xp1,yp1,k)

A.7 PATH 2nd Derivative Potential MATLAB
%----------- MATLAB/Octave function -----------

%-- returns zero order (function value),

%-- first order (gradient) deriv of potential
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%-- the potential itself here is the numerical second derivative

%-- of the PATH

function [U,Ux,Uy] = num2ndderiv(x,y,xm1,ym1,xp1,yp1,k)

U = 0.0;

Ux = 0.0;

Uy = 0.0;

%-- potential on numerical 2nd derivative of path

px = 0.5*(xp1 + xm1);

py = 0.5*(yp1 + ym1);

msd = (x - px)^2 + (y - py)^2;

U = 0.5*k*msd^2;

Ux = k*msd*(px - x);

Uy = k*msd*(py - y);

endfunction;

%-- the function is called as follows:

%-- [U,Ux,Uy] = num2ndderiv(x,y,xm1,ym1,xp1,yp1,k)

A.8 2nd order Taylor expansion in 2D

Higher order Taylor expansion in more dimensions. For the value of a func-

tion at point xn near x where ∆x = xn− x

f (xn)' f (x)+ f ′(x)∆x+
1
2

f ′′(x)∆x2 (A.24)

f (~x+ ~∆x)' f (~x)+ f ′(~x)~∆x+
1
2

f ′′(~x)~∆x
2

f (~x+ ~∆x)' f (~x)+(~∆x ·∇) f (~x)+(~∆x ·∇)2 f (~x)

The first order term:

(~∆x
T ·~∇) f (~x) =

(
∆x ∆y

)(∂x
∂y

)
f (x,y) (A.25)

= [∆x∂x +∆y∂y] f (x,y)
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The second order term

1
2
(~∆x

T ·~∇)2 f (~x) = [∆x∂x +∆y∂y]
2 f (x,y) (A.26)

=
1
2
[∆x2

∂xx +∆x∆y∂xy +∆y∆x∂yx +∆y2
∂yy]

=
1
2

∆~xT H∆~x

We recognize the term inside brackets is the quadratic form ∆~xT H∆~x where H is the

Hessian matrix:

H =

(
fxx fxy
fyx fyy

)
(A.27)

A.9 Convolution and its Properties

See figure A.1.

The definition of convolution (consider example where t = 0)

( f ∗g)(t) =
∫ t

0
f (τ)g(t− τ)dτ (A.28)

Convolutions have the following properties (commutativity, associativity distribu-

tivity):

f ∗g = g∗ f (A.29)

f ∗ (g∗h) = ( f ∗g)∗h

f ∗ (g+h) = ( f ∗g)+( f ∗h)

c(g+h) = (c f )∗g = f ∗ (cg)

where c is a scalar.
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Figure A.1: A Convolution
Visualization of a convolution of 2 simple functions. In this image, we plot f (τ) =
τ2 (blue) and g(t− τ) = t− τ = 5− τ (red). The convolution is the area under the
green curve: ( f ∗ g)(t) =

∫ t=5
0 τ2(5− τ)dτ . Note integration limits from 0 to the

constant t.

A.9.1 Nested Convolution

We also write the definition of a nested convolution:

( f ∗g∗h)(t) =
∫ t

0

[∫ x

0
f (y)g(x− y)dy

]
h(t− x)dx (A.30)
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note the term in brackets is (f * g)(x) and although a convolution itself is ultimately

a function of the integration limit x. so we had

∫ t

0
( f ∗g)(x)h(t− x)dx = ( f ∗g∗h)(t) (A.31)

We could go on (each convolution to the left takes as integration limit a previous

time index: z < y < x < t):

( f ∗g∗h∗ i)(t) =
∫ t

0

∫ x

0

∫ y

0

∫ z

0
f (z)g(y− z)h(x− y)i(t− x)dzdydxdt (A.32)

A.10 Laplace transform of a convolution

Consider two functions of variable t; f(t) and g(t) and the convolution

∫ t

0
f (τ)g(t− τ)dτ (A.33)

Note that even though both are functions of t, we use the variable τ notation to

distinguish the different index on the position of integration (t is constant limit of

integration and τ variable, see convolution). For the functions f(x) and g(x) we

define the Laplace transforms

f̃ (s) = L ( f (t)) (A.34)

g̃(s) = L (g(t))

From the definition of the transform, the Laplace transform of the convolution:

L

[∫ t

0
f (τ)g(t− τ)dτ

]
=
∫

∞

0
e−st

[∫ t

0
f (τ)g(t− τ)dτ

]
dt (A.35)
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We now switch the order of integration (note the change in limits of integration!):

∫
∞

0

∫ t

0
...dτdt→

∫
∞

0

∫
∞

τ

...dtdτ (A.36)

we get ∫
∞

0
e−st

∫
∞

τ

f (τ)g(t− τ)dtdτ (A.37)

And since f (τ) does not depend on t and e(−st) does not depend on τ:

∫
∞

0
f (τ)

[∫
∞

τ

e−stg(t− τ)dt
]

dτ

Now look at the inner integral (in square brackets) we define variable u = t− τ and

du = d(t− τ) and t = u+ τ so dt = d(u+ τ) and we can write:

∫
∞

τ

e−s(u+τ)g(u)d(u+ τ) (A.38)

The τ in the differential is a constant offset and can be subtracted if it is also sub-

tracted from the limits of integration resulting in

∫
∞−τ

τ−τ

to get ∫
∞

0
e−s(u+τ)g(u)du (A.39)

Now using properties of exponent:

∫
∞

0
e(−su−sτ)g(u)du =

∫
∞

0
e−sue−sτg(u)du (A.40)

= e−sτ

∫
∞

0
e−sug(u)du
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Now we note that the final result of the inner integral is in fact the definition of the

Laplace transform of g(u):

e−sτ

∫
∞

0
e−sug(u)du = e−sτ g̃(s) (A.41)

So now we can substitute this back into the outer integral

∫
∞

0
f (τ)e−sτ g̃(s)dτ (A.42)

and can now move G(s) out and then again use definition of Laplace transform to

get final result:

g̃(s)
∫

∞

0
f (τ)e−sτdτ = g̃(s) f̃ (s) (A.43)
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Appendix B

Code Snippets/Examples

B.1 Profiler Output (MOIL)
Output from gnu profiler (gprof) for solvated DHFR (section III.1).

Analysis is on the original MOIL program before optimization

and OMP/CUDA parallelization.

The output was re-organized by function. For example, the non-bonded

interactions (when PME is used) are calculated by the following

functions: watwat_ewald, cdie_ewald, symwat_ewald and symcdie_ewald.

The calculation time therefore is the sum of these four.

Flat profile:

Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.

% cumulative self self total

time seconds seconds calls s/call s/call name

Non bonded force real space

43.03 105.16 105.16 1350 0.08 0.08 watwat_ewald_

14.78 141.28 36.12 1350 0.03 0.03 cdie_ewald_

12.08 170.80 29.52 1350 0.02 0.02 symwat_ewald_

0.04 243.55 0.09 1350 0.00 0.00 symcdie_ewald_

List generation

6.92 187.72 16.92 150 0.11 0.16 nbondm_

3.43 196.10 8.38 1950 0.00 0.00 nbmsym_

2.60 202.46 6.36 150 0.04 0.04 nbond_

0.09 241.69 0.21 1950 0.00 0.00 nbsym_

PME including FFT

2.22 207.89 5.43 450 0.01 0.01 scalar_sum_

2.08 212.97 5.08 450 0.01 0.01 grad_sum_

1.56 225.79 3.81 450 0.01 0.01 fill_charge_grid_
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0.90 228.00 2.21 900 0.00 0.01 pubz3d_

0.79 231.96 1.94 16588800 0.00 0.00 passf4_

0.67 235.27 1.63 16588800 0.00 0.00 passb4_

0.58 236.70 1.43 63547202 0.00 0.00 one_pass_

0.07 242.08 0.18 450 0.00 0.00 get_bspline_coeffs_

0.07 242.76 0.17 31773601 0.00 0.00 fill_bspline_

(M)SHAKE

2.06 218.01 5.04 1200 0.00 0.00 shakept_

1.62 221.98 3.97 1200 0.00 0.00 mshakpt_

0.69 233.64 1.68 1200 0.00 0.00 shakevl_

0.47 237.85 1.15 1200 0.00 0.00 mshakvl_

Bonded forces

0.26 239.14 0.63 1350 0.00 0.00 etors_

0.14 240.83 0.35 1350 0.00 0.00 etheta_

0.09 241.90 0.21 1350 0.00 0.00 ener14_

0.04 243.36 0.10 1350 0.00 0.00 ebond_

Subtract excluded forces

0.27 238.51 0.66 1350 0.00 0.00 cdie_ewald_excl_

0.16 240.11 0.39 16167657 0.00 0.00 ewforceexcl_

Verlet/RESPA

0.16 240.49 0.38 3000 0.00 0.00 vel_step_

0.05 243.15 0.12 1200 0.00 0.00 coord_step_

B.2 Bonded Atom Exclusion (C or CUDA)
Exclusion (C code snippet)

bool excluded(int iExcl, j, i)

{

int diff = j - i;

int dshift = 1<<(diff 1); //-- obtain decimal value bit position.

bool val = (diff > 0) && (diff < 33);

bool valid = valid && !((dshift & iExcl) && val);

return valid
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}

B.3 GPU Force Caculation Options (CUDA Code)
Force calculation options (c++/CUDA code segments)

The pars float4 data structure was read from the neighbor list

where pars.x = j, pars.y = Aij, pars.z = Bij, pars.w = qij.

The neighbor atom (j) coordinates are then read and all options

are preceded by symmetry translation of neighbor coordinates.

Subsequently:

float r2 = rx*rx + ry*ry + rz*rz;

float r = sqrt(r2);

OPTION 1. Explicit calculation of all three force terms (no PME):

float invr2 = 1.0f/r2;

//-- note isqrt can be used here since r is not needed

float invr6 = invr2*invr2*invr2;

float FLJ = -12.0f * pars.y * invr6*invr6*invr2

+ 6.0f * pars.z * invr6*invr2;

float Fel = pars.w * sqrt(invr2) *invr2;

OPTION 2. Texture memory linear interpolation

of all three force terms (with PME)

float4 F; F.x = F.y = F.z = F.w = 0.0f;

if (valid)

F = tex1D(tFLUa, r * 0.05f); //-- tex1D is a CUDA function

//-- Texture force lookup with built-in

//-- linear filtering (interpolation)

//-- tFLUa is the table of force values (all three terms)

float FLJ = pars.y * F.x + pars.z * F.y;

float Fel = pars.w * F.z * valid;

OPTION 3. Quadratic interpolation of electrostatics with PME.

Coefficients from texture memory:

float invr2 = 1.0f/r2;

float invr6 = invr2*invr2*invr2;

float FLJ = -12.0f * pars.y * invr6*invr6*invr2

+ 6.0f * pars.z * invr6*invr2;
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int ind = r * KNOTSbyR;

//-- KNOTSbyR = number of table knots / r-max

float findx = float(ind);

float dx = r - findx * InvKNOTSbyR;

//-- InvKNOTSbyR = 1/ KNOTSbyR

float4 F; F.x = F.y = F.z = F.w = 0.0f;

if (valid)

float4 c = tex1D(tELFLa, findx);

//-- Texture lookup of interpolation coefficients

//-- (no filtering)

//-- tELFLa is the table of coefficients for

//-- quadratic interpolation

float Fel = (c.x + (c.y*dx + c.z)*dx) * pars.w;

//-- quadratic interpolation where c.x,y,z

//-- are analogous to FLa,b,c

OPTION 4. Quadratic interpolation of electrostatics with PME.

Coefficient from shared memory:

float invr2 = 1.0f/r2;

float invr6 = invr2*invr2*invr2;

float FLJ = -12.0f * pars.y * invr6*invr6*invr2

+ 6.0f * pars.z * invr6*invr2;

int ind = r * SH256_KNOTSbyR * valid;

//-- SH256_KNOTSbyR = 256/r-max

float findx = float(ind);

float dx = r - findx * SH256_InvKNOTSbyR;

float4 F; F.x = F.y = F.z = F.w = 0.0f;

float Fel = (FLc[ind] + (FLa[ind]*dx + FLb[ind])*dx) * pars.w;

All options are completed with force accumulation at end of loop:

iFx += (FLJ - Fel)*rx; iFy += (FLJ - Fel)*ry; iFz += (FLJ Fel)*rz;

B.4 GPU NB Water-Water Force Kernel (CUDA Code)
GPU water water interaction non bonded force kernel (CUDA C)

//----- TIP3P water-water pair parameters --------

#define OaOa 582001.1521f
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#define ObOb 595.067236f

#define HqHq 57.743463584f

#define OqOq 230.974340666f

#define OqHq -115.48704875f

#define SH256_KNOTSbyR 256.0/12.0

#define SH256_InvKNOTSbyR 12.0/256.0

__shared__ volatile float FelX[256], FelY[256], FelZ[256];

//----- only shared memory access in these inline functions

//----- Lennard Jones and electrostatic (real space) -----

__device__ inline float EVForce(

float r, float r2, float A, float B, float C, float valid){

//-- Lennard Jones force

float invr2 = 1.0f/r2; float invr6 = invr2*invr2*invr2;

float df = A*invr6*invr6*invr2 + B*invr6*invr2;

//-- Electrostatic (real space) force

int ind = r * SH256_KNOTSbyR * valid;

float findx = (float)ind;

float dx = r - findx * SH256_InvKNOTSbyR * valid;

df -= (FelX[ind] + (FelY[ind]*dx + FelZ[ind])*dx)*C*valid;

df *= valid;

return df;

}

//----- electrostatic (real space) only -----

__device__ inline float EForce(

float rx, float ry, float rz, float C, float valid){

float r2 = rx*rx + ry*ry + rz*rz;

float r = sqrt(r2);

int ind = r * SH256_KNOTSbyR * valid;

float findx = (float)ind;

float dx = r - findx * SH256_InvKNOTSbyR * valid;

return (FelX[ind] + (FelY[ind]*dx + FelZ[ind])*dx)*C*valid;

}

//----- Force only kernel -----

// spdCoorX, Y, Z and Fx, Fy, Fz are pointers to global device

// float arrays containing atomic

// coordinates and forces respectively.
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// spcoord is a pointer to gloabel float4 array of atomic coordinates

//--------------------------------------------------

__global__ void GPU_CalcNBF_listELFL_H2OxH2OSH256() {

//-- each thread 1 water molecule, nWat is water index

int nWat = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

int io = sdiWaterList[nWat];

//-- load force lookup into shared memory - - -

//-- tex1D reads are not normalized and no filtering

if (threadIdx.x < 128) {

float4 F = tex1D(tELFLa, threadIdx.x);

FelX[threadIdx.x] = F.x; FelY[threadIdx.x] = F.y;

FelZ[threadIdx.x] = F.z;

F = tex1D(tELFLa, threadIdx.x+128);

FelX[threadIdx.x+128] = F.x; FelY[threadIdx.x+128] = F.y;

FelZ[threadIdx.x+128] = F.z;

}

//---- 18 registers for water i coordinates and force

float iOx = spdCoorX[io], iOy = spdCoorY[io],

iOz = spdCoorZ[io];

float iH1x = spdCoorX[io+1], iH1y = spdCoorY[io+1],

iH1z = spdCoorZ[io+1];

float iH2x = spdCoorX[io+2], iH2y = spdCoorY[io+2],

iH2z = spdCoorZ[io+2];

float AtioFx = Fx[io], AtioFy = Fy[io], AtioFz = Fz[io];

float Atih1Fx = Fx[io+1], Atih1Fy = Fy[io+1], Atih1Fz = Fz[io+1];

float Atih2Fx = Fx[io+2], Atih2Fy = Fy[io+2], Atih2Fz = Fz[io+2];

//-- obtain some values from constant memory

float cellx = sdUcellX, celly = sdUcellY, cellz = sdUcellZ;

float cutmax = sdUcellMaxCut, cut2 = sdUcellInnerCutoff2;

__syncthreads(); //-- shared mem table must be loaded

//--- loop over water neighbors (no sense trying to unroll this)

int nnbrs = spdiNrWatNbrWaters[nWat];

for (int n=0; n<MAX_NR_NB_NBRS/*nnbrs*/; n++){

if (n < nnbrs) {

int jo = spdiWatNbrWaters[n*WATSPACING + nWat];

//----- Oxygen j, read coordinates ---------------

float4 j = spcoord[jo]; // OR float4 j = tex1D(tCoord, jo);

float rx = iOx - j.x, ry = iOy - j.y, rz = iOz - j.z;
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//---------- symmetry ---------

float sx = 0.0, sy = 0.0, sz = 0.0;

float symop;

symop = (rx > cutmax); symx -= symop * cellx;

symop = (ry > cutmax); symy -= symop * celly;

symop = (rz > cutmax); symz -= symop * cellz;

symop = (rx < -1.0f*cutmax); symx += symop * cellx;

symop = (ry < -1.0f*cutmax); symy += symop * celly;

symop = (rz < -1.0f*cutmax); symz += symop * cellz;

//----- water i Oxygen - water j oxygen ------------

rx += symx; ry += symy; rz += symz;

float r2 = rx*rx + ry*ry + rz*rz;

float r = sqrt(r2);

float valid = 0.0f;

if (r2 < cut2) valid = 1.0f;

float df = ElecAndVdwForce(r, r2, -OaOa12,ObOb6,OqOq, valid);

AtioFx += df*rx; AtioFy += df*ry; AtioFz += df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 1 - water j oxygen ----------

rx += symx; ry += symy; rz += symz;

float r2 = rx*rx + ry*ry + rz*rz;

float r = sqrt(r2);

float valid = 0.0f;

if (r2 < cut2) valid = 1.0f;

float df = ElecAndVdwForce(r, r2, -OaOa12,ObOb6,OqOq, valid);

AtioFx += df*rx; AtioFy += df*ry; AtioFz += df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 1 - water j oxygen ----------

rx = iH1x j.x + sx; ry = iH1y j.y + sy;

rz = iH1z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, OqHq, valid);

Atih1Fx -= df*rx; Atih1Fy -= df*ry; Atih1Fz -= df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 2 - water j oxygen ------------

rx = iH2x j.x + sx; ry = iH2y j.y + sy;

rz = iH2z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, OqHq, valid);

Atih2Fx -= df*rx; Atih2Fy -= df*ry; Atih2Fz -= df*rz;

//----- read water J hydrogen 1 coordinates ----------------

j = spcoord[jo+1]; // OR j = tex1D(tCoord, jo+1);

//----- water Oi - water j hydrogen 1--------------------

rx = iOx j.x + sx; ry = iOy j.y + sy;
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rz = iOz j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, OqHq, valid);

AtioFx -= df*rx; AtioFy -= df*ry; AtioFz -= df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 1 - water j Hydrogen 1 ---------

rx = iH1x j.x + sx; ry = iH1y j.y + sy;

rz = iH1z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, HqHq, valid);

Atih1Fx -= df*rx; Atih1Fy -= df*ry; Atih1Fz -= df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 2 - water j Hydrogen 1 ----------

rx = iH2x j.x + sx; ry = iH2y j.y + sy;

rz = iH2z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, HqHq, valid);

Atih2Fx -= df*rx; Atih2Fy -= df*ry; Atih2Fz -= df*rz;

//----- read water J hydrogen 2 coordinates ----------------

j = spcoord[jo+2]; // OR j = tex1D(tCoord, jo+2);

//----- water Oi - H2j -------------------------

rx = iOx j.x + sx; ry = iOy j.y + sy;

rz = iOz j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, OqHq, valid);

AtioFx -= df*rx; AtioFy -= df*ry; AtioFz -= df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 1 - water j Hydrogen 2 ---------

rx = iH1x j.x + sx; ry = iH1y j.y + sy;

rz = iH1z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, HqHq, valid);

Atih1Fx -= df*rx; Atih1Fy -= df*ry; Atih1Fz -= df*rz;

//----- water i Hydrogen 2 - water j Hydrogen 2 ----------

rx = iH2x j.x + sx; ry = iH2y j.y + sy;

rz = iH2z j.z + sz;

df = ElecForce(rx,ry,rz, HqHq, valid);

Atih2Fx -= df*rx; Atih2Fy -= df*ry; Atih2Fz -= df*rz;

}

__syncthreads();

} //-- end loop over water neighbors

//-- write force results to global RAM --

Fx[io] = AtioFx; Fy[io] = AtioFy; Fz[io] = AtioFz;

Fx[io+1] = Atih1Fx; Fy[io+1] = Atih1Fy; Fz[io+1] = Atih1Fz;

Fx[io+2] = Atih2Fx; Fy[io+2] = Atih2Fy; Fz[io+2] = Atih2Fz;

}

//----- end of function ------
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B.5 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient parallel (C CODE)
Parallel PCG main algorithm:

AxSparse(x, Ax, istart, iend);

PCG segment 1(istart, iend);

do while () {

AxSparseCGpartTwo(istart, iend, tid);

//-- barrier

alpha = rtz/ptAp;

CGpartThree(istart, iend, tid, alpha, x);

//-- barrier

beta = rtznew / rtz;

FastAdd(vb, vx, vb, beta, istart, iend);

}

Parallel PCG Segment 1:

AxSparse (see text)

//-- NO loop on the GPU

for (int n=istart; n<iend; n++) {

double q = vSig[n] - Ax[n];

double p = Dinv[n] * q;

r[n] = q;

x[n] = p;

b[n] = p;

dot += q*q; //-- on the GPU, no + here

}

ttldot[thread] = dot; //-- not on GPU

v = dot; //-- on GPU

On GPU here, In kernel parallel reduction.

Parallel PCG Segment 2 (contains local implementation of AxSparse):

//-- NO loop on the GPU

for (int b=istart; b<iend; b++) {

double elm = 0.0;

int elfirst = mSHKcmprow[b];

int ellast = mSHKcmprow[b+1];

for (int rel=elfirst; rel<ellast; rel++) {

int col = mSHKcol[rel];

double xrc = mSHKelemDP[rel];
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elm += xrc * vb[col];

}

Ax[b] = elm;

dotpAp += b[b] * elm;

dotvrsvx += r[b] * x[b];

}

Parallel PCG Segment 3:

for (int n=istart; n<iend; n++) { //-- for loop not on GPU

Lambda[n] += alpha*b[n];

double vrselm = r[n] - alpha*Ax[n];

double vxnew = Dinv[n] * vrselm;

r[n] = vrselm;

x[n] = vxnew;

dot += vrselm*vrselm;

dotvrsvx += vxnew*vrselm;

}

Note again minimal array access here by locally

storing and re-using vrselm and vxnew.

B.6 GPU In-Kernel Parallel Reduction (CUDA Code)
In-kernel parallel reduction with global thread barrier (CUDA C)

Parallel shared memory reduction code segment for blocksize of

128 (used inside kernels) This reduction performs addition of all

vector elements of max vector size 128*128 and reduces the data

from 128 blocks to one single scalar. The array elem is of type

__shared__ volatile float and since in shared memory can be

accessed only by the same block. The array sdiCGred resides in

global memory and is needed for the final block reduction. Boolean

isLastBlockDone resides in global memory: it is set to true by the

last thread of the last block of the block reduction as shown below.

__shared__ volatile float elem[128];

int n = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

int tid = threadIdx.x;

float v = 0.0;
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//--- v is a locally used & stored variable: value calculated here ---

//--- reduction of v down to one block ------

elem[tid] = v;

__syncthreads();

if (tid < 64) {

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 64];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 32];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 16];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 8];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 4];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 2];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 1];

}

//----- global thread barrier ----

if (!tid) {

sdiCGred[blockid] = elem[0];

//-- the below is following example B5 in CUDA programming guide 4.0

unsigned int value = atomicInc(&sdiRedCount, 1000000);

isLastBlockDone = (value == (nblocks - 1));

__threadfence();

}

//------ final reduction --------

__syncthreads();

if (isLastBlockDone) //-- this should only happen to one block

{

v = sdiCGred[tid];

elem[tid] = v;

__syncthreads();

if (tid < 64) {

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 64];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 32];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 16];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 8];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 4];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 2];

elem[tid] += elem[tid + 1];

}

if (!tid)

{
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sdiCGred[0] = elem[0]; //-- this is the final scalar result

}

__threadfence_block();

}

//------ end reduction of v down to one block ------
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